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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
1. The Problem of the Dissertation 
The problem of this dissertation has two foci: 
(1) the explicit neglect of "middle maturity" as a life-
stage in religious growth in the psychology of religion, and 
(2) the need for an organized, descriptive summary of the 
literature on this life-stage. 
The global and normative concept of "religious matur-
ity" has dominated the psychology of religion to the extent 
that no contemporary writer explicitly divides adulthood into 
stages of religious growth akin to the earlier stages of child-
hood and adolescence.! Gordon w. Allport, concerned with the 
"mature religious sentiment," has stated that "every person-
ality develops continually from the stage of infancy until 
death."2 However, in another reference, he quotes William 
James' statement that by the age of thirty the character has 
set like plaster and will never soften again. 
The verdict is perhaps too pessimistic and over-
drawn, for some personalities seem to change 
lcf. Walter Houston Clark, The Psychology of Religion 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1958), pp. 240-58, and Paul 
E. Johnson, Psychology of Religion, Revised and enlarged (New 
York:Abingdon Press, 1959), pp. 93-100. 
2Gordon W. Allport, Personality: A Psychological 
Interpretation (New York: Henry Hole and Company, 1937), p. 
102. Cf. his volume, The Individual and His Religion (New 
York: The Macmillan Company, 1954), pp. 52-74 for discussion 
of the "mature religious sentiment." 
1 
markedly after the age of thi~ty. But in prin-
ciple the judgment is sound Litalics min~.l 
Are there no changes in the religious life of the individual 
over a period of some forty years? Following the assumptions 
used in describing religion in childhood and adolescence, will 
not religion in adulthood also differ according to the place 
reached on the developmental scale?2 
The second aspect of the problem, i.e., the need for 
a descriptive summary of the literature on this life-stage, 
is evident in the extensive array of information and opinions 
confronting the investigator in a field of widely scattered 
literature. Since the establishment of the Division on Matur-
ity and Old Age in the American Psychological Association in 
1945, there has been both an increase in interest and in data 
on "middle maturity." However, no comprehensive and descrip-
tive treatment of the literature exists.3 Organization, as 
well as description of the field, is necessary for any study 
of "middle maturity" in the psychology of religion. 
The purpose of this dissertation is to offer an organ-
ized and descriptive summary of the literature on "middle 
maturity" as a basis for formulating research hypotheses on 
this life-stage in the psychology of religion. 
!Allport, Personality, p. 143. 
2orlo Strunk, Jr., (ed.), Readings in the Psychology 
of Religion (New York: Abingdon Press, 1959), p. 149. 
3cf. Elizabeth B. Hurlock, Developmental Psychology, 
second edition (New York: McGraw-Hill Book Company, Inc., 
1959), pp. 460-536 for partial treatment of the discussion-
oriented and research literature within the framework of 
"adjustment" psychology. 
2 
2. Definitions 
The "middle years," in an average life span of 70, 
shoold be fixed at 35-55 according to the statistician.! 
Billings, however, in a clinical study, defined the period 
of mid-life as 25-35.2 Another investigator has considered 
persons over the age of 60 as retaining the status of middle-
aged.3 Thus there seems to be no sharp line of demarcation 
which marks off "middle maturity" from young adulthood. How-
ever, there are certain psychological and physiological 
changes in the fourth and fifth decades, some of which are 
changes in goals or opportunities of personal expansion, which 
appear to mark the beginning of a new life-stage after young 
adulthood. 
Therefore, for the purposes of this dissertation, 
"middle maturity" is defined as the years between forty and 
sixty in the h~~an life span, and is marked by a considerable 
number of events which give "transitional" status to the indi-
vidual. However, in order to include a larger number of 
research studies, the upper and lower limits of middle matur-
ity will occasionally be extended five years, i.e. 35-65. 
"Hiddle age, 11 "middle years~• "middle adults," and "middle-
aged adults, 11 will be synonymous with middle maturity unless 
otherwise indicated. 
!Albert J. Levine, "A Sound Approach to l'1iddle Age," 
Geriatrics, 12 (1957), 625-26. 
2Edward G. Billings, "The Clinical Importance of Some 
Normal Attitudinal and Ideological Transitions of Hid-Life," 
Amer. J. Psychiat., 105 (1949), 615-18. 
3L. Pearl Gardner, "Attitudes and Activities of the 
Middle-Aged and Aged," Geriatrics, 4 ( 1949), 33-50. 
3 
"Nenopause" is defined as the physiological cessation 
of the menses (menstruation) in females and occurs naturally 
during middle maturity, usually between forty and fifty. 
"Climacterium" or "climacteric," coming from the Greek word 
meaning •rung of a ladder,' shall fefer to a critical and 
self-limited period for both male and female which encompasses 
a combination of physiological and psychological changes and 
occurs between forty and fifty for the female and between fifty 
and sixty for the .male.1 "Involution" is viewed as a psycho-
pathological process which necessitates treatment and implies 
more than the normal decline during the climacteric. The 
common or popular phrase for the psychosomatic changes of mid-
dle maturity, "the change of life," distorts the nature of the 
life-stage and shall not be used in this dissertation. 
3. Limitations 
4 
This study is exploratory in nature, i.e., the investi-
gator is interested in formulating problem areas and evoking 
hypotheses for future research by surveying and organizing the 
existing literature in the field.2 According to Selltiz et al., 
"it is pointless to regard a study which sets out with hypotheses 
as more •scientific' than one which ends with hypotheses. The 
time for formulation of hypotheses varies with the nature of 
the problem and the extent of prior knowledge about it."3 The 
extent of prior knowledge about "middle maturity" as a life-
1New College Standard Dictionary (New York: Funk & 
Wagnalls Company, 1950. 
2claire Selltiz et al., Research Methods in Social 
Relations, Revised One-Volume Edition (New York: Henry Holt 
and Company, Inc., 1959), pp. 51-65. 
3.!..J:2ig. ' p. 40. 
stage in the psychology of religion is very limited and thus 
necessitates the formulation of hypotheses as the end product 
of the research. Therefore, the intent is not so much to 
present a study of high originality as to describe the field. 
The survey of the literature will be presented within 
the context of the discipline of the psychology of religion. 
The investigator will be concerned with the psychology of 
religion and will utilize the Psychological Abstracts as a 
major index to the "psychological" literature on middle matur-
ity. rsychology of religion has its roots in the field of 
general psychology.! Secondly, the investigator will also be 
concerned with the psychology of religion and will survey the 
literature in which the author states he is dealing with the 
"religious experience and behavior" of middle maturity. 
Further, since the climacteric is to middle maturity as puberty 
is to adolescence, the investigator will include a represent-
ative selection of the clinical inquiries. Although the pri-
mary orientation in the inquiries is "biological" or "physio"" 
logical~ such observations are necessary to our increased 
understanding of middle maturity. Psychology of religion also 
has roots in this latter approach.2 
The primary focus of this survey is upon the periodical 
literature dealing with middle maturity, but will also include 
books, theses, and various sources. Acting upon the assumption 
that this life-stage is partially culturally determined, the 
periodical literature will be limited to American journals. 
!Johnson, p. 14. 
2112.!.£. 
5 
Seeking to include all possible data on the life-
stage under consideration, the author will include the 
theoretical frames of reference for middle maturity under 
the assumption that theory and research have a relationship 
of mutual contribution. 
Theory can point to areas in which research is 
likely to be fruitful, can su~~arize the findings 
of a number of specific studies, and can provide 
a basis for explanation and prediction. Research 
findings, on the other hand, can test theories 
which have been worked out, can clarify theoretical 
concepts, and can suggest new theoretical formula-
tions or extend old ones .•.. To conduct research 
without theoretical interpretation or to theorize 
without research is to ignore the essential function 
of theory as a tool for achievtng economy of thought.1 
6 
The theoretical frames of reference for this life-stage will 
receive exhaustive treatment. 
Clinical observation of the phenomena involved in 
the climacteric and the menopause will be representative of 
the years 1941-55. Kaplan organized the literature on this 
subject for the years 1930-41 and presented it in his volume 
Hental Disorders in Later Life.2 Since the appearance of this 
work in 1945 there has been no attempt to organize and present 
the increasing clinical literature. The field is rapidly 
expanding with improved methods of treatment and research. In 
1957, Shock presented a classified bibliography of the material 
on the menopause, climacteric, neuroses, and psychoses.3 This 
offers the present investigator an organized source of material 
for the years 1941-55, i.e., since the collection by Kaplan. 
1selltiz, et al., pp. 408-09. 
2oscar J. Kaplan (ed.), J.vlental Disorders in Later Life 
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1945). 
3Nathan W. Shock, A Classified Bibliography of Geron-
tology and Geriatrics: Supplement One (Stanford, California: 
Stanford University Press, 1957). 
Empirical approaches to intellectual functions, per-
ceptual processes, psychomotor performance, personality cor-
relates, and social interaction will be given comprehensive 
inclusion for the years 1946-60, i.e., since the establishment 
of the Division on Maturity and Old Age--a branch of develop-
mental psychology--in the American Psychological Association. 
Periodical abbreviations used in this dissertation 
will conform to the code adopted by the American Psychological 
Association for the Publication ~~nual.l Abbreviations of two 
common tests, Thematic Apperception Test ( TAT) and the 
Hinnesota Hultiphasic Personality Inventory ( N i-t P I ) , will 
be utilized as given in the research data. 
4. Previous Research in the Field 
Five dissertations, although not overlapping the 
purposes of the present study, have explicit}y increased our 
understanding of the "self-concept" in middle maturity. Paul 
Walter used an index of adjustment and values to test the 
hypothesis that individuals with a compatible self-concept 
look forward to retirement with less anticipation than those 
with an incompatible self-concept.2 There was a positive 
correlation between degree of personal maladjustment and the 
amount of anxiety facing problems of retirement for the forty-
eight subjects between the ages of 62 and 64. Gertrud Kurth, 
in a study of the anticipation of the decline of life, dis-
covered from the replies of 128 males between the ages of 20 
and 65 that the lower the self-esteem, the earlier the decline 
!publication Hanual (Washington, D.C.: The American 
Psychological Association, 1957), pp. 57-60. 
2Paul D. Walter, "Pre-Retirent Problems as Related to 
the Self Concept of the Individual" (Unpublished Ph.D. disser-
tation, University of Pittsburgh, 1956). 
7 
of life is expected.! 
Kenneth Bloom administered an adjective checklist to 
83 while males between the ages of 20 and 69.2 He reports 
that the basic core of personality is stable throughout life 
and there is no relationship between chronological age and 
ideal self-percept. However, self-acceptance tends to decline 
between the years 40 and 49, and the tendency to idealize the 
past increases after 60. 
Howard Berkowitz tested 118 persons between the ages 
of 40 and 70 with the Thematic Apperception Test (T A T) on 
seven personality characteristics.3 There was no steady down-
ward trend with increasing age in any of the characteristics 
(cathectic flexibility, mental flexibility, ego differenti-
ation, body transcendence, ego transcendence, bodily satis-
faction, and sexual integration). In fact, the 60-65 age 
group averaged higher scores than the 50-55 age group. 
Finally, in reference to the self-concept, Alvis Cali-
man administered the Rorschach Test and Activity Inventory to 
forty-five Negro women between 50 and 83.4 The persons be-
tween 50 and 59 were more active, and more active persons, in 
both groups, were found to be somewhat better adjusted. 
!Gertrud Haria Kurth, "The Anticipation of the Decline 
of Life as a Function of Psychological Variables" (Unpublished 
Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia University, 1957). 
2Kenneth L. Bloom, "Some Relationships between Age and 
Self Perception" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Columbia 
University, 1960). 
3Howard Berkowitz, "A Study of Psychological Attributes 
in the Second Half of Life" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, 
University of Texas, 1957). 
ltAlvis w. Caliman, "Personality Adjustment of Aging 
Women," (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Hichigan State Col-
lege, 1952). 
8 
Omar Lee Hartzler, primarily interested in establish-
ing rites for developmental crises in the life span, includes 
an eclectic study of the climacteric in his dissertation.! 
However, his main interest was in the educational function of 
church rites. The attention is focused upon the total life 
span rather than the lone period of middle maturity. 
Apart from dissertations, there are several volumes 
containing some mention of "middle maturity." Barron, in a 
volume focused upon social gerontology, lists middle age as 
"the unmet challenge of gerontology," and offers a helpful 
chapter on employment practices.2 Tibbitts and Donahue have 
edited a series of essays and inspirational works on this 
life-stage, but largely neglect references to empirical data, 
theory, or clinical observations.3 Irma Gross has presented 
a volume of articles on the problems, roles, and potentialities 
of middle-aged women which grew out of an Horne Economics Sym-
posium.4 In discussing the developmental tasks of adults, 
Maves has devoted brief attention to middle age as the period 
of major responsibilities.5 Pressey and Kuhlen authored a 
l0mar Lee Hartzler, "The Educational Function of 
Developmental Rites" (Unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, Yale 
University, 1959). 
2Milton L. Barron, The Aging American; An Introduction 
to Social Gerontology and Geriatrics (New York: Thomas Y. 
Crowell Company, 1961). 
3clark Tibbitts and Wilma Donahue, Aging in Today's 
Society (Englewood Cliffs, N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc., 1960). 
4Irma H. Gross, (ed.), Potentialiti~s of Women in the 
Middle Years (East Lansing, Michigan: Michigan State Univer-
sity Press, 1956). 
5paul B. Maves, Understanding Ourselves as Adults 
~ew York: Abingdon Press, 1959). 
9 
volume on development through the life span, and included some 
material on the dynamic and social development of the middle-
aged adult.1 The major focus of the volume, however, seems to 
be upon childhood through young adulthood. 
Anderson, in 1956, edited a series of reports on per-
sonal and social aging presented at a research planning confer-
ence under the Division of Maturity and Old Age in the American 
Psychological Association.2 This work, however, contains only 
two articles--which will be utilized in this survey--on middle 
maturity. 
10 
As the need for organization of the increasing literature 
on "old age" grew even greater, two handbooks were published. 
First, Birren edited a volume on the biological and psychologi-
cal bases of aging.3 This is a technical summary of the pro-
fessional and scientific literature on the individual and the 
behavioral aspects of human aging. Although most of the lit-
erature is focused upon persons over the age of 60, some ref-
erences are made to research on "middle maturity." Secondly, 
Tibbitts edited a companion volume on the societal aspects of 
aging.4 Again, the focus is clearly upon advanced age levels, 
but "middle maturity" receives some mention. 
Five authors in religious fields have devoted attention 
to the middle-aged adult. Grace Elliott published her disser-
1sidney L. Pressey and Raymond G. Kuhlen, Psychologi-
cal Development through the Life Span (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1957). 
2John E. Anderson, (ed.), Psychological Aspects of 
Aging (Washington, D.C.: American Psychological Association, 
Inc. , 1956). 
3James E. Birren, (ed.), Handbook of Aging and the 
Individual (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1959). 
4clark Tibbitts, (ed.), Handbook of Social Gerontology 
(Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1960). 
11 
tation on the meaning of life for women after the age of forty.! 
It is an eclectic study of various psychological assumptions 
placed within the framework of a religious interpretation for 
the second half of life. Lewis Sherrill, a religious educator, 
has written perceptively of the religious character development 
through the life span with attention to the need of achieving 
philosophical integrity in middle age.2 Reuel Howe, a pastoral 
psychologist, writes of the "creative years" as including more 
than the limited concept of middle maturity, and stresses the 
concept of "love as work" in these years.3 Finally, two Con-
gregational ministers, Tizard and Guntrip, have combined to 
write of the problems and opportunities of the middle years.4 
(The latter minister is also a professional psychotherapist.) 
None of the interpretations offered by the five authors, how-
ever, are supplemented with research data. 
5. The Methodology of the Dissertation 
The problem of the dissertation will be developed in 
seven stages: (1) an eclectic survey of the discussion-oriented 
literature on middle maturity to introduce the reader to the 
dimensions of this life-stage; (2) an exhaustive survey of the 
lcrace Loucks Elliott, Women after Forty (New York: 
Henry Holt and Company, 1936). 
2Lewis Joseph Sherrill, The Struggle of the Soul (New 
York: The J.eiacmillan Company, 1951). 
3Reuel L. Howe, The Creative Years (Greenwich, Connect-
icut: The Seabury Press, 1959). 
4Leslie J. Tizard and Harry J. s. Guntrip, Middle Age 
(Great Neck, L. I., New York: Channel Press, 1960). 
"psychological" frames of reference for this period in the 
life span; (3) a representative selection of the clinical 
observations for the years 1941-55; (4) a comprehensive and 
descriptive summary of the empirical research data since the 
founding of the Division on Maturity and Old Age in the Amer-
ican Psychological Association (1946-60); (5) a comprehensive 
survey of the theoretical and empirical literature on "relig-
ious experience and behavior" during middle maturity; (6) a 
survey of middle-aged persons reporting significant religious 
reorientations in autobiographies, biographies, and case his-
tories with phenomenological description of two such reports; 
and (7) a presentation of research proposals, i.e., problem 
areas and suggestive hypotheses, for psychology of religion 
which have developed from the survey of the literature on this 
life-stage. 
The methodology is that of any exploratory or formu-
lative study: first, a survey of the existing literature on 
the area under consideration, and secondly, a selected sample 
of persons experiencing the phenomena under investigation.! 
Since the formulation of hypotheses for future research is 
the end result of an exploratory study, the spirit or attitude 
of the investigator is one of seeking rather than testing. 
Therefore, 
an exploratory study must always be regarded as simply 
a first step; more carefully controlled studies are 
needed to test whether the hypotheses that emerge 
have general applicability.2 
1selltiz et al., pp. 51-64. 
2rbid., p. 65. 
12 
Let us turn now to a consideration of the dimensions 
of "middle maturity" as presented in the next chapter. 
13 
CHAPTER II 
MIDDLE MATURITY IN THE LIFE SPAN 
The existing volumes on middle maturity, unlike the 
works on the developmental periods of childhood and adoles-
cence, are few in number and are usually discussion-oriented. 
Since one important function of an exploratory study is to 
survey all available material, this chapter will present a 
structured overview of the discussion about middle maturity 
to serve as an introduction to some salient aspects of this 
period in the life span. Hopefully, it will partially ans-
wer the reader's question: "What is middle maturity?" 
1. Introduction 
Interest in middle maturity is as ancient as Aristotle's 
idea of rational moderation during the "prime of life." 1 It 
is within the present century, however, that middle maturity 
has been defined as one of the life-stages. 2 Actually, this 
life-stage as defined by Sanford received little attention 
from the psychologists until 1946.3 Birren has aptly termed 
1 Albert R. Chandler, "Aristotle on Mental Aging," 
J. Geront., 3 (1948), 220-23. 
2E. C. Sanford, "Mental Growth and Decay," Am. J. 
Psychol., 13 (1902), 426-49. 
3s. L. Pressey, "The New Division on Maturity and 
Old Age: Its History and Potential Services," Amer. Psychol., 
3 ( 1948) ' 1 07-09. 
the years 1946-60 as "the period of expansion" in the his-
tory of the psychology of aging. 1 
The changing demographic profile of the United States 
may help account for the increased interest in middle matur-
ity. If the years from forty to sixty are used as guidelines 
to this life-stage, then there are about thirty-five million 
Americans in this category. 2 Further, if one extends the 
latter years to sixty-four, the Bureau of the Census notes an 
increase of 193 per cent in this age group since 1900 as com-
pared with a 98 per cent increase in the total population and 
projects a population of 42.5 million middle-aged Americans 
by 1975.3 With the increase in the number of persons who 
live through middle maturity, many personal and social prob-
lems, other than the menopause, have arisen and, as a result, 
the various professional groups are focusing attention on 
middle maturity. As Pressey comments on the new Division on 
Maturity and Old Age in the American Psychological Associa-
tion, "it seems not too much to hope that ours might be ~ 
field of most fruitful and distinctive psychological work 
of the next two decades." 4 
1James E. Birren, "A Brief History of the Psychology 
of Aging, Part II," Gerontologist, 1 (1961), 127-34. 
2Milton L. Barron, p. 141. Cf. Henry D. Sheldon, 
"The Changing Demographic Profile," in Handbook of Social 
Gerontology, pp. 27-61. 
3cited by Barron, p. 142. 
4pressey, p. 109. 
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2. Transition and Crises: Period of Problems 
After some twenty years of young adulthood, the indiv-
idual begins to notice certain changes in his strength and 
resistance to fatigue, in his appearance, in his attitudes 
toward self and expected roles, and in his ability to adjust 
quickly to unfamiliar situations. He is a novice to the prob-
lems of a new life-stage. 
i. Physical Changes 
Middle maturity "marks the beginning of the accelera-
tion of the aging process that has been going on since birth. 11 1 
There is a tendency to gain weight, the hair becomes thinner, 
the skin of the face, neck, arms, and hands becomes coarser, 
muscles grow weaker, bones become more brittle, vision and 
hearing gradually diminish, reactions are slower, and the power 
of recuperation is less.2 The most difficult physical change 
of this life-stage, the menopause in the female, will be dis-
cussed in the next chapter, but can be hinted at as the major 
transition for the woman over forty.3 
Health problems are of major concern to the middle-
aged adult. "Cancer ranks second only to heart disease as a 
cause of death in the age range forty-five to sixty-four."4 
1Hurlock, p. 477. 
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2Hurlock, pp. 478-87. Of. also Tizard and Guntrip, 
pp. 25-35, and Wilma Donahue, •• The Human Machine at Middle Life, 11 
in Aging in Today's Society, pp. 105-12. 
3Elliott, pp. 56-67. 4Barron, p. 147. 
Further, "two thirds of first admissions to mental hospitals 
in the United States are of persons beyond thirty-five."1 
It is no wonder that concern with "body image," i.e., pre-
occupation of the individual with the body as a physical ob-
ject, appears in the forty-year group.2 
ii. Psychological Crises 
Middle maturity is a crucial period in the life span. 
It often brings to consciousness the reality of death and 
the uncertainty of life.3 The reactions to loss of youth, 
loss of illusions, loss of children to armed services, mar-
riage, or college, and the loss of position in office or home 
may take such various forms as excessive use of alcohol, 
psycho-physiologic symptoms, pessimism, and feelings of per-
secution.4 Cynicism, frustration, insecurity, and conserva-
tism are common trends during this life-stage.5 
1lJ2.1g,. 
2William E. Henry, "Affective Complexity and Role 
Perceptions: Some Suggestions for a Conceptual Framework 
for the Study of Adult Personality," in Psychological As-
pects of Aging, p. 39. 
3M. Esther Harding, The Way of All Women (New York: 
Longmans, Green and Co., 1934), p. 271. Cf. also Tizard and 
Guntrip, pp. 39-41, and Maves, p. 145. 
4o. s. English and G. H. J. Pearson, Emotional Prob-
lems of Living (New York: W. W. Norton & Company, Inc., 
1955), revised edition, pp. 428-30. 
5Tizard and Guntrip, pp. 41-47. 
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The psychological concomitants of the climacteric in 
the male and the female will be discussed in the next chapter, 
but merit some notation in this section. August, 1 Elliott,2 
and Hurlock3 furnish adequate description of the necessary 
adjustments during this 11 critical round" on the ladder of 
life. Polatin and Philtine likewise enumerate reactions to 
the "change of life."4 
Despite the discussion in most volumes concerning the 
psychological crises of middle maturity, Pressey and Kuhlen 
conclude that this period does not stand out as one of high 
anxiety or stress and affirm the need for more adequate data 
before declaring middle maturity as an ttage of crisis." None-
theless, many 11 popular11 pamphlets and articles refer to the 
threat,6 the turbulence,7 and the problemaS of middle maturity. 
iii. Social Stresses 
J. s. Slatkin maintains that the problems of middle 
maturity are "not intrinsic to the phase of life but rather 
1Harry E. August, "Psychological Aspects of Personal 
Adjustment,,. in Potentialities of Women in the Middle Years, 
pp. 87-104.-
2Elliott, PP• 56-67. 3Hurlock, pp. 481-87. 
4Phillip Polatin and Ellen c. Philtine, The lfell-
Ad3s,ted Persgn~ity (New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, 
1952 , PP• 21 -3 • 
5Pressey and Kuhlen, pp. 364-65. 
6Harry Milt, uMiddle Age--Threat or Promise?, 11 Public 
!ffairs Pamph1et, No. ·294 (1960). 
7Sidonie M. Gruenberg, "The Turbulent Middle Years," 
Suryey, 86 (1950), 121-25. · 
8wal ter G. Muelder, "Middle Age: Its Problems and 
Challenge," Pastoral Psychol., November ( 1958), 9-13. 
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a consequence of certain cultural conditions." 1 Such a 
statement has merit in a society, such as our own, that is 
culturally geared toward upward economic and social mobility. 
During middle maturity the individual must reckon with 
younger people pressing against the age scale in search of 
advances and promotions. 2 This life-stage will also bring 
testing in which the individual "compares his level of 
achievement with his level of aspiration."3 Further, there 
are often family and marital problems to add to the total 
stress situation.4 
During the testing stage of middle maturity, many in-
dividuals decide they are failures. Failures, according to 
Slatkin, are of two main types: those who acknowledge fail-
ure and those who take a grandiose attitude towards their 
failure to reach the goa1. 5 Most persons, however, are 
inconclusive and feel there is still some chance to 
achieve original life goals. 6 And success itself is not 
always satisfying! Slotkin presents the category of 
the "dissatisfied success" who reaches the top and 
finds the dominant desires ungratified. Alternatives 
1J. S. Slatkin, "Life Course in Middle Age,"~ 
Forces, 33 (1954), 171-77. 
2Barron, pp. 143-44. Cf. Hurlock, pp. 501-10. 
3slotkin, p. 171. 
4Howe, PP• 89-163. In three short chapters, Howe 
significantly treats the problems of love in marriage and 
family relationships. Cf. Hurlock, pp. 512-29, for discus-
sion of changed family patterns and the necessitated ad-
justment. 
5Slotkin, p. 171. 6 Ibid., P• 172. 
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for this person are suicide, .immediate gratification in the 
next life-stage, or a new life course. 1 
Family and marital stresses during middle maturity 
have captured the attention of two recent writers. Reuel 
Howe expresses concern for the middle-aged couples who are not 
living together but rather life parallel lives that now and 
then superficially touch. 2 Added to the 11 distance" of mari-
tal partners is the baffling parental responsibility to com-
plicated and difficult adolescents.3 Harry Guntrip, writing 
out of the English Culture, also displays keen insight 
into the "double transition" of middle adults and adolescents. 4 
He elaborates upon the alienation of parent from child and 
child from parent and the danger of one-sided relationships.5 
A convenient way to look at the stresses and changes 
that come with middle maturity is to examine the social roles 
one seeks to fulfill. Havighurst has listed changes in the 
parental role, the home-maker role, the role of spouse, the 
worker role, the association member, the citizen role, the 
friend role, and the role of user of leisure time.6 Duvall 
places emphasis upon the "new family roles in middle life. "7 
1 Ibid., pp. 173-74. 2Howe, pp. 89-108. 
21J2.1.9..' PP• 133-63. 4Tizard and Guntrip, pp. 123-28. 
5Ibid., PP• 129-39. 
6Robert J. Havighurst, "Middle Age--the New Prime of 
Life?," in Aging in Today's Society, pp. 140-42. Of. his 
article, "Changing Roles in the Lives of Women in Middle Years, 11 
in Potentialities of Women in the Middle Years, pp. 3-17. 
7Evelyn M. Duvall, "New Family Roles in Middle Life," 
in Aging in Today's Society, pp. 165-73. 
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The entire range of one's self-expectations and the expecta-
tions of others may be expected to change a great deal during 
middle maturity. 
3. Potentialities and Opportunities: 
Age of Achievement 
The physical, psychological, and social changes during 
middle maturity can be interpreted as signs of decline, and 
thus distort one's approach to the second half of life. Middle 
maturity should be the time in the life span when the indiv-
idual reaches the peak in achievement and reaps the benefit 
of t~e years of preparation. 
i. Accomplishment 
Middle maturity should be ''the peak period in life 
not only for financial and social success but also for author-
ity and prestige." 1 However, the age of accomplishment may 
vary according to the type of work, the quality of the output, 
competition, and a variety of factors. Meyer would have the 
unoccupied middle-aged woman extend her sense of family and 
affection to the third generation and the entire community, 
thus expanding her accomplishment in human relationships. 2 
ii. Leadership and Participation 
Business, industry, and community organizations usually 
1Hurlock, p. 462. 
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2
.Agnes E. Meyer, 11 The Middle-Aged Woman in Contemporary 
Society," in Potentialities of Women in the Middle Years, p. 157. 
reward the middle-aged adult for his accomplishment by offering 
positions of leadership. The fifties are the years of recog-
nition in professional groups, government agencies, business 
organizations, and local community societies.1 
With the new sense of freedom in the middle years, many 
persons participate more readily in intimate social groups, 
voluntary associations, and institutions.2 The "challenge of 
citizenship" may likewise confront the now more ~ature adult.3 
Freedom, wisdom, and an age-mellowed understanding of human 
relations are essential ingredients in the social participation 
of the middle adult. 
iii. Potentialities 
A wide span of potentialities exists for the middle-
aged adult. It may vary from a shift of interest4 to an 
"occupation with the inner world. 11 5 The individual may ex-
perience a realization of !'oneness with nature and humani ty 11 
. 6 
and thus re-achieve relatedness. The sphere of "meaning" 
1Hurlock, pp. 463-64. Of. Maves, P• 145. 
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2Ernest w. Burge.ss, "Participation Through Organization, 11 
in Aeing in Today's Society, pp. 293-303. Cf. Hurlock, P• 493. · 
3Reed Harris, "The Challenge of Citizenship," in 
Aging in Today's Society, pp. 265-73. 
~urlock, pp. 493-97. This section treats social 
interests, hobbies, recreation, and other interests. 
5Harding, 270-93. A student of Jung, Harding offers 
stimulating comments on the "autumn11 of life. 
6Elliott, PP• 186-96~ 
and an adequate philosophy of life offer unique and heretofore 
unavailed possibilities of personal fulfillment to the middle 
adult. 1 
4. Summary: Developmental Tasks 
Developmental tasks offer a characterization and 
summary of the bio-socio-psychological phenomena of middle 
maturity. Havighurst has defined the developmental task as 
a task which arises at or about a certain period in the 
life of the individual, successful achievement of which 
leads to his happiness and to success with later tasks, 
while failure leads to unhappiness in the individual, 
disapproval by the society, and difficulty with later 
tasks.2 
The developmental tasks of middle maturity arise from 
11 changes within the organism, from environmental pressures, 
and above all from demands or obligations laid upon the in-
dividual by his own values and aspirations."3 The following 
list of tasks is an adaptation of Havighurst•s original state-
ments,4 based on material reported in Pressey and Kuhlen's 
Psychologigal D~xelopment through the Life Span, and compiled 
by a class at Wesley Theological Seminary. The tasks include: 
i.) Achieving adult acceptance in the carrying out of 
civic and social responsibilities. 
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1The spiritual potential of middle maturity will be 
discussed in chapter six. Of. also Howe, pp. 21-86, and Lewis J. 
Sherrill, The Struggle of the Soul (New York: The Macmillan 
Company, 1951), pp. 100-28. 
2Robert J. Havighurst, Deyelopmantal Tysks and Educa-
~ (New York: Longmans, Green and Co., 1951 , p. 6. 
3~., P• 73. 4~., PP• 74-80. 
ii.) Establishing and maintaining an economic standard 
of living. 
iii.) Accepting the growth of children into adulthood 
and of getting satisfaction out of helping them 
become responsible and happy adults. 
iv.) Relating oneself to one's home as a person after 
the responsibilities of fatherhood and motherhood 
are lessened. 
v.) Developing adult leisure time activities. 
vi.) Accepting and adjusting to aging parents and the 
death of parents. 
vii.) Accepting and adjusting to the physiological and 
psychological changes of middle age. 
viii.) Reworking one's philosophy of life and reassessing 
one's values in the light of one's successes and1 failures in achieving goals set earlier in life. 
1Based on work done by the class in "Adult Education" 
at the Wesley Theological Seminary Summer Session for 1957 in 
which the author was an active participant. Cf. also John E. 
Anderson, 11 A Developmental Model for Aging,u Vita Humana., 1 
(1958), 1-18, and Maves, pp. 146-47 for different formulations 
of tasks. 
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CHAPTER III 
CLINICAL OBSERVATIONS (1941-55) 
The major transition in middle maturity, namely the 
climacteric, has been expressed in the vernacular as "the 
change of life." Clinicians, however, prefer the use of more 
precise language, and, as evidenced in Shock's classified 
bibliographies, may pursue hormonal, metabolic, psychologic, 
psychosomatic or pathologic approaches to the subject. 1 The 
clinical literature has been both fruitful and abundant, 2 and 
thus, this chapter contains only a representative sampling of 
the total inquiry and observation. Nonetheless, it is a more 
exhaustive treatment than found in most volumes on develop-
mental psychology.3 
1. Reviews of the Literature 
The December 1944 issue of The Journal of Clinical 
Endocrinology was devoted to the multiple aspects of the 
menopause, and some of the material will be presented in this 
1Nathan W. Shock, A Classified BibliographY of Geron-
tology and Geriatrics (Stanford, California: Stanford Univ-
ersity Press, 1951) and A Classified Bibliography of Geron-
olo and Geriatrics: Su lement On (Stanford, California: 
Stanford University Press, 1957 • 
2Ibid., 1951, pp. 140-404. The bibliography for the 
years 190o:48 contains 737 references to the menopause, cli-
macteric, involutional psychoses, and psychological processes. 
Cf. Supplement One: 1949-55, pp. 124-296 for 385 references. 
3Hurlock, pp. 481-85, for discussion based on nine 
articles. Cf. Pressey and Kuhlen, pp. 42-43 for oversimplified 
treatment. 
study.t In 1945 Kaplan edited a volume on the general mental 
disorders of later maturity, including the climacteric neuroses 
and the involutional psychoses, with recommended therapy. 2 A 
sixty-two-item bibliography on psychopathology in later life 
was presented by Gravick in 1950. 3 He discussed personality 
disorganization, involutional psychoses, and abnormalities in 
intellectual functions with the general conclusion that the 
incidence of mental disease between forty and sixty years is 
not much greater than that for other age groups, but noted a 
marked increase of serious emotional disorders after sixty-
five.4 Ross (1954) presents a corresponding picture in a 
review focused on old age.5 Rechtschaffen (1959) reviews the 
studies on psychotherapy with the aged and offers implicit 
suggestions for treatment of the middle-aged. 6 
1The Journal of Clinical Endocrinology, 4 (1944), 
567-610. 
2oscar J. Kaplan (ed.), Mental Disorders in Later Life 
(Stanford, California: Stanford University Press, 1945). This 
is the most complete coverage of the literature from 1930-41. 
3samuel Gravick, "Studies of Psychopathology in Later 
Life: A Review," J. Geront., 5 (1950), 361-69. 
4rbid. , p. 367. 
5Matthew Ross, "Some Psychiatric Aspects of Senescence: 
A Review of the Literature," Psychiat. Quart., 28 (1954), 
93-112. 
6Allan Rechtschaffen, "Psychotherapy with Geriatric 
Patients: A Review of the Literature," J. Geront., 14 (1959), 
73-84. This review covers the psychoanalytic, brief therapy, 
and group approaches. 
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Two recent volumes are of such significance as to be 
noted. Weiss and English, utilizing the psychosomatic approach, 
1 offer a pithy presentation on the menopause and climacteric. 
Lewin and Gilmore, known for their volume on Sex Without Fear, 
have written a companion volume for the person in middle 
maturity. 2 
2. Female Climacteric 
The symptomatology of the climacteric in the female, 
physiological and psychological, traditionally has increased 
the sense of dread persons experience when approaching middle 
maturity. The growing clinical literature, however, offers 
new sources of information on this "critical period." Fur-
ther, it must be remembered that most of the cases studied 
sought medical attention and thus are not representative of 
the general population. 
i. Menopause: Physiological Changes 
The "menopause 11 is the gradual cessation of the 
menstrual function, usually in the forties. The ovaries cut 
down on their double function of ovulation and hormone secre-
tion and when the hormones, estrogen and progestin, no longer 
1Edward Weiss and 0. s. English, Psychosomatic 
Medicine (3rd ed.; Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company, 
1957). 
2 s. A. Lewin and John Gilmore, Sex A!ter Forty (New 
York: Medical Research Press, 1952). 
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are secreted in sufficient amount to ripen and discharge egg 
cells, menstruation ceases altogether. "Most gynecologists 
feel that failure to bleed for a year constitutes presump-
tive evidence of the menopause, although certain exceptions 
may be noted." 1 Hypoovarianism, or ovarian failure, causes 
the menopause, but the production of pituitary hormones con-
tinues unimpaired and at a high level. 2 "The inhibitory 
action exerted on the anterior pituitary by ovarian hormones 
becomes less and less as the involuting ovaries gradually 
decrease in activity.") Thus the female experiences a tem-
porary endocrine imbalance because the anterior pituitary 
produces uninhibited amounts of follicle stimulating hormone. 
With the derangement in the endocrine interactional system, 
the autonomic nervous system is thrown out of balance. Green-
blatt writes that it 1' appears tnat the autonomic nervous 
system becomes sensitized by estrogens and then becomes in-
creasingly dependent upon hormonal support.u 4 Apparently, 
the balance between the diencephalon or hypothalamus and the 
autonomic nervous system is upset consequent to the sudden 
1 Edmund R. Novak, "The Menopause," J. Amer. Med. Assoc., 
156 (1954), p. 575. 
2Ibid. 
3sprague Gardiner, 11 The Menopause, 11 Pub. Hl th. Nursing, 
3 3 ( 1 941 ) ' p. 281 • 
4Robert B. Greenblatt, "Metabolic and Psychosomatic 
Disorders in Menopausal Women," Geriatrics, 10 (1955), p. 167. 
loss of hormonal support and thus brings about such symptoms 
as hot flashes, sweats, spasms, and paresthesias. 1 
The only clear-cut symptoms having a physiological 
basis are: (1) flushes characteristically involving the head, 
neck, and upper thorax, (2) sweats that accompany or immedi-
ately follow flushes, and (3) flashes, typified by hot ting-
ling involving the whole body. 2 Although only a small propor-
tion of women, ten to fifteen per cent, have severe symptoms 
necessitating therapy, all women must undergo physiological 
adjustment. 3 There is a generalized atrophy of the genital 
tract, with the ovaries shrinking to the size of an almond. 
The uterus involutes to the size of one's thumb. The epi-
thelium lining of the vagina becomes thin, and there is a 
decrease in vulvar fat and pubic hair. .A.nd, as the milk 
h. glands atrophy, the breasts tend to become flabby.· Werner, 
in a paper on the pituitary-gonad relationship and the objec-
tive signs of the menopause, concludes that the menstrual 
cycle is an "extra phenomenon in the woman and not necessary 
for her sense of well-being."5 The menopause is thus a 
6 
natural and self-limited process. 
1IQ.i.Q.. Cf. C. F. Fluhman, "Hormonal Relations of 
Menopausal Symptoms," J, Clin. En,docrinal, 4 (1944), 586-90 
for a different conclusion. Fluhman maintains there are no 
correlations between menopausal symptoms and hormonal changes 
and posits the possibility of some as yet unrecognized basic 
cause. 
2Novak, p. 576. 3~., pp. 575-76. 4~., p. 576. 
5August A. Werner, "The Climacteric in ~vomen and 
Men," Postgrad. Med., 4 (1948), p. 108. 
6sofie Lazansfeld and Asya L. Kadis, "'Change of 
Life'--End of Life?," J, Indiv. Psychol., 14 (1958), pp. 167-
68. 
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Greenblatt remarks that the symptomatology of the climac-
teric is influenced by three factors: (1) rapidity of declining 
ovarian activity, (2) susceptibility of the autonomic nervous 
system, and (3) emotional stability Litalics mini! of the 
1 individual. Let us turn now to a consideration of the latter. 
ii, Psychological Concomitants 
The traditional 11 subjective 11 or emotional elements of 
the menopause syndrome include nervousness, fatigue, depression, 
insomnia, anxiety, excitability, vertigo, indecision, worry, 
lack of interests, and others, depending upon the personality 
of the individual. 2 Chamberlain suggests that all life for 
menopausal females suddenly becomes "most subjective or sur-
charged with personalization as their own atrophies and re-
gressions accentuate their own depersonalization,"3 
While many women have mixed feelings about the value of 
menstruation, they nevertheless perceive it as "a symbol of 
their desirability, their capacity to be loved, and even re-
spected.114 As Haskins comments, reproductive ability is a 
fundamental, symbolic token of personal worth, and the meno-
pause amounts to castration with the added threat of senility. 5 
1Robert B. Greenblatt, "Newer Concepts in Management of 
the Menopause," Geriatrics, 7 ( 1952) , p. 26 3. 
2Karl Stern and Miguel Prados, "Personality Studies in 
Menopausal Women," Am. J, Psychiat., 103 (1946), 358-68, 
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3H, E. Chamberlain, "Psychiatric Aspects of the Menopause," 
Amer. J. Obstet. Gynec,, 54 (1947), P• 303. 
4Lazansfeld and Kadis, p. 170. 
5R, G. Haskins, "The Psychological Treatment of the 
Menopause," J, Olin, Endocrinol., 4 (1944), 605-10. 
Donovan views the loss of reproductive ability as a blow to 
self-esteem. 1 Some women engage in a thrust of activity, making 
a final bid for romance. Other women feel an increased desire 
to reproduce. Some individuals, on the other hand, withdraw 
from activity, becoming preoccupied with themselves, and in-
creasingly depressed. 2 
In a study of 110 females diagnosed by clinicians as 
exhibiting the menopausal syndrome, Donovan (1951) discovered 
that 63 patients described none of the generally accepted 
symptoms of the menopause.3 But 95 per cent of the patients 
had a past history with an unusual number of somatic symptoms. 
This fact was discovered by means of three 50 minute interviews 
with each patient, focusing on the total array of "climacteric 
symptoms" rather than directing attention to the traditional 
"menopause syndrome." Donovan concludes that whether the 
presenting symptoms are hypochondrical, emotional, or vasomotor 
in nature, "the woman who seeks medical aid during the meno-
pause does so because she is emotionally upset."4 He specu-
lates that if a woman has withstood the stress of the previous 
forty years without resorting to symptom formation, and if the 
1John 0. Donovan, "Psychologic Aspects of the Menopause," 
Obstet. Gynec., 6 (1955), 379-84. 
2Ibid. 
3John 0. Donovan, "The Menopausal Syndrome; a Study of 
Oase Histories," !mer. J. Obstet. Gyaec., 62 (1951), 1281-91. 
4Donovan, .1951, p. 1290. 
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menopause has no catastrophic emotional meaning for her, she 
will experience the menopause without undue difficulty. 1 
However, the loss of self-esteem, and the resulting depres-
sion of spirits, may develop into what is known as "climac-
teric neuroses." 
(1) Neurotic Depression.--The climacteric can be an 
alien experience, disruptive of personality adjustment be-
cause it serves to unbind some of the carefully held ambiva-
lences about the self. Believing the essential effect of 
this period to be a threat to self-esteem, Meerloo sees a 
tendency for the neurotic female to retreat to more primi-
tive ways of personality functioning where the id drive is 
increased with a diminished jurisdiction of reality and al-
lies with the previously repressed drives. 2 He summarizes 
the climacteric neuroses as "the return of the repressed," 
and suggests that repressed oral mechanisms may lead to 
alcohol, addiction, and other forms of self-pity, pouting, 
and pseudo-illnesses as a means of obtaining power or atten-
tion.3 Sicher states that "being needed" often takes the 
form of "being in need." 4 
Fessler (1950), in a careful study of 100 patients who 
were not analyzed, discovered that 67 per cent of his sample 
1 ~., p. 1287. 
2J. A. M. Meerloo, "Transference and Resistance in 
Geria trio Psycho therapy, 11 Psychoanalyt. Rev., 42 ( 1955), 72-82. 
3rbid., p. 73. 
~ydia Sicher, "'Change of Life'; a Psychosomatic 
Problem," Amer. J. Psychother., 3 (1949), p. 406. 
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displayed a purely psychogenic etiology in the climacteric. 1 
He holds that an undisturbed menopause is normal though ex-
tremely rare, and suggests that "climacteric depression is 
the hysteria of the menopause • • • Lbelongin~ in the category 
of the defense mechanisms encountered at the level of the 
phallic stage. 112 English defines a neurosis as 11 the end result 
of a series of little things which were not faced and dealt 
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with as they arose. 11 3 He lists 10 common problems, or psycho-
genic factors, in the neuroses that arise during the climacteric: 
a) Children are grown, leaving mother with nothing to do. 
b) Romance never lived up to expectations; guilt over 
sex. 
c) Social inspirations not realized for self, husband, 
or children. 
d) Husband failed to give security and prestige. 
e) Dreams of creativeness never realized. 
f) Never returned to earlier career or hobby. 
g) Children are disappointment to her. 
h) Failed as wife and companion husband needed. 
i) Sex glands inactive; believes herself no longer 
desirable. 
j) Vitality gone; cannot bear children, usefulness 
at end.4 
1Laci Fessler, "The Psychopathology of Climacteric 
Depression, 11 Psychoanal. Quart•, 19 ( 1950), 28-42. 
2Ibid., p. 33. 
3o. swurgeon English, 11 Climacteric Neuroses and their 
Management, Geriatrics, 9 (1954), p. 140. 
4rbid. 
But problems, in and of themselves, do not account 
for the "climacteric neuroses." As English states, "the ego, 
harassed by a relentless conscience, is incapable of solving 
its problems because it h$s neyer been part of a resourceful 
personality [f. talics min~." 1 
(2) Premorbid Personality.--Greenhill (1946) compared 
100 women without complaints during the menopause with a first 
group of 50 women referred by physicians for psychiatric treat-
ment of the menopausal syndrome; with a second group of 50 
women diagnosed as menopausal syndrome cases but never referred 
for psychiatric care; and with a third group of 50 women who 
had been through the menopause, having had symptoms of mild 
autonomic overactivity but no psychoneurotic complaint. He 
concludes that 
women experiencing psychoneurosis misdiagnosed as meno-
pausal syndrome are found to have been psychoneurotic 
all along in their lives and that the psychoneurotic 
woman merely has her psychoneurotic difficulty exacer-
bated by the menopause not in a physiogenic but in a 
psychogenic way as reactions to her morbid interpre-
tation of the termination of her reproductive life,2 
Fessler found that some kind of conversion, phobia, 
or hysteric character preceded the climacteric depression in 
80 per cent of the 100 cases used for his study.3 "The way 
1Ibid., p. 144. 
~aurice H. Greenhill, "A. Psychosomatic Evaluation of 
the Psychiatric and Endocrinological Factors in the Menopause," 
Sth. Med. J,, Bgham., 39 (1946), P• 794. 
3Fessler, p. 31. 
in which a person meets the stresses of middle life," according 
to Thompson, "depends not so much upon physiologic changes as 
upon the shaping of the personality in earlier years by the 
family, the community, and the general culture."1 
Stern and Prados (1946), after carefully reviewing the 
literature on the psychological concomitants of the menopause, 
conducted a thorough study of 50 women with the diagnosis of 
menopausal syndrome, utilizing psychiatric interviews, social 
histories, and Rorschach tests. Basic conclusions offered are: 
"Menopausal depression" is a uniform clinical picture; 
it is a reactive depression which presents onl~ an accent-
uation of a Rreviously existing maladjustment litalics 
mini!. It is clearly distinguishable from other so-called 
involutional disorders. The •causes• of this depression 
••• are almost exclusively associated with marriage and 
reproduction. 
There is no correlation between the intensity of hot 
flushes on one hand and the severity of the emotional dis-
turbance on the other. There does not appear to be any 
correlation between estrogenic deficiency and the severity 
of the emotional disturbance. 
• • • • • • • • • 
From this it appears that the lfmenopausal" character 
of these reactive depressions is due to an additional con-
version mechanism.2 
Thus, women experiencing severe difficulty during the 
climacteric have many similarities in personality structure. 
Diethelm and Rockwell comment that they are sensitive, isolated, 
strict, pedantic, meticulously clean, critical, ungenerous, 
1Lloyd James Thompson "Stresses in Middle Life from 
the Psychiatrist's Viewpoint," Geriatrics, 10 (1955), p. 164. 
Of. Lazarsfeld & Kadis, p. 168, for discussion of cultural 
attitude toward aging women. 
2stern and Prados, p. 367. 
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sexually frigid, defensive, suspicious, and emotionally im-
poverished.1 By the age of forty-five, "such individuals 
have been frustrated so many times that they are over-whelmed 
with a feeling of self-defeat and succumb to inertia and self-
cri ticism.'• 2 
iii. Treatment 
Many women, because of the unpleasant and uncomfortable 
symptoms of the menopause, seek medical attention in the form 
of replacement therapy. Other women may seek psychothera-
peutic treatment. There is considerable dispute between the 
professions as to which method is to be recommended. 
Estrogen, i.e., the natural female sex hormone, is 
given for three reasons: (1) replace deficient estrogenic 
ovarian hormone, (2) inhibit over-production of follicle 
stimulating hormone of anterior pituitary gland, and (3) re-
store vagina to premenopausal state. Novak, however, believes 
the sole criterion for hormone therapy is the relief of 
4 
vasomotor symptoms. 
In a study of 31 females, Greenblatt (1952) discovered 
that "no laboratory tests are of real value in appraising the 
need. for therapy. u5 He suggests that the need for treatment 
1o. Diethelm and F. v. Rockwell ttThe Psychopathology 
of Aging," ger. J. Psychiat., 99 (1943), ·553-56. Their study 
focused on 110 patients in a psychiatric clinic. 
2English, p. 144. 3Gardiner, p. 284. 
4Novak, p. 576. 5Greenblatt, p. 269. 
rests solely on the careful appraisal of symptoms and that 
the dosage, methods of administration, and type of therapy 
will depend upon the physician's acumen and the patient's 
responsiveness. 1 
The most rigorous evaluative study of replacement 
therapy was also conducted by Greenblatt (1950) and associates. 
The Eli Lilly Research Laboratories made available four dif-
ferent preparations--estrogen, androgen (male hormone), com-
bination of estrogen-androgen, and a placebo--for use in 284 
courses of therapy with 102 patients. The investigators did 
not know the content of any of the preparations. Estrogen 
treatment brought satisfactory relief of vasomotor symptoms 
to 96.9 per cent of the patients. Androgen, the male hormone, 
brought only moderate relief to 59.9 per cent and 23.6 per 
cent reported no relief of symptoms. The estrogen-androgen 
combination gave relief in 89.6 per cent of the cases while 
the placebo was completely unsatisfactory resulting in reports 
of no relief for 83.8 per cent of the patients. Thus 91.6 per 
cent of the persons stated a preference for either estrogen 
or the estrogen-androgen combination. As many as 66.6 per 
cent believed the combination superior to the estrogen alone 
on the basis of increased well-being and libido, less uterine 
bleeding, less nervousness and nausea, and fewer headaches. 
The investigators conclude that the combination, in general, 
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gave the best results because the two hormones modify the 
action of each other without neutralizing one another. 1 
Although .the above evidence casts some doubt on the 
value of suggestion, many authors advocate psychotherapy for 
the functional symptoms of the climacteric. English, be-
lieving that treatment of the climacteric symptoms does not 
lie in replacement therapy alone, suggests reassuring the 
patient that discomforts are not permanently depleting or de-
bilitating with the goal of helping her to perceive how long-
standing frustrations and deprivations can produce depression 
and self-criticism. He sees great value in allowing this 
person to relate her child-like, helpless, anxious trends 
to a parental figure, such as the physician, who is inter-
ested in her and her problems.3 
Haskins (1944) likewise stresses the importance of 
the doctor-patient relationship and affirms the value of 
simple psychotherapy along with estrogen treatment. 4 The goals 
of this therapy are to allay anxiety, restore a sense of self-
worth, and extend the sphere of productive activity.5 Ross 
1Robert B. Greenblatt et al., "Evaluation of an Es-
trogen, Androgen, Estrogen-Androgen Combination and a Placebo 
in the Treatment of the Menopause," J, Olin, Endocrinol., 10 
( 1950) 1547-58. Of. also David M. Farrell, 11 Dangers in the 
Management of the Climacteric," Med, Olin, N, Amer., 32 
(1948), 1523-32, and Novak, 1954, for discussion of dangers 
in prolonged use of estrogens and the serious overlooking 
of malignant diseases, 
2English, P• 143. 
4Haskins, p. 608, 
31.Q.!g,.' p. 144. 
5~., pp. 608-09. 
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(1951) also notes that the mere correction of hormonal im-
balance may fall short of effective treatment, 1 and Engle 
(1944) in writing an introduction to a series of articles on 
the menopause, comments that disturbances are more than endo-
crine imbalance, thus needing more than estrogen therapy. 2 
Finally, Donovan (1951) noted in his study of 110 
cases that most of the patients had a high degree of symp-
tom suggestibility and that the relationship between the men-
opause and the onset of symptoms became increasingly obscure.3 
Thus the temporal relationship between symptoms and decreasing 
estrogens as manifested by menstrual alterations is poorly 
defined. Donovan also noted relief of symptoms in patients 
receiving sterile saline injections if proyided an opportun-
ity to talk with an interested clinician. This led to the 
conclusion that the relief of symptoms with estrogens "may 
be due to factors other than pharmacological action of the 
drug employed. 11 4 
iv. Sexual Function 
Periodical literature on the sexual function of the 
female during the climacteric is very limited.5 The general 
1Matthew Ross, "A Psychosomatic Approach to the 
Climacteric," Calif. Med. J., 74 (1951), 240-42. 
2Earl T. Engle, "The Menopause--An Introduction," 
J. Olin. Endorcrinol., 12 (1944), 567-70. 
3Donovan, 1281-91. 4~., P• 1291. 
5The reader is referred to A. c. Kinsey et al., 
Sexual Be avi r in the Human F male (Philadelphia: W. B. 
Saunders Company, 1953 • Cf. Lewin and Gilmore, Sex, After 
Forty, for comments on intercourse and romance. 
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consensus, however, is that many women begin to enjoy sex 
~ after the menopause has relieved them of their perpetual 
fear of pregnancy. 1 Karliner (1953) asserts that "decrease 
4-0 
of hormonal productio.n does not imply loss of orgastic ability." 2 
On the other hand, Clark (1949) believes that orgasm in inter-
course is not necessary--the increased feeling of security in 
the love of each other is definitely enough,3 
The middle-aged woman's increased interest in sex may 
coincide with the sexual decline of the male, thus leaving her 
sexually unsatisfied and unhappy,4 The lack of intercourse 
may also add to an already existing belief that she is no 
longer desirable or needed,5 Such psychological concomitants 
may usher in the so-called "neutral gender" of persons over 
the age of sixty,6 
1Phillip Polatin and James F. McDonald, "Involutional 
Psychoses," Geriatrics, 6 (1951), p. 393. Of, Donovan, 1955, 
379-84. 
2william Karliner., "Psychiatric Aspects of the Menopause," 
Amer. Practit., 4 (1953), p. 258. 
3Le Mon Clark "Sex Life in the Middle-Aged," Marriage. 
Fam, Living, 11 (1949~, 58-60. 
4J. H. S. Bossard and E. s. Boll, "Marital Unhappiness 
in the Life Cycle, " Marriage, Fam, Living, 17 ( 1955), 10-14. 
5clark, p. 59. 
6william H. Masters and John W. Ballew, "The Third 
Sex," Geriatrics, 10 (1955), 1-4. 
3· Male Climacteric 
The male climacteric is quite different from that of 
women. It occurs at a later date, usually in the fifties, 
and is a very gradual process. There is no physiological event, 
such as the cessation of menstruation, to objectively announce 
the "critical period." In fact, some clinicians claim the 
experience is not at all analogous to that of the female. 1 
But, as we shall discover in our survey, clinical opinions 
are quite divergent on this point. 
i. Symptomatology 
Goldzieher and Goldzieher (1953) provide a table with 
comparisons of the climacteric symptoms in their order of fre-
quency for both sexes. 2 Noting nervousness, fatigue, insomnia, 
excitability, depression, headaches, flushes, and other symptoms 
in the study of 80 males, they affirm the existence of a male 
syndrome, comparable to the female climacteric, but defined 
as representing the result of testosterone deficiency in re-
spect to metabolic and circulatory function, and only second-
arily in respect to its sexual effects.3 They also concede 
that many of these symptoms, including loss of libido and 
potency, are found in psychoneurotic patients, but the symptoms 
of the "true" climacteric male will respond to testosterone 
therapy. 4 
1Thompson, p. 163. Cf. Elmer Hess, R. B. Roth, and 
A. F. Kaminsky, "Is There a Male Climacteric?", Geriatrics, 
10 (1955), 170-73. 
lt- 1 
2Max Goldzieher and Joseph W. Goldzieher, '•The Male 
Climacteric and the Postclimacteric State," Geriatrics, 8 (1953), 
P• 3. 
3Ibid., p. 10. 4 Ibid., P• 9. 
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Werner (1945), after studying 54 patients between the 
ages of forty-one and sixty-four, confirms the list of symp-
toms previously mentioned, and states that "subjective symp-
. 1 
toms are more uncomfortable than objective signs." He further 
declares that there is no basis for the belief that man does 
not have a decrease in sexual function and that he cannot 
have a climacteric. 2 
Although viewing the male climacteric as a "purely 
physiologic process," Jones (1946) does mention such "extran-
eous" mental symptoms as incapacity for sustained effort, mild 
memory impai~ment, retardation of concentration, and emotional 
instability. 3 Billig and Adams (1954) cannot agree with Jones 
on the concept of a physiological change, but do provide dis-
cussion of 150 cases in which anxiety, depression, fear of 
younger rivals, and unresolved Oedipal conflicts figure largely 
in the disturbances of middle-aged males. 4 Stokes (1951) takes 
a median position in affirming the decline of sexual activity 
of middle-aged males to be part of the general decline in 
physical capacity, but also emphasizes the affects of psychologic 
1 August A. Werner, "The Male Climacteric; Report of 54 
Cases," J, A.mer. Med, Ass., 127 (1945), p. 707. 
2rbid., p. 706. 
~. E. Jones, "Mental Symptoms at the Male Climacteric," 
Geriatrics, 1 (1946), 95-96. 
4otto Billig and Robert Adams, "Emotional Problems of 
the Middle-Aged Man," Psychiat. Quart., 28 (1954), 442-52. Of, 
Miguel Prados and B. Ruddick, "Depressions and Anxiety States 
of the Middle-Aged Man, 11 Psychiat, Quart., 21 ( 1947), 410-30. 
fatigue, loss of interest in repetition of similar experience, 
and exhaustion of possibilities for new contacts, new situa-
tions, and new techniques. 1 However, some men may complain 
of decreasing libido and potentia at home, but may be quite 
potent in the extramarital field. This, then, is a problem 
of human relations--not hormonesl 2 
English maintains that gnxiety about virility may ·be 
one of the chief causes of its decline.3 Thus the psycho-
logical effects of anticipating a decline in sexual powers 
may be greater during middle maturity than the actual decline 
of the androgen hormone. Psychiatric illness, rather than 
testicular deficiency, according to Landau, is the basis of 
the "misleading" concept, the male climacteric. 4 
ii. Diagnostic Criteria 
Although the symptoms of disturbed libido, impotence, 
nervousness, fatigue, flushes, and various minor aches and 
pains in the absence of demonstrable organic changes are 
frequently used as the sole criteria in the diagnosis of the 
male climacteric, many clinicians use more rigid standards. 
1walter R. Stokes, "Sexual Function in the Aging 
Male," Geriatrics, 6 (1951), 304-08. 
2Hess, Roth, and Kaminsky, p. 173. 3English, 139-45. 
4Richard L. Landau, "The Conce~t of the Male 
Climacteric," Med. Olin. N. Amer., 35 \1951), 279-88. 
Heller and Meyers (1944) lay great stress on the importance 
of quantitative determinations of urinary gonadotropins and 
17-ketosteroids. 1 Their comparison of normal males and 
castrates revealed that the elevation in gonadotropic ex-
cretion for "climacteric" males is comparable to that of 
castrates. Further, they found histologic signs of testic-
ular atrophy in eight cases subjected to biopsy. The urinary 
17-ketosteroid values were below normal. They conclude that 
the male climacteric is an "infrequent and pathologic 
accompaniment of the aging process." 2 
After fifty, according to some clinicians, the average 
male does show gradual decrease in gonadal activity as reflected 
in a declining level of 17-ketosteroids, with concomitant pro-
gressive testicular fibrosis and tubular atrophy.3 Werner 
(1946), however, found no such association in a study of 230 
"climacteric males" with an average age of 53.7 years.4 The 
diagnostic evidence, Werner suggests, is largely subjective, 
and the syndrome results from gonad-pituitary imbalance with 
disturbance of autonomic and central nervous system.5 Gold-
zieher and Goldzieher {1953) believe it impossible to 
establish any significant correlation between the levels of 
urinary gonadotropins and ketosteroids. 6 Although the 
ketosteroid level tends to be low in the climacteriOmales 
1oarl Heller and Gordon B. Meyers, "The Male Climac-
teric: Its Sym~tomatology, Diagnosis, and Treatment," J. Am.er. 
Med. Ass., 126 (1944), 472-77. 
2Ibid,, 
4August 
Two Hundred and 
(1946), 188-94. 
p. 477. 3Hess, ·Roth,and Kaminsky, p. 171. 
A. Werner, "The Male Climacteric; Report of 
Seventy-three Oases, 11 J. Amer. Med. Ass,, 132 
5.lliQ.., p. 189. 6Goldzieher and Goldzieher, p. 8. 
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and even lower in post-climacteric males, and the gonado-
tropins elevated to 45 per cent in climacteric males and 
increased to 65 per cent in post-climacteric males of their 
sample, these authors contend that laboratory methods alone 
cannot definitely ascertain proof for the climacteric state. 1 
Reviewing the previous attempts at adequate diagnosis, 
McGavack (1955) conducted a complete study of 245 patients 
from a potential population of 577 persons.2 His criteria 
not only included the determination of urinary 17-ketosteroids 
and bioassay of urinary gonadotropins, but also a complete 
physical examination in order to exclude possibility of or-
ganic diseases and signs of low-grade chronic infections, 
diabetes, overwork, and melancholia. Further, the patient 
was allowed to tell his own story during the interview with 
the single suggestive question of the clinician: "Is there 
anything else you can add? 11 The clinical manifestations were 
detailed and varied. The 17-ketosteroid level was below nor-
mal for 33.7 per cent of the patients and the gonadotropins 
vTere eleva ted between the ages of fifty and sixty, yet Mc-
Gavack states there is evidence for complete dissociation 
between gonadotropic and 17-ketosteroid excretion. 3 A major 
conclusion is that the symptoms of the "male climacteric" 
2Thomas H. HcGavack, "The Male Climacterium," l.s., 
Amer. Geriat, Soc., 3 (1955), 639-55. 
31.111.!!·' p. 652. 
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result from loss of, or decrease in, the anabolic activity of 
testosterone, and sexual function may be little, if at all 
disturbed. 1 
The large number of males exhibiting symptoms similar 
to those of the female climacteric suggests some evidence for 
the concept of a 11 male climacteric." Also the decrease in 
ketosteroid values, the increase in gonadotrophin excretion, 
and the structural changes of the testes discovered in histo-
logical studies, offer indications of a definite "change" with 
increasing age. However, the response of "climacteric symp-
toms" to androgen therapy is the evidence most often cited as 
proof of the concept. 
iii. Treatment 
Skepticism about the "male climacteric" as a clinical 
entity has usually been based on three factors: (1) similarity 
between symptoms and those of psychoneurosis, (2) retention 
of fertility by most men well into old age, and (3) absence 
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of regressive changes in secondary sexual characteristics of 
males comparable to those in women after the menopause.~ The 
only argument against such skepticism is that middle-aged men 
with climacteric symptoms find prompt relief after the admin-
istration of testosterone or androgen, the natural male hormone.3 
1Ibid., p. 648. 2Heller and Meyers, p. 472. 
3Goldzieher and Goldzieher, p. 9. 
McGavack's 245 patients responded to androgen therapy 
but were unaffected by placebos. 1 Of the 77 males in the 42-
60 year group, 73 gained "improved vigor" with intermittent 
administration from one to three weeks. Thus the conclusion 
that the symptoms can be directly related to lack of known 
metabolic actions of testosterone, but few, if any, appear to 
be "sex-linked." 2 Landau, on the other hand, argues that 
postpuberal castration results in diminished or absent libido 
and potency, vasomotor flushes, nervousness, and loss of phys-
ical energy, and that none of the present procedures for 
measuring testosterone secretion are consistently able to de-
fine a deficiency.3 
Werner (1945) listed the climacteric symptoms in 
three categories: (1) nervous; including tension, depression, 
excitability, numbness, and sleeplessness, (2) circulatory; 
including hot flushes, vertigo, palpitation, tachycardia, and 
dyspnea, and (3) general; including vague pains, fatigability 
and constipation. 4 After administering testosterone to thirty-
eight patients, Werner reports ~ reported relief of symptoms 
and an increased sense of well-being. "The true climacteric 
patient is more concerned with constitutional rehabilitation 
than sexual stimulation."5 
1McGavack, p. 646. 2Ibid., p. 647. 
3Landau, pp. 286-87. 
4werner, 1945, p. 706. 5~.' p. 710. 
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After a careful consideration of eunuchism, bilat-
eral cryptorchism, hypogonadism, castration, and the climac-
teric, Werner (1946) asserts a decline in gonadal function 
from 45-55 in approximately as many men as vmmen, and states 
that the objective in substitutive treatment is to assist in 
establishing endocrine-autonomic nervous system balance for 
the relief of climacteric symptoms and not for the stimula-
tion of tissues 1-rhich are incapable of response. 1 Although 
androgen therapy gives relief of symptoms, the return of 
potency and libido cannot be promised since all persons 
deteriorate with age and may lose responsiveness. 2 
Androgen administration may be contra-indicated in 
certain cases. Heller and Meyers suggest looking for presence 
of carcinoma of the prostate and presence of edema.3 1ihen a 
prostate carcinoma is present, administration of androgen is 
likely to accelerate the growth and promote its spread, but 
again the evidence is contradictory. 4 
Bauer favors the use of the term "testicular insuf-
ficiency" rather than "male climacteric" since it does occur 
in males under thirty.5 He contends that there is not suf-
ficient foundation for calling the whole gamut of neurasthenic 
1werner, 188-94. 
3Heller and Meyers, p. 476. 
4Hess, Roth, and Kaminsky, p. 172. 
5Julius Bauer, "The Male Climacteric: A !Usnomer, 11 
J. Amer. !lied. Ass,, 126 (1944), 914. 
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complaints "male climacteric" just because a mental depres-
sion may be associated with sexual impotence.1 Thus, at 
least, a certain group of clinicians advocate psychotherapy, 
rather than androgens. 
Billig and Adams (1954) remark that climacteric de-
pressions are more frequently recognized in "successful" men, 
who have proven themselves in competition.2 Werner (1945) 
also notes that men with heavy responsibilities often develop 
inferiority and inadequacy complexes with the loss of physi-
cal and mental energy.3 The adjustment problems may be ex-
pressed in the male's family life, in relationships with 
business associates, especially the "young" competitors, or 
in attempts to prove sexual abilities by extra-marital af-
fairs.4 Such problems are psychological in origin, requiring 
psychotherapeutic aid rather than androgen injections.5 
The use of testosterone, according to Stokes, has 
been outrageously exploited by popular writers and a segment 
of the medical profession. He affirms that any basic improve-
ment of male potency and the extension of it in the life 
cycle must depend upon a deeper understanding of how our 
cultural pattern affects the physiology of sex. Currently, 
then, psychotherapy can only aid in helping the male accept 
the situation and adjust to it. 6 
1.I.:l21Q.. 2Billig and Adams, p. 447. 
3werner, (1945), p. 710. 4Billig and Adams, 442-52. 
5English, pp. 143-45. 
6stokes, p. 308. Of. also Prados and Ruddick, pp. 
428-30, and Sicher, pp. 399-409. 
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4. Psychoses: Involutional Melancholia 
Involutional melancholia can be defined as the 
psychosis occurring in middle life and later years 
without evidence of organic intellectual defects, 
characterized mainly by depression, agitation, anxiety, 
feelings of guilt and self-condemnation, ••• and 
without a previous history of similar attacks.1 
There is a qualitative and quantitative difference 
between the "climacteric neuroses" and the involutional psy-
chosis. The feelings of inadequacy and inferiority, common 
to the neuroses, never develop into the delusion of 11 having 
committed the unpardonable sin." 2 Further, the attitudes of 
utter dejection and hopelessness, so characteristic of the 
psychotic personality, are never as marked in neurotic per-
sonalities. Finally, anxiety seems to take possession of the 
psychotic person and leaves no room for compensations.3 Sev-
eral factors which enter into this distinction between neu-
rotic and psychotic behavior deserve our consideration. 
i. Pathogenesis 
Since the number of female patients exceed the number 
of male patients with involutional melancholia psychosis, 4 it 
1William Malamud, s. L. Sands, and I. Malamud, "The 
Involutional Psychoses: A Socio-Psychiatric Study," Psycho-
sam. Med., 3 ( 1941), pp. 413-14. 
2Polatin and 11cDonald, p. 395. 31.!U-[., pp. 395-96. 
4Benjamin Malzberg, "A Statistical Study of First 
Admissions with Involutional Psychoses to Hospitals for 
Mental Disease in New York State," Psychiat. Quart. Suppl., 
22 (1948), 141-55. Ewald W. Busse, "Psychopathology," in 
Handbook of Aging and the Individual, p. 385, gives the ratio 
as 8 to 3. 
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is often assumed that a direct correlation exists between 
physiological changes and the psychosis. Werner (1941) con-
siders this psychosis as an exaggerated form of the climacter-
ic syndrome resulting from endocrine imbalance. 1 Fishbein 
(1949) admits that about fifteen per cent of the females in 
middle maturity present menopausal syndromes, but declares 
that few of these develop psychoses as a result of physiolog-
ical factors.2 Malamud (1941) and associates found few in-
dications of actual endocrine disturbances in their patients, 
and discovered in the more severe cases an actual lack of 
time relationship between the climacteric and the psychosis.3 
Although endocrine imbalance may be an etiological 
factor in the psychosis, many clinicians are in doubt4 and 
consider the prepsychotic personality structure to be of more 
importance. Polatin and McDonald (1951) characterize the pre-
psychotic personality as narrow, defensive, stubborn, fastid-
ious, overanxious, perfectionistic, and exhibiting marked 
compulsive behavior of particularly rigid nature.5 The class-
ical prepsychotic personality "shows triad of obstinacy, 
6 parsimony, and perfectionism." 
1August A. Werner et al., "Involutional !1elancholia: 
A Review with Additional Cases," Arch. Neurol. Psychiat., 45 
( 1941), 944-52. 
2Isadore L. Fishbein, "Involutional Melancholia and 
Convulsive Therapy," Juner. J. Psychiat., 106 (1949), p. 130. 
3Malamud, Sands, and Malamud, p. 422. 
4Sidney Drobnes, "Prognostic Factors in the Involu-
tional Psychoses," Amer, J. Psychiat., 99 (1943), P• 319. 
5Polatin and McDonald, p. 394. 6Fishbein, p. 129. 
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Palmsr (1942) says the disease is the culmination of 
a lifelong pattern of rigidity and restriction. 1 Hamilton and 
Ward (1948) in a study of 100 females, 86 with involutional 
melancholia, and 14 with paranoid type of involutional psy-
chosis, discovered that 75 per cent of the group had three or 
more of the following traits: reticence, prudishness, meticu-
losity, methodicalness, overconscientiousness, oversensitive-
ness, stubborness, worrisomeness, or penuriousness. 2 Tait and 
Burns (1951) say that "the personality of persons who develop 
involutional depressions is 'tightly sphinctered'."3 
Malamud (1949) and associates conclude that such per-
sonality characteristics play a vital role in the development 
of the psychosis and that the outcome is even less favorable 
if certain stress situations exist. 4 Financial insecurity, 
death of near relatives, concern over the emancipation of 
children, and physical stress may be linked with prepsychotic 
c:; 
personality structure as precipitating causes of the psychosis.~ 
1 H. D. Palmer, 11 Involutional Psychoses: Melancholia," 
Publ. Hlth. Rep., Supplement No. 168, (1942), 118-24. 
2Donald M. Hamilton and Glady,s Ward, "The Hospital 
Treatment of Involutional Psychoses,' Amer, J, Psychiat., 104 
( 1948) ' p. 801 • 
3c, D. Tait, Jr •• and G. C. Burns, "Involutional Ill-
nesses: A Survey of 379 Patients, Including Follow-Up Study of 
114," Amer. J, Psychiat., 108 (1951), p. 33. 
4William Malamud et al,, "The Involutional Psychoses: 
A Socio-Psychiatric Follow-Up Study," Amer. J. Psychiat., 105 
(1949), p. 572. Cf. earlier study by Malamud and associates, 
p. 418, 1941, for chart of precipitating factors. 
5Hamilton and Ward, p. 803. 
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Clow (1948) suggests that the forced changes of middle matur-
ity may render the prepsychotic personality helpless and lead 
to a delusional life. 1 
ii. Symptom Picture and Dynamics 
Malamud (1941) and associates distinguish between 
mental and somatic symptoms. They list the mental symptoms 
as depression, retardation, anxiety, hypochondriasis, guilt 
and punishment, agitation, somatic delusions, hallucinations, 
withdrawal, apathy and confusion. The somatic symptoms mainly 
involve the cardio-vascular region.2 Polatin and McDonald 
(1951) mention the patient's nihilistic delusions and the 
paradoxical desire to be punished with mercy.3 Hamilton and 
Ward (1948) refer to the symptom triad of delusions of sin 
and poverty, obsession with death, and an anxious and de-
lusional fixation on the gastrointestinal tract in a setting 
of agitation and depression.4 Tait and Burns (1951) speak 
of the great dread of impoverishment, including self-esteem, 
physical integrity and motion, other persons, and things, 
manifested in patients with this psychosis.5 
1 Hollis E. Claw, "Personality Adjustment Following 
Hospital Treatment in Patients with Involutional Psychosis, 
Melancholia," Geriatrics, 3 (1948), 94-101. 
2Malamud, Sands, and Malamud, pp. 421-22. 
3polatin and McDonald, p. 395. 
4Hamilton and Ward, p. 803. 5Tait and Burns, p. 32. 
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Gitelson (1948) interprets the operative psycho-
dynamic factors of involutional melancholia as follows: 
The anxiety is again a reaction to both the internal 
and external dangers which threaten the involuting or-
ganism. The depression and the delusion of guilt are 
reactions to the increased pressure of unacceptable in-
stinctual impulses. Often the delusions are concerned 
with sexual fantasies and ideas of irreparable injuries 
done to others. The hypochondriasis is a regressive 
return of infantile body interest and the fantasies of 
world destruction ••• are simple projections of the 
sense of failure in the integrity of the personality 
itself. 1 
Milici (1950) speaks of the involutional depressive 
as being forced into a protective and annihilating death re-
action.2 Palmer (1942) concurs with the previous descrip-
tions and asserts that the involutional psychosis, melancholia, 
is a reaction type.3 Likewise Malamud (1941) and associates, 
after a careful study of 47 patients, affirm that the involu-
tional psychoses are a "distinct reaction type representing a 
failure in adjustment to the problems specific to that stage 
of life." 4 And in 1949, after a follow-up study of 36 patients, 
Malamud and associates continue to believe that "involutional 
psychosis is a disease process sui generis distinct from the 
manic-depressive group on one hand and the metabolic-endo-
crinological personality disturbances on the other."5 
1Maxwell Gitelson, "The Emotional Problems of Elderly 
People," Geriatrics, 3 ( 1948), p. 145. 
2Pompeo s. Milici, "The Involutional Death Reaction," 
Psychiat. Quart., 24 (1950), 775-81. 
3palmer, 118-24. ~alamud et al., p. 425. 
5l!21S,., p. 567. 
Wittenborn and Bailey (1952), however, are not con-
vinced that involutional psychosis, melancholia, is a dis-
tinct syndrome. Using Thurstone's centroid method, they com-
pleted a factor analysis of the intercorrelations among a 
sample of 20 patients diagnosed as involutional psychosis. 
They discovered that the patients were symptomatically heter-
ogeneous, and that patients with a secondary diagnosis of 
paranoid are without conspicuous evidence of depression. 
They conclude that there is not one, but six group factors. 1 
Drobnes (1943) is also of the opinion that involutional 
psychoses "might more properly be diagnosed either manic-de-
pressive psychosis or schizophrenia which has occurred late 
in life." 2 He bases this conclusion on a study of 51 pat-
ients, 42 females and 9 males, between the ages of forty and 
sixty.3 Thus some clinicians, doubting the distinctiveness 
of "involutional psychosis, melancholia," may agree with 
Tait and Burns (1951) that the term retains its usefulness 
only within a therapeutic orientation. 4 Response to treat-
ment is suggested as the most crucial criterion. 
iii. Treatment and Adjustment 
Convulsive therapy, namely electric shock, is usu-
ally the treatment of choice. The results have been largely 
1J. R. Wittenborn and Clark Bailey, "The Symptoms of 
Involutional Psychosis," J. Consult. Psychol., 16 (1952), 
13-17. 
2Drobnes, p. 821. 31£1[., p. 818. 
4Tait and Burns, P• 34. 
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favorable. Hamilton and Ward (1948) report that 75 per cent 
of 69 patients receiving electric shock were greatly benefited, 
whereas in a group of 100 patients without electric shock, 
only 42 per cent benefited after 7-16 years in the hospital. 1 
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Tait and Burns (1951) conducted a follow-up study of 114 patients. 
Of the 92 patients receiving convulsive therapy, 58 per cent 
recovered, but of the 22 patients not receiving such therapy, 
55 per cent remained unimproved. They also noted that con-
vulsive therapy shortens the patient's tenure in the hospital 
from 248 days to an average of 51 days. 2 
Comparing 61 involutional melancholia cases discharged 
from the Institute of Living, Hartford, Connecticut, before 
convulsive therapy was instituted, with 347 cases receiving 
such treatment, from 1945-47, Fishbein discovered that 62.5 
per cent of patients recovered with electric shock, but only 
30 per cent recovered in the pre-shock period. Also, during 
the pre-shock period, institutionalization was one and one-
half years as compared to six months with convulsive therapy.3 
Grotjahn (1955), in a discussion of therapeutic methods, 
suggests that shock treatment for the involutional melancholia 
patient "may provide a deep-going experience of death with a 
. 4 
happy ending. According to his viewpoint, it is a realistic 
1Hamilton and Ward, p. 806, 
3Fishbein, 128-35. 
2Tait and Burns, p. 31. 
~artin Grotjahn, "Analytic Psychotherapy with the 
Elderly," Psychoanal. Rev., 42 ( 1955), p. 421. 
experience that we can live beyond and after castration.1 
Many therapists are aware of the service electric shock ren-
ders in preparing the patient for psychotherapy. 2 Clow 
stresses the importance of a continued period of psychiatric 
treatment after shock therapy.3 
The most complete study of adjustment after release 
from the hospital was conducted by Malamud (1949) and asso-
ciates. The original study in 1941 was completed with 47 
patients released from Worcester State Hospital in Massachusetts. 
Utilizing the 36 living patients in the follow-up study, the 
investigators discovered 21 persons who retained status of 
improved or recovered, 6 patients with gradual improvement 
since 1941, 9 patients with relapse, and 8 patients with re-
tained status of unimproved. The age factor entered into this 
grouping, i.e. the younger patients improved or retained im-
proved status, but the most significant finding was in regard 
to the social settings to which the patients had to return. 
Favorable results were discovered when both family and patient 
desired the return, but unfavorable results were the rule when 
either the patient or family, or both, were not desirous of 
return. It was also noted that persons retaining improved 
1 Ibid. 
2Polatin and 1-1cDonald, pp. 396-98. Of. also William P. 
Beckman, "Menopausal and Mid-Life De~ressions; Psychiatric 
Management," J. S, Q, Med, Ass., 44 l1948), 385, and Edward B. 
Allen, "Functional Psychoses in the Aging Stimulating Organic 
Syndromes," Geriatrics, 2 (1947), 269-79. 
3clow, pp. 100-01. 
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status and/or gradually improving were of average economic 
status whereas the relapsed or unimproved patients were of 
marginal or poor economic status. Such findings led to the 
conclusion that long term follow-up periods are needed to 
study the person in his total situation and that nQ treatment 
is adequate unless it includes a long-range program of social 
readjustment. Involutional psychosis is best described as a 
socio-psychiatric disease. 1 
5. Summary 
The purpose of this chapter was to present a repre-
sentative selection of the divergent clinical observations 
from 1941 to 1955. Clinical inquiries are a necessary as-
pect of any study on middle maturity because of the physio-
logical and psychological transitions occurring in this life-
stage. There is no scarcity of data as evidenced in Shock's 
classified bibliographies, but any consideration of symptoms, 
etiology, pathology, or treatment is handicapped by numerous 
diagnostic and terminological problems. 
A concept of multiple etiology and symptomatology, 
both in so-called organic reactions and psychogenic reactions, 
is necessary in comprehending the total clinical picture. This 
represents the author's viewpoint in considering the climacteric 
as a "critical period" in the life-stage. Further, any attempt 
1Malamud, et al., (1949), 567-72. 
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to present the magnitude of available resources and treatment 
would not be in keeping with the intent of this chapter. New 
and rapidly improving treatment would render such a presenta-
tion obsolete. 
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CHAPTER IV 
THEORETICAL FRAMES OF REFERENCE 
This chapter presents a precis of theories regarding 
human behavior during middle maturity. Most volumes on devel-
opmental psychology are encyclopedic compilations of facts 
related to discrete aspects of this life-stage. 1 A need exists, 
therefore, for comprehensive, tenable "frames of reference.u 
Accordingly, this chapter begins with the theories which in-
corporate and interpret the observational data on the climac-
teric, progresses toward the more general psychosocial inter-
relationships, and concludes with specific focus upon the Self. 
1. Helene Deutsch 
The climacterium, limited in this discussion to the 
female, is indeed a critical period, and there is "no doubt 
that the mastering of the psychologic reactions to the organic 
decline is one of the most difficult tasks of woman 1 s life. 11 2 
During the climacterium the woman loses all she received 
during puberty. It is a period of narcissistic mortification. 
1cf. Hurlock, pp. 460-536, and Pressey and Kuhlen, 
Psychological Development through the Life Span. 
2Helene Deutsch, The Psychology of Women, Volume II, 
Motherhood (New York: Grune & Stratton, 1945), p. 456. 
i. Two Stages of Climacterium and Two Reaction Types 
The first stage of the climacterium can be compared 
to prepuberty, and entails a struggle for the preservation of 
femininity which is in the process of disappearance. Some 
women engage in a thrust of activity centering around such ex-
periences as a desire to become pregnant, artistic aspirations, 
and occupations outside the home. They are motivated by both 
the obvious emancipation of children and the more unconscious 
perception of the "imminent disappointment and mortification." 1 
The activity is interpreted as a defense mechanism against her 
partial death as servant of the species, and as a protest 
against mechanical restrictions to motherhood. Perceiving 
the cessation of menses as a symbol of castration, the woman 
is engaging in an active struggle against her decline. Deutsch 
terms this struggle as "quasihypomanic activity" and notes the 
similarity between the enthusiasm of the climacteric woman and 
the adolescent girl.2 
The thrust of activity may result in puberal "acting 
out." Often the individual displays an increase of sexual ex-
citation and discovers monogamous marriage ceases to gratify 
intensified narcissism.3 Other women, with stronger inhib-
itions, turn to the past in the form of fantasy. Instead of 
real sexual experiences they dig up old letters from husbands 
or former lovers. Within the world of fantasy the climacteric 
female of hysteric disposition can remain young, beautiful, 
and in complete possession of her femininity. 4 
1llli., p. 459. 
4~.' p. 464. 
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A second type of woman, as opposed to the active 
ones, withdraws into isolation. 1 These persons are less nar-
cissistic and do not seek new proofs of love in reality or in 
fantasy. Instead, they believe in the doctrine of self-
sufficiency. Depression, connected with feelings of infer-
iority and uncertain moods of elation, is the reaction of 
isolated woman to a declining world. 
The physiologic decline is felt as the proximity of 
death, life begins to seem pale and purposeless; a mood 
of grief tones the content of the woman's psychic life 
even though she continues to participate in external life 
as before •••• But more or less pronounced hypochon-
driac ideas appear, which in an overwhelming majority of 
cases relate to the genital organs.2 
The active 1voman denies the biologic decline, but the de-
pressive woman exaggerates it. 
Having compared the first stage of the climacterium 
to prepuberty, Deutsch then compares the second stage with 
puberty. However, her emphasis is upon the first stage. 
She simply states that the second stage "is probably parallel 
to the definitive cessation of all life in the gamete-forming 
part of the organism."3 Everything the woman acquired in 
puberty is now lost piece by piece, and with the lapse of 
the service to the species, "her beauty vanishes, and usually 
the vmrm, vi tal flow of feminine emotional life as well. "4 
ii. Third Edition of Oedipal Complex 
Affirming Freud's statement that puberty is a second 
edition of the infantile period, Deutsch treats the climacterium 
11.l2J:i., p. 465. 
4rbid. 
31.£.ll. ' p • 461 • 
as a third edition with a regrouping of the original Oedipus 
complex. 1 The never-mastered relationships with parents are 
revived in the relationships with the grown-up children. 
Asexual love, once directed toward parents, ls now focused 
upon the children and contains some unconscious sexual ad-
mixtures. Further, the sexual component that once related to 
the father is now transferred to the son, and the son becomes 
the love object of the aging woman. 2 
The psychic structure has been reorganized only to the 
extent that the place of the former tabooed object has 
been taken by a new one: the son now replaces the father, 
and not only as an ideal •••• The increased need for 
his tenderness is now definitely frustrated, and the 
flight from the son--just as formerly the flight from 
the father--results in hunger for substitute objects.3 
During this ''third edition," as in the original 
Oedipal complex, the woman's relationship to her own sex often 
undergoes a change. 
Friendships previously loyal and harmless begin to be 
troubled; well sublimated homosexuality is subjected to 
the same tests as sometimes in puberty: the sublimation 
is no longer sufficient, new demands are made, jealousy 
appears • • • • Paranoid ideas in the climacterium usually 
result from an intensification of homosexuality previously 
latent.4 
iii. Masculinity-Femininity Conflict 
Again comparing the climacterium with puberty, Deutsch 
states that the puberal obsessional-neurotic disposition stops 
short of neurosis, but often results in defense mechanisms 
assuming the form of masculine tendencies and intellectualization.5 
11Q1[., p. 467. 
4rbid., p. 465. 
2Ibid., p. 474. 
5~., p. 472. 
At the time of the climacterium the unexpressed feminine 
tendencies fall into conflict with the masculine ones. The 
individual may fall ill "not of the masculinity complex in 
puberty, but of the femininity complex in the climacterium."1 
It is Deutsch's impression that "feminine-loving 
women have a milder climacterium than masculine-aggressive 
ones."2 But, of course, two very important factors, namely 
the external conditions and circumstances of one's previous 
life, and one's personal opinion about the meaning of exis-
tence, influence the woman's reaction.3 
Intellectual sublimation may protect some females 
against the biologic trauma, but the pseudomasculine indiv-
iduals are offered no protection. These latter women have 
been drawn to modes of living in which eroticism and maternal 
love could not fully blossom, and now, at the climacterium, 
4 
would halt the biologic process in order to love and be loved. 
For these persons cleverness replaces maternal wisdom. 
iv. Grandmother Typology 
Deutsch assumes that the trauma of the loss of repro-
duction capacity, at least for the motherly woman, is deeper 
and more important than the narcissistic mortification of 
vanishing youth and concomitants.5 But the climacterium 
occurs at a time when one's family can be increased, via 
children-in-law, without reproductive services. The mother 
1l.121!1., p. 473. 
4Ibid., P• 476. 
2Ibid., P• 474. 31Ql[., PP• 474-76. 
5Ibid., P• 477. 
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thus lives through the lives of her children, and often makes 
their emotional experiences her own. Conflict, however, may 
arise between the son-in-law and mother-in-law, but more espec-
ially between daughter-in-law and mother-in-law. "Renunciation 
of the son in favor of a stranger is a much more crucial test 
than relinquishment of the daughter to a son-in-law. 11 1 
Although there are as many kinds of grandmothers as 
there are individual types of mothers, Deutsch presents the 
good, motherly type and the wicked, unmotherly type. Further, 
there are three types of good grandmothers: (1) the woman 
who continues her motherhood through the grandchildren, 
viewing them as the youngest among her children, (2) the woman 
who again enjoys motherhood as a personal experience through 
identification with her daughter or daughter-in-law, (3) grand-
mothers par excellence who renounce everything, needing neither 
repetition nor identification, and live as a kind, wise human 
being. 2 
Wicked grandmothers are compared to witches. Involution 
has brought to them characterologic changes such as depressive 
moods, paranoid traits, increased orderliness, and other infan-
tile regressions. These women either do not v-rant to be disturbed 
by grandchildren or are envious_Jf the mothers, desiring the 
children for themselves. Accordingly, 
1Ibid., p. 480. 2~., pp. 483-86. 
the ambivalence of emotional life increases, self-seeking 
egoism replaces altruistic feelings, and aggressive hatred 
replaces love. All 1these features characterize the dreaded wicked grandmother. 
Deutsch concludes her interpretation of the climac-
terium with the remark that 
woman's achievement of full social equality will be benefi-
cent to her and to mankind as a whole only if at the same 
time she achieves ample opportunity to develop her femin-
inity and motherliness.2 
2. Therese Benedek 
Writing five years after the publication of Deutsch's 
book, Benedek offers many similarities in the interpretation 
of the climacterium, specifically, the physiologic-hormonal 
aspects and the folklore on grandmothers as "witches, 11 and 
more basic, the psychoanalytic viewpoint. However, the emphasis 
of Benedek upon continued development and personality reorgan-
ization are worthy of inclusion. Further, she devotes a brief 
section to the consideration of the "male climacteric. 11 
i. Climacterium as a Developmental Phase 
"The concept of climacterium as a developmental phase 
can hardly be defended from the biological point of view."3 
The source of energy for nourishing the propagative function 
is exhausted. However, defense can be offered from a "psycho-
dynamic" viewpoint. 
1 Ibid • , p • 48 7. 
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3Therese Benedek, "Climacterium: A Developmental Phase," 
Psychoanal. Quart., 19 (1950), p. 1. 
Development is a process in which the internal physio-
logical changes and the psychological processes stimu-
lated by them are integrated {or responded to) in a way 
which enables the individual to master further, and anew, 
environmental stimulations. While adaptation also in-
cludes re~ressive phenomena, development (as the term is 
used here) means progressive adaptation. 1 
During the climacterium, as in puberty, internal 
changes put the individual's capacity to master such changes 
to a test. The progressive adaptation, or development, is 
determined by the past, especially as the past resides in 
the mother whose personality is continued in the daughter. 2 
Struggles of the Oedipal period are determinants of the girl's 
reaction to assuming the "feminine role," and puberty is the 
testing ground of this acceptance. Thus any discussion of 
the climacterium must refer to the reactions to the menarche.3 
Unlike the male, the woman's life can be divided into 
periods defined by reproductive functions. Again, quite un-
like the male, the woman must integrate pain, as well as 
pleasure, into her psychosexual experience. The mother's per-
sonality may determine the girl's attitude toward herself as 
a woman. Reactions to menstruation, and acceptance or rebel-
lion against pain of sexual function, are elements of the 
girl's emotional identification with mother, and can be either 
exaggerated, by masochism or eroticized by libidinal processes.4 
ii. Sexual Cycle and Climacterium Psychopathology 
"The sexual cycle in women represents a complete 
1 .I!ll.9. • , p • 2 • 
41.:Qll.' p. 6. 
2 
.I.:Q.ll. ' p • 3 • 
correlation between the preconscious manifestations of emotions 
and the hormonal function of the ovaries." 1 Benedek believes 
the cycle offers the only clue to an understanding of the 
climacterium. The highest level of psychosexual integration 
corresponds with the peak of hormone production. "This inte-
gration, in emotion and behavior, changes as the woman responds 
to the inner perception of the hormonal decline. " 2 The pre-
menstrual neurosis is a manifestation of this regression, and 
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is apparent in the woman's sensitivity to being hurt, fearful-
ness, fatigue, impatience, hostility, anxiety, and irratibility.3 
Parallels with the climacterium are apparent. 
The emotional tension originating in the conflicts of 
feminine development may return when the hormonal func-
tion, which formerly neutralized (or libidinized) the 
tension during the years of sexual mat~rity, declines 
and its integrative effects dissipate. 
This interpretation also suggests that the internal 
frustration of the declining hormonal function activates 
aggressive, hostile, and regressive behavior--a "second adol-
escence."5 At a time when the ego's capacity to love is 
diminishing, the life situation makes many demanding requests 
of the female. External conflict, i.e., emancipation of chil-
dren, marital discord, social expectations, may combine with 
existent internal imbalance, and usher in a period of severe 
depression. 6 The whole experience is a threat to self-esteem, 
2Ibid., p. 8. 3Ibid. 
4 Ibid. , p • 1 4. 6.l!U.£., p. 15. 
1 
and may evoke ego-alien emotional responses. When over-taxed, 
the pre-morbid narcissistic armor may break, but cyclical 
repetition, for the majority of women, offers practice in 
adaptive measures. 
The repetitiveness of the sexual cycle prepares the woman 
not only for the tasks of motherhood but, through the 
mastery of the emotional fluctuations corresponding to 
hormonal decline andmenstruation, for the physiologic 
cessation of gonadal stimulation at the climacterium.2 
iii. Intrapersonal Reorganization 
The accomplishments of the reproductive period, i.e., 
the total developmental achievement of the personality, in-
cluding empathy, love, responsibility, caring, and similar 
qualities, will sustain the female during the natural process 
of maturation she faces in the climacterium.3 "As the desexual-
ization of the emotional needs proceeds, the balanced person-
ality finds new aims for the psychic energy." 4 Just as re-
pression of sexual impulses in the child leads to superego 
formation and socialization, in like fashion the cessation of 
biological growth in the climacteric female affects further 
intrapersonal integration--a transmutation of growth--and re-
leases new impetus for socialization and learning. 5 A greater 
social conscientiousness stimulates, even drives, many women 
to various activities. Thus sublimating the released psychic 
energies, the personality moves toward further integration. 
1Ibid. Of. Thomas ·w. Klink, "The Pastor and the Crisis 
of Involu"ttin," J. Pastoral Care, 13 (1959), pp. 24-25 for com-
petent discussion of involution as an alien experience. 
2Ibid., p. 18. 3Ibid., p. 21. 4Ibid. 5~. 
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However, it must be noted that social activity is not 
just the result of emancipation! The women whose personal-
ities are previously exhausted by rigid mechanisms or by 
masculine protest do not take the next step in postclimacteric 
achievement; rather, they become sick. 1 Fortunately, the 
majority of women draw on the emotional capital invested 
in reproduction, and make an important contribution to creative 
and social life. For example, the female's love may become 
more tolerant, thus improving the total range of interpersonal 
relationships.2 Having mastered the climacterium, she can 
reap the harvest of previous work, and enjoy a surplus grat-
ification which will help balance the regressive phenomena of 
the oncoming exhaustion of vital energies in senescence. 3 
iv. Male Climacterium 
In the female, the two psychodynamic tendencies of 
the propagative functions, i.e., the need for reproduction and 
the need for heterosexual gratification, are separated. These 
two needs are fulfilled in one function of the male. Accord-
ingly, the male is without any cycle comparable to the female, 
and psychosexual maturation does not prepare him for the 
cessation of the gonad function. Although men do not face 
the physiologic menopause, they do encounter a slow, insidious 
process of decline against which they are not protected by 
4 
adequate emotional preparation. 
1 ~., p. 22. 2 Ibid., p. 21. 
4rbid., p. 24. 
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In our youth-oriented society the aging male labors 
under the necessity of proving himself in sexual and vocational 
relationships. Any sign of diminishing potency, added to the 
already underlying sense of insecurity, may result in serious 
narcissistic conflict. Thus Benedek concludes that "various 
aspects of biological and social life converge to make aging 
a task less difficult for women than for men."1 
3. Edmund Bergler 
Although Benedek mentions the male climacteric in her 
presentation, it remains for Bergler to devote adequate atten-
tion to the subject. A psychoanalytic frame of reference 
underlies the thesis of his book: "Middle-age rebellion in 
the male is a second emotional adolescence." 2 
i. Psychic Masochistic Substructure and Dynamics 
Stating in his preface that "middle age without con-
flicts does not exist for man," Bergler asserts that psychic 
masochism is the basic problem.3 The inner or unconscious 
conscience, which is not identical with one's conscious code 
of morals, acts as a torture machine upon the unconscious ego, 
and makes accusations of failure to the aging ego which is 
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the result of gluttony for punishment. Although having succeeded 
on the surface, the man has to defend himself against the 
childhood yardstick of becoming the greatest, the most 
1Ibid., p. 25. 
2Edmund Bergler, The Revolt of the Middle-Aged ~-ian 
(New York: A. A. Wyn, Inc., 1954), p. 214. 
3Ibid., p. vi. 
successful, the unique personage in whatever endeavor was the 
center of infantile bragging. 1 Denying that he is a failure 
and a glutton for punishment, the middle-aged male produces 
a desperate inner alibi of delivery which changes into "the 
desperate determination to start life all over ap;ain." 2 
Happiness becomes an unconscious disclaimer of the 
unconscious accusation that he is a glutton for punishment, 
and because of the threat of severe inner punishment, happi-
ness must be found in a hurry. The psychic masochist, how-
ever, finds pleasure in displeasure. He is an unconscious 
seeker of defeats, humiliations, and kicks--not a victim of 
failure! 
Psychic masochism, unlike "perversion masochism 1' 
which denotes actual torture for conscious pleasure, is 11 the 
unconscious wish to defeat one's own conscious aims, and to 
enjoy that self-constructed defeat."3 The roots of this 
pleasure-in-displeasure pattern are discovered in the child's 
lack of opportunities to release aggression. Thus the inner 
conscience stores up the undischarged aggression during 
childhood and the future psychic masochist continues to per-
form forbidden acts which bring punishment, reproaches, and 
guilt. Finally, he chooses the solution of extracting inner 
pleasure from external disappointment. 
1 llli·, P• 76. 
2llli·' P• 77. 
31lli·' P• 81. 
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The whole situation is paradoxical ••• It has a 
three-layered structure: its origin is aggression, and 
it progresses to guilt, and then to the change of this 
guilt into unconscious pleasure, constituting the core 
of the pleasure-in-displeasure pattern. 1 
The psychic masochist lives on the level of conscious 
complaining and unconscious enjoyment with the aid of expecta-
tion of conscious happiness in the unlimited future. However, 
middle age (45-65) ends the presupposition of unchanging poten-
tial by ending the appearance and elasticity of youth along 
with the solace of timelessness. 2 1"..iddle age superimposes 
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two characteristics upon the already existent psychic maso-
chistic pattern: (1) quantitative increase of pleasure-in-
displeasure, and (2) "desperate fight of unconscious ego against 
the quantitative menace yia the subterfuge of finding a witness, 
in the person of a new woman, whose very existence proves that 
the victim is still young."3 
Basically, "the middle-age revolt is a rebellion against 
heightened psychic masochism."4 Unconsciously, the male uses 
any opportunity for conscious happiness in order to disprove 
his individual share in the universal pattern of pleasure-in-
displeasure. But even more basic than seeking "new life via 
new wife 11 is the emergence of hypochondriacal complaints out 
of the inner conflict. The "relatively normal" male makes 
the best of unavoidable injustices, but the neurotic seeks 
out the injustices, turns them into tragedies, and uses them 
1Ibid., p. 90. Cf. entire chapter, pp. 75-99. 
2Ibid., p. 297. 3Ibid., p. 98. 4Ibid., p. 298. 
as an alibi for the benefit of the inner conscience. 1 Hypo-
chondria is the typical injustice for the middle-aged patron. 
ii. The Rebellion Syndrome: Hypochondria 
Stressing that the middle-age revolt, including the 
sexual resignation, is a purely psychological phenomenon with-
out biological basis, Bergler engages in a discussion of hypo-
chondria as temporarily localized psychic masochism.2 The 
choice of a specific organ is made only after the individual 
has been promiscuous with other organs and has attached sym-
bolic meaning to the attached organ.3 In middle age the fear 
of loss of sexual power comes into the foreground, and the 
male establishes the sexual organs and/or function as inner 
dictator. 
Sex fears, involving the fear of self-damage as a 
result of self-indulgence and intercourse, are a direct repeti-
tion of the fears of puberty.4 Middle-age, then, is a second 
edition of adolescence, and a third edition of the original 
conflicts of the Oedipal period.5 Reversion to sex in fantasy, 
avoidance of sex in the marriage context, and seeking proof 
of potency in girl friends are components of the unconscious 
struggle to ward off attachment to "mother." 
Philosophical generalizations depict hypochondria as 
a gloomy disposition and belief in imaginary diseases. 6 
1Ibid., p. 252. 2Ibid., p. 207. 3Ibid., p. 209. 
4rbid., p. 214. 5rbid., pp. 214-16. 
6Ibid., pp. 206-07. 
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Admitting these were not far from wrong, Bergler views hypo-
chondria as "the outward manifestation of a disease that has 
engulfed the entire personality." 1 At middle age, the four 
types of disposition, i.e., optimism, pessimism, pessimo-
optimism, and preventive pessimism, temporarily merge into 
one: pessimism is victorious. 2 
Living under the shadow of pessimism, the middle-aged 
rebel often adds occupational difficulties to his private tor-
ture list.3 He may be indifferent toward his position or 
completely reject it. The period of re-evaluation or testing 
is combined with fears about the ability to produce creative 
ideas. Yet the male ~ work in order to pay ransom to the 
inner conscience and the constant reproaches about passivity. 
(The menopause in the female produces enough unpleasantness 
to absorb her psychic masochism, but the male must continue 
to work because of the unpleasant component in it.) 4 
Another source of anxiety in middle age is the 
frightening reality of death. ".Qllli of the important deposi-
tories of this inner scourge LPsychic masochism! is the fear 
of death."5 Thus fear of death is equated with fear of one's 
own increased psychic masochism. The male feels personally 
involved and is apt to compare himself with others who die, 
suffer heart attacks, or succumb to cancer. Yet behind the 
conscious fear, "which pertains to self-preservation, there 
1lh1Q..., P• 210. 
2~., p. 248. Of. pp. 248-52 for discussion of 
genetic background of varieties of pessimism. 
3~., p. 216. 4~., p. 221. 5Ibid., p. 224. 
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lurks the unconscious identification of the danger of death 
1vi th the danger of a masochistic fiesta. " 1 Strangely enough 
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conscious aggression may then be directed toward the sick friend 
because of the inner necessity to organize a defense against 
the masochistic danger. 2 This pseudo-aggression may be mani-
fested in dreams, general attitude, or money matters.3 
Sleeplessness is yet another method of self-torture 
for the middle-aged male.4 The unconscious ego selects fear-
inspiring thoughts suggested by the inner conscience which 
reproach the individual. On some occasions the unconscious 
ego may add the element of senselessness and absence of con-
scious understanding in order to keep the sleepless victim 
from needing to pay penance.5 
Boredom, which includes lack of concentration and 
feelings of dissatisfaction and emptiness, also belongs on 
the complaint list. 6 It is a defensive reaction following a 
reproach by the inner conscience. Fantasy and sublimation 
are methods of avoiding boredom, but most middle-aged rebels 
find life and reality pseudoboring. This latter phenomenon 
is "a counterattack set in motion by the inner lawyer Lun-
conscious e~ when the inner conscience accuses the indiv-
idual of deriving too much pleasure from displeasure."7 
Finally, interpersonal upheaval, involving the inner 
1 Iill·' p. 227. 2~., "P· 228. 3 .I.!?l,g,. ' pp. 228-33. 
4Ibid., pp. 256-64. 51.!2li·' p. 262. 
-
6IQ.19..' pp. 265-70. 7.I:Q.li.' p. 270. 
circle of the home and the outer circle of acquaintances, is 
an aspect of the male's rebellion. 1 At this period the rebel 
is asking for confirmation of his own beliefs and inexhaustible 
understanding, but because of his extreme self-centeredness, 
forgets the need of mutual confirmation,2 Thus cheated out 
of understanding, the unperceptive transgressor sees his friend 
as false, and accepts "acquaintanceship" instead of friendship. 
Bitterness over "indifferent friends" becomes quite pronounced, 
and the male continues in his pleasure-in-displeasure pattern. 
iii. Transitory Phase 
The hypochondriacal complaints which emerge out of the 
basic rebellion appear to be disagreeable and final. However, 
Bergler argues that this is only "a transitorr phase in the 
late forties and early fifties."3 The emotional reactions 
themselves are unavoidable, but.harmless,4 and grow out of 
the basic unconscious program of the psychic masochist. The 
temporary quantitative increase in this program gives rise to 
the revolt of the middle-aged man. 5 
4. Erik Erikson 
Having presented three theories which emerge out of 
clinical observation, let us now examine Erikson's frame of 
reference for middle maturity, i.e., integrity. 6 His viewpoint 
1Ibid., PP• 270-77. 2Ibid., p. 275. 3Ibid., p. 298. 
4Ibid., p. 307. 5cf. p. 255 for program resume. 
6Erik H. Erikson, "Growth and Crises of the Healthy 
Personality," Psychol, Issues, I (1959), 98. 
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represents a socially modified psychoanalytic tradition within 
the general framework of psychosexual stages. Drawing upon 
Freudian insights, Erikson speaks of growth in terms of the 
epigenetic principle: 
Somewhat generalized, this principle states that anything 
that grows has a ground plan, and that out of this ground 
plan the parts arise, each part having its ~ of special 
ascendancy, until all parts have arisen to form a func-
tioning whole •••• Personality can be said to develop 
according to steps predetermined in the human organism's 
readiness to be driven toward, to be aware of, and to 
interact with, a widening social radius, beginning with 
the dim image of a mother and ending 'td th mankind, or at 
any rate that segment of manktnd which 'counts' in the 
particular individual's life. 
i. Psychosocial Crises 
The total development of the individual can be divided 
into eight stages representing psychosocial crises. 2 That 
ever-new configuration called the growing personality begins 
with the crisis of trust versus mistrust, and ends with the 
crisis of integrity yersus disgust and despair. Each stage 
is related to all the others, each depends upon proper develop-
ment in proper sequence, and each has its critical time of 
arrival and encounter with the environment. The successive 
stages represent potential crises because of "a radical change 
in perspective. 11 3 
Erikson is not in sympathy with the achievement 
concept of human development which neglects the negative 
1 Ibid., 52. 
2Ibid., p. 166. The worksheet on this page presents 
the eight stages in both verticals and horizontals. 
7; 
...1 Ibid • , p • 55. 
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counterpart of the positive senses throughout life. 1 "Only 
in the light of man's inner division and social antagonism is 
a belief in his essential resourcefulness and creativity 
justifiable and productive." 2 Because of the global, nonspec-
ific nature of the crises for adulthood, both the seventh and 
eighth stages will be considered. Erikson simply labels them 
as the crises of adulthood and mature age. 3 
ii. Generativity yersus Stagnation (Crisis of the Thirties?) 
Generativity is primarily the interest in establishing 
and guiding the next generation, although there are people 
who, from misfortune or because of special and genuine 
gifts in other directions, do not apply this drive to 
offspring but to other forms of altruistic concern and 
creativity, which may absorb their kind of parental 
responsibility.4 
Regression, however, can occur in this stage of growth, 
taking the form of an obsessive need for pseudo intimacy. This 
is an attempt to get back to the young adult stage of intimacy 
and genitality, but usually results in "a pervading sense of 
stagnation and interpersonal impoverishment."5 Individuals 
failing to develop generativity often begin to indulge them-
selves in excessive self-love6 and act as if they were their 
own one and only child. 
The reasons for regression are often found in 
early childhood impressions; in faulty identifications 
with parents; in excessive self-love based on a too 
1rbid., p. 61 in footnote. 2rbid. 
3rbid., p. 120. 4 .IQ.1g,.' p. 97. 5rbid., p. 97. 
6cf. Buhler's "indulgence" concept in Slatkin, p. 171. 
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strenuously self-made personality; and finally (and here 
we return to the beginnings) in the lack of some faith, 
some 'belief in the species,' which would make a child 
appear to be a welcome trust of the community.1 
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iii. Integrity versus Despair and Disgust (Crisis of Forty-Sixty?) 
Integrity, the final psychosocial crisis in Erikson's 
schema, is the fruit of the previous seven stages, and is 
known by its psychosocial modalities; to be, through having 
been; to face not being.2 
It is the acceptance of one's ow.n and only life cycle and 
of the people who have become significant to it as something 
that had to be and that, by necessity, permitted of no 
substitution. It thus means a new different love of one's 
parents, free of the wish that they should have been dif-
ferent, and an acceptance of the fact that one's life is 
one's own responsibility. It is a sense of comradeship 
with men and women of distant times and of different pur-
suits, who have created orders an~ objects and sayings 
conveying human dignity and love. 
The possessor of integrity is prepared to defend his 
own life style against all threats, including personal, physical, 
and economic threat. But for the individual who either lacks 
or has lost this ego integration, despair ~~d an unconscious 
fear of death dominate his perspective. "Despair expresses 
the feeling that the time is short, too short for the attempt 
to start another life and to try out alternate roads to integ-
rity."4 The individual often manifests this failure to accept 
the one life style as ultimate in chronic displeasure with 
1 Erikson, p. 97. 
2Ibid., p. 166. 
3~., p. 98. 4Ibid. 
certain institutions or persons, misanthropy, and disgust. 
The outward manifestations "only signify the individual's 
contempt of himself. "1 
This eighth stage, therefore, "implies an emotional 
integration which permits participation by followership as 
well as acceptance of the responsibility of leadership." 2 
The mature adult must learn and practice both leadership and 
follo~vership "in religion and in politics, in the economic 
order and in technology, in aristocratic living, and in the 
arts and sciences."3 
5. Linden and Courtney 
Utilizing Erikson's stages of maturation for compar-
ison with Shakespeare's cynical seven ages of men, Linden 
and Courtney present their own frame of reference in terms 
of evolescence, senescence, and senility.4 
i. Background For a Theory 
The authors separate and review three general factors 
underlying personality theory: biologic, physiologic, and 
psychosocial. Biologists consider the adult stage of develop-
rnent as the period of procreation and parenthood. Thus the 
step after rearing of the young is an "anticlimactic outliving 
of usefulness."5 Physiologic investigators seem intent upon 
1lli.!!. 2Ibid., p. 99. 
41,1aurice E. Linden and Douglas Courtney, "The Human 
Life Cycle and Its Interruptions," Amer. J, Psychiat,, 109 
(1953), P• 907, 
5ll2.ii!·, p. 906. 
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keeping alive sexual-reproductive powers in order to postpone 
individual terminus. Linden and Courtney are of the conviction 
that the postclimacteric existence has been placed on an ig-
nominious level in our society. However, in ce·rtain respects, 
they are in agreement with the biological orientation. They 
assert: 
• • • the human life span is in fact a predetermined, 
inexorable cycle in which genetic and instinctual endow-
ments are the motivators. The beginning and end points 
of this cyfle are not birth and involution but conception 
and death. 
But, unlike the aging animal, "the aging human indiv-
idual is just beginning some of his most important functions 
when parenthood ceases."2 
It may well be that the additional function of the 
adult of preserving culture, of maintaining the annals 
of history, of keeping alive human judgment, of maintaining 
human skills, of preserving and skillfully contriving 
the instruments of civilization, and of conveying all this 
to oncoming generations, is the postreproductive work of 
the human organism and that this realistic and valuable 
quality of the human mind is uncovered or manifested in 
the senescent individual.3 
ii. Developmental Framework 
Although personality development is a continuum, the 
authors noted a conflict in middle life similar to that in 
adolescence. This shift is more apparent if one divides the 
life cycle into halves, and labels them as "evolescence" and 
"senescence." Involution, the termination of reproductive 
function, initiates the rebellion between evolescence and 
senescence. 
2Ibid., p. 908. 3Ibid. 
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Some of this rebellion is the frustration that comes in 
recognizing the older wisdom, a recognition of the irreality 
of one's own wishes. Some of it comes from 1d thin. The 
individual perceives his own metamorphosis from an E to an 
s .. He fights the change because our society has placed 
all its values in evolescence •••• 1 
The psychophysiologic events of involution, then, may 
be less significant as indications of loss of reproductive 
ability, and more important as preparatory factors for social 
functioning. Linden and Courtney observe that senescence 
values fight back! 
The S counter-rebellion is a continuous restatement 
of old ideals, a tenacious attachment to the established 
and proven solutions, a reluctance to countenance social 
revolution, and an increasing awareness of the value of 
the past as a predicator of the future and an instrument 
of judgment.2 
Thus "maturity" cannot be regarded as an adequate 
concept to encompass the entire adult life. The adult per-
sonality is a series of merging stages, regarded for con-
venience as early, middle, and late. The common thread of 
"environmental orientation" running through various concepts 
of development, leads the authors to conclude that "maturity 
is the achievement of efficiently organized psychic growth 
predicated unon the integration of' experiences of solving 
env,;ironmentally stimulated conflicts." 3 
Such a concept implies psychosocial organization or 
"cultural direction." "This means that the individual is 
understood largely through his ways of relating to and com-
paring with the group, its experiences, and its mores." 4 
1rbid. 2rbid. 3Ibid., p. 910. 4rbid 
-· 
The essential conflict between the egocentricity of evolescence 
and the protective-altruism of senescence is discovered in the 
cultural direction of conflict solution. E values are largely 
individual, independent, and instinct-pleasure seeking whereas 
S values are oriented toward preservation of the culture. 1 
The development of his civilization and the maintenance 
of its culture are probably man's loftiest ideal •••• It 
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is therefore hypothesized that the attainment in the indiv-
idual of S functioning despite its many modalities represents 
the achievement of a broad cultural vista. Contrary to 
popular views holding that older people are more restricted 
in their psychic interests, this study suggests their 
general outlook is actually broader and less selfish than 
that of younger, or less mature, people.2 
iii. Social Creative and State Period 
Middle maturity, coming after the family creative 
period, is "a stage of widening social interest in which the 
family-society becomes increasingly oriented within the frame-
work of its responsibility toward a greater society."3 It is 
during this "social creative" period that the involutional dis-
turbance occurs. Although the interruption is self-limited, 
a variable amount of loss or diminution of defense-effective-
ness occurs with a concomitant threatened break-through of 
hitherto ~ubmerged instinctual and infantile emotional 
patterns. 
Because of this internal threatened weakening of the 
psychic structure, much of the individual's mental energy is 
used in an effort to create new bulwarks and repair the old 
1Jlli. 
2Ibid. Of. Slatkin, pp. 171-77 for statement of"life 
course" in middle age in terms of failure and satisfaction. 
His understanding of Buhler's "life-stages" is at variance with 
Linden and Courtney's hypothesis. 
~ 
-"Ibid., p. 911. 4 Ibid., p. 912. 
ones. The process of maturation, in Linden and Courtney 1 s 
schema, is visible in this transitional stage as the battle 
between the two vectors: selfish drives and culture-directed 
drives. Interest in the external environment may be withdrawn 
and internally directed as self-interest. ".As a consequence, 
psycnologic growth is held in abeyance either until the 
physiologic storm subsides or until better defenses regain 
dominance .u. 1 
However, instinct supremacy, i.e., the involution, is 
followed by personality reintegration with the advent of the 
third phase of maturity, the "state creative" period. This 
latter stage is focused around the cultural-organization 
point of view, and usually continues during the fifties.2 
A ruling and protective sovereignty befalls the mature 
adult at this level as he assumes the parental hierarchial 
leadership over his family of families. Thus, the scope 
of interest here becomes wider and is concerned with the 
creation, ordering, and maintenance of a larger society, 
or what may be called the state.3 
The second segment of "late maturity, 11 occurring at 
about sixty, is termed the 11 moral and ethical reaffirmative 
period,"4 and a final segment, occurring at about seventy, 
is described as one of "retrospective examination."5 Although 
these two segments are outside the limits of this dissertation, 
they are important in gaining an appreciation of Linden and 
Courtney's concept of "senility." lfuereas many authors speal-c 
of insecurity, lowered self-esteem and self-confidence, and 
2Ibid., p. 909. 3Ibid., p. 911. 
Of. p. 909. 5Ibid. 
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reactive depression as concomitants of the involutional period, 
Linden and Courtney conclude that "senility as an isolable 
state is largely a cultural artifact and that senile organic 
deterioration may be consequent upon attitudinal alterations."1 
In other words, in a culture that emphasizes E values, i.e., 
movement, productivity, sexual attractiveness, as opposed to 
S values of caution, quality, modesty and loyalty, the average 
individual expects to be rejected and rejects himself. 2 Thus 
senility is "a psychopathologic entity frequently occurring 
in late senescence, which should not be confused with the nor-
mal predemise deteriorative state." 3 
6. Robert Peck 
Whereas Linden and Courtney sought to expand Erikson's 
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already global ideas about development in the second half of 
life, Peck attempts to make Erikson's crisis of "Integrity versus 
Despair" more specific. 
i. Historical and Teleological Development 
Basing his statement on the development of mental 
powers and the creation and transmission of a social culture, 
Peck asserts that "there is a truly developmental process in 
the second half of life."4 All of life does not have to de-
cline with physiological powers. Further, it is not of primary 
3Ibid., p. 914. 
4Robert Peck, "Psychological Developments in the Second 
Half of Life," in J. E. Anderson's Psychological Aspects of Aging, 
p. 42. 
importance how people "adjust" to said decline, "but how they 
transcend their animal limitations--how they develop new, 
different, uniquely human powers, to the fullest extent--which 
may mark the truly developmental aspects of the years beyond 
35." 1 
Historical approaches to the individual are based on 
the reasoning that a person of 60 is what he was and did from 
childhood. The past affects the present life of the adult. 
The teleological approach, on the other hand, conceives of 
development in terms of an end point. This is not a physio-
logically determined goal, but an end-of-life state of mind 
which leads the person 
to achieve the ability to live so fully, so generously, 
so unselfishly that the prospect of personal death looks 
and feels less important than the secure knowledge that 
one has built for a broader future, for one's children and 
one's society, than one ego could ever encompass.2 
Thus there are three reasons for looking at human aging 
with a developmental view: (1) The present life of the mature 
person cannot be fully understood unless the past is seen in 
its unfolding, developmental perspective, (2) increments in 
judgmental power and in social wisdom take place in the second 
half of life despite decremental physical changes, and (3) man 
is a goal-seeking being by nature manifesting purposeful drive 
to make life more than a closed self-centered circle.3 
1lliQ.. 
2Ibid., p. 43. 
3Ibid. 
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A final note on the developmental tasks of the aging 
person pertains to the usefulness of chronological ages. Peck 
suggests it is preferable to use a "stage" criterion, i.e., 
climacteric, regardless of age, or of parents whose children 
have left home, since "age is probably decreasingly correlated 
with developmental stages as age increases." 1 Adults do not 
work on the same stage at the same time, and they do not work 
on the same total set of tasks. Thus Erikson's global concept 
of ego-integration can be broken into two stages: middle age 
(40-60) and old age (65 plus). 
ii. Psychological Tasks of Middle Maturity 
(1) Valuing Wisdom versus Valuing Physical Powers.--
Because of the decrease in physical strength, the individual 
must learn to value head more than hands. Wisdom, which comes 
from "life experience" and thus distinguished from intellec-
tual capacity, is "the ability to make the most effective 
choices among the alternatives which intellectual perception 
and imagination present for one's decision." 2 Life experience 
serves as an essential corrective to the "over-generalized 
perceptual-attitudinal set derived from one's necessarily 
limited experience in one family, and one subculture, during 
childhood and adolescence."3 
Persons clinging to physical powers for self-definition 
1l.'Q.i.Q. • ' p. 49. 
2 llli·' P• 45. 
3rbid. 
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tend to become increasingly depressed, bitter, and unhappy 
with advancing age. "Moreover, they may become increasingly 
i ff ti i th i k 1 d • 1 1 II 1 ne eo ve n e r wor ro es an socJ.a ro es. • •• 
Conversely, those persons who invert the physical-value hier-
archy and use this standard for self-evaluation and resources, 
move toward richer life experience rather than defeated sur-
render to physical aging. 
(2) Socializing versus Sexualizing in Human Relation-
ships.--Sex is of decidedly secondary importance in the second 
half of life, both in the nature of physiology and social 
definition. 
The opportunity the climacteric presents might be this: 
that people can take on a new kind of value for one--or 
to a much more dominant degree--as individual personali-
ties, rather than primarily as sex-objects •••• May it 
not be that the climacteric is felt to be a tragedy, or 
a gap-leaving loss, only by people who irrationally per-
sist in valuing themselves primarily by their sexual 
powers, even though their actual impulses are no longer 
strong, or no longer call intensely for release.2 
The interpersonal dimension of living, extending to wife, 
friends, and widening circle of companions, can take on a 
new depth of understanding "-rrhich the earlier, perhaps more 
egocentric, sex-drive rrould have tended to prevent to some 
degree."3 
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(3) Cathectic Flexibility versus Cathetic Impoverish-
ment. --The capacity to "shift emotional investments from one per-
son to another, and from one activity to another 11 4is more crucial 
3 .1!2.1£.. ' p • 46 • 
in middle age than at earlier ages because this is the period 
in which parents die, children leave home, and the circle of 
friends and relatives of similar age begins to be broken by 
death. On the other hand, this period offers the greatest 
range of potential cathexis-objects for many persons. 
They have the widest circle of acquaintances in their 
community and vocational worlds. They have achieved 
informal and formal status as 'mature' or 'experienced' 
people, to whom others actively turn. In fact, this 
may give them contacts with people over the widest age-
range, from young to old, which they will ever encounter. 
Further, by contact with younger ages, it may be that 
experiences with a greater variety of people, of roles, 
of relationships, can lead to a more complex set of more 
varied, differentiated relationships than is possible 
at younger ages.1 -
This is a crisis-stage for many people who fail to 
reinvest their emotions in other people, pursuits, or life-
settings, as their cathexis-objects disappear. Positive 
adaptation requires new learning, "not only of specific new 
cathexis, but of a generalized set toward making new cathexes 
(or redefining existing cathectic relationships, as in the 
case of grown-up children)." 2 The death of parents and the 
departure of children are totally new experiences and pose 
crucial tests for one's cathectic capacity. 
(4) 1·1ental Flexibility versus Hental Rigidity.--A 
critical issue for middle-aged adults is the tendency "to 
grow increasingly set in their ways, inflexible in their 
opinions and actions, and closed-minded to nevr ideas. 11 3 
Having reached the peak status and having 1-rorked out the 
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"answ·ers" to life 1 s questions, these persons may be tempted 
to forego further mental effort to envision any new or dif-
1 ferent approaches. 
1\Thether one is free to be flexible vrill depend upon 
their use of past experience. 
Some persons learn to master their experiences, achieve 
a degree of detached perspective on them, and make use of 
them as provisional guides to the solution of new issues. 
There are other people--more than a few--who seem to be-
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come dominated by their experiences. They take the patterns 
of events and actions which they happen to have encountered, 
as a set of fixed inflexible rule~ which almost automatically 
govern their subsequent behavior. 
Hental flexibility is undoubtedly related to the afore-
mentioned task of "wisdom, 11 but is also a function that cross-
cuts all adaptive learning behavior. In this latter respect 
it is like the cathectic flexibility of the aging adult. 
7. Carl Jung 
The only major personality theorist to explicitly 
recognize "middle life" as a crucial period in the life span 
is Carl Jung.3 His 1v±itings have greatly influenced contemporary 
theorists and many of his ideas are now common property.4 The 
1cf. Sherrill's concept of the "burning bush" in 
middle age, pp. 126-28. 
2Peck, p. 46. 
3other theorists may recognize "growth trends" in later 
life or that life moves toward the "psychological realm," but do 
not explicitly mention middle maturity. Cf. Robert White, Lives 
in Progress (New York: The Dryden Press, 1952), pp. 332-56 :or 
statement of four growth trends, a.nd Andras Angyal, Foundations 
for a Science of Personality (New York: The Commonwealth Fund, 
1941), p. 77 for comment on center of gravity moving toward 
instrumental psychological processes. 
4The reader mav note in this chauter that Benedek and 
Deutsch use Jung 1 s basic typologies, i.e:, extraversion and intro-
version, and that Peck utilizes the historical-teleological ap-
proach formulated by Jung. 
breadth of knowledge and depth of understanding manifested in 
Jung 1 s complex personality theory are unsurpassed, and thus 
cannot be adequately represented in this brief discussion of 
his comments on "middle life." 1 
i. The Stage: Middle Life 
The middle period of life is a time of enormous psycho-
logical importance. The child begins its psychological 
life within very narrow limits, inside the magic circle 
of the mother and the family. With progressive maturation 
it widens its horizon and its o~~ sphere of influence; its 
hopes and intentions are directed to extending the scope 
of personal power and possessions; desire reaches out to 
the world in ever-widening range; the will of the indiv-
idual becomes more and more identical with the natural 
goals pursued by unconscious motivations •••• L1atei7 
mothers are overtaken by their children, men by their 
own creations ••• Middle life is the moment of greatest 
unfolding, when a man still gives himself to his work 
with his whole strength and his whole will. But in this 
very moment evening is born, and the second half of life 
begins.2 
When a person enters this phase of life--between 
thirty-five and forty--a significant change is taking place 
in the human psyche. It may be manifested in mental depres-
sion or neuroticism, but often it is something like a slow 
change in one 1 s character, a transvaluation. The interests 
and pursuits of youth lose their value and are replaced by 
1The reader is referred to the Bollingen Series, com-
prising eighteen volumes, for more adequate background in Jung. 
Cf. C. G. Jung, Psychological Reflections, selected and edited 
by Jolande Jacobi, Bollingen Series XXXI (New York: Pantheon 
Books, 1953) for anthology of Jung 1 s writings. 
2c. G. Jung, The Development of Personality, translated 
by R. F. c. Hull, Bollingen Series XX, Volume 17 (New York: 
Pantheon Books, 1954), p. 193. 
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more cultural values. 1 Moral principles may harden and grow 
increasingly rigid until, about the age of fifty, a stage of 
fanaticism and intolerance is reached. "It is as if the 
existence of these principles were endangered, and it were 
therefore necessary to emphasize them all the more."2 
However, Jung warns that the wine of youth does not 
always clear with advancing age--it may grow turbidt3 To 
linger too long in the youthful attitude produces a division 
4 
of the will thus creating discontent or a critical atmosphere. 
The period of youth may be unduly prolonged if one's parents 
are living. Neurotic disturbances "betray the attempt to carry 
the psychic dispositions of youth beyond the threshold of the 
so-called years of discretion." 5 Unable to face approaching 
age, the neurotic shrinks from the second half of life as if 
he anticipated dangerous tasks and threatening sacrifices and 
losses. The transference of energy from instinctual to cul-
tural or spiritual values during middle life may run afoul 
and thus upset the equilibrium of the psyche. 
This transition from morning to afternoon is a revalu-
ation of earlier values in which the person must examine the 
opposites of previous ideals and become aware of former errors, 
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1cf. Linden and Courtney's hypotheses of "social creative" 
and "state creative" periods, p. 911. 
2c. G. Jung, Mode n Man in Search of a Soul, translated 
by W. s. Dell and Cary F. Baynes London: Kegan Paul, Trench, 
Trubner & Co. Ltd., 1933), p. 120. 
4Jung, The Development of Personality, p. 194. 
5Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, p. 121. 
half-truths, and ambivalent love. 1 The difficulties of this 
time are not based in a fear of death, but in a basic change 
within the psyche. To characterize this change, Jung uses 
the sun as an illustration. 
In the morning, it arises from the nocturnal sea of un-
consciousness and looks upon the wide, bright world which 
lies before it in an expanse that steadily widens the 
higher it climbs in the firmament. In this extension of 
its field of action caused by its own rising, the sun 
will discover its significance; it will see the attain-
ments of the greatest possible height--the widest possible 
dissemination of its blessings--as its goal. In this con-
viction the sun pursues its unforeseen course to the 
zenith; unforeseen, because its career is unique and in-
dividual, and its culminating point could not be calcu-
lated in advance. At the stroke of noon the descent be-
gins. And the descent means the reversal of all the 
ideals and values that were cherished in the morning. 
The sun falls into contradiction with itself. It is as 
though it should draw in its ovm rays, instead of 
emitting them. Light and warmth decline and are at last 
extinguished.2 
Although it is a sin for younger persons to be too 
much occupied 1vi th himself, it is the duty of the older per-
son to withdraw his rays in order to illumine himself. The 
"choice" of hypochondria or adolescent rebellion are "inevit-
able consequences of the delusion that the second half of life 
must be governed by the principles of the first."3 Reversal 
is manifested physically in women developing masculine traits 
and in men developing feminine features. 4 Psychologically 
the reversal is evident in occupational and marital life.5 
Totally unprepared, middle-agers embark upon the 
1Jung, Psychological Reflections, p. 121. 
2Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, p. 122. 
3lhi£., p. 125. 4~., p. 123. 5~., p. 124. 
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second half of life and are without any guidance for this in-
dividual change of attitude with its transformation of energy 
from the biological to the cultural form. Is the meaning of 
life exhausted in biological c;rowth? Is the woman "finished" 
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after the menopause? Jung answers such queries with the affirma-
tion that "culture lies beyond nature." 1 Since a man or woman 
does not live to seventy or eighty years of age without some 
reason, Jung posits the experiencing of one's inner being or 
the establishment of wholeness of personality as the task of 
the second half of life. 2 It seems to signify a preparation 
for death, i.e., the discovery of a goal towards which one can 
strive.3 The chartered route is designated "individuation" 
for those who d.ie along with life. 
ii. The Process: Individuation 
For an adequate understanding of the individuation 
process, it is necessary to review the complex interacting 
systems within the psyche. 4 However, since such a task is 
beyond the scope of this study, we can mention only the major 
systems. The ego is the conscious mind and is viewed by the 
person as the center of personality. A region adjoining the 
1Ibid., p. 126. "Culture" refers to cultivation of 
the inward as distinct from outward existence. 
2Ibid., pp. 125-28. 3Ibid., pp. 128-30. 
4The reader is referred to the Bollingen Series of 
Jung 1 s collected works. Cf. Eugene Ellsworth Dawson, "The 
Religious Implications of Jung 1 s Psychology" (unpublished Ph.D. 
dissertation, Boston University, 1949). 
ego, containing various complexes, is designated the "personal 
unconscious" and is accessible to consciousness. However, a 
"collective unconscious," with its archetypes, the persona, 
the anima or animus, and the shadow, contains memory traces 
of man's ancestral past, and is the real foundation of the 
whole structure of personality. Finally, the mid-point and 
goal of total unity is the self. 
Jung is quite explicit about the importance of the 
unconscious. 
The conscious mind is based upon, and results from, 
an unconscious psyche which is prior to consciousness and 
continues to function together with, or despite, con-
sciousness •••• The unconscious is prior to conscio~s 
mind, and it is autonomous; it has a law unto itself. 
Further, 
A man in middle life still feels young, and age and 
death lie far ahead of him. At about thirty-six he 
passes the zenith of life, without being conscious of the 
meaning of this fact. If he is a man whose whole make-up 
and nature do not tolerate excessive unconsciousness, 
then the import of this moment will be forced upon him, 
perhaps in the form of an archetypal dream •••• The 
dream uses collective figures because it has to express 
an eternal human problem that repeats itself en~lessly, 
and not just a disturbance of personal balance. 
Thus "individuation" is the unfolding of the original 
undifferentiated wholeness with which one is born. The var-
ious parts of the system are fully developed, i.e., differ-
entiated, as stations along the way to the spontaneous real-
ization of the whole man. 
1 Car 1 G. Jung , .T,;;;h~e....,~-..o.~"""r~a......,t.-i-.o_n~o-f--.t ... h..,e.....,P;o..e .. r~s-.o_n~a-l_i:.t'""", 
translated by Stanley Dell York: Farrar & Rinehart, 
Inc. , 19 39) , p. 1 3. 
2 , The Structure and Dynamics of the Ps~che, 
translated by R.F.C. Eull, Bollingen Series XX, Volume 8 
(New York: Pantheon Books, 1960), p. 292. 
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The ego-conscious personality is only a part of the whole 
man, and its life does not yet represent his total life. 
The more he is merely 'I,' the more he splits himself off 
from the collective man, of whom he is also a part, and 
may even find himself in opposition to him. But since 
everything living strives for wholeness, LTtalics mini? 
the inevitable one-sidedness of our conscious life is 
continually being corrected and compensated by the universal 
human being in us, whose goal is the ultimate integration 
of conscious and unconscious, or better, the assimilation 
of the ego to a wider personality.1 
What is essential to human beings can only grow out 
of themselves. 2 Further, all systems and functions of the 
total personality must be completely developed in their own 
time. Otherwise, neglected aspects of the personality will 
act as centers of resistance to the process of individuation. 
Excessive resistances lead to neuroticism. For example, the 
person in middle life who has been successful and well adjusted, 
may feel an intolerable discontent, uneasiness, and sense 
that his life is meaningless. Apparently the ego is identified 
with the persona or social roles to such an extent that further 
"individuation" is hampered. 
The construction of a collectively suitable persona 
means a very great concession to the outer world. It 
is a real self-sacrifice which directly forces the ego 
into an identification with the persona, so that there 
are people who actually believe themselves to be what they 
present to the public view •••• These identifications 
with the social role are a very fruitful sources of neu-
roses. A man cannot get rid o! himself in favor of an 
artificial personality without punishment. The mere 
attempt to do so releases, in all the ordinary cases, un-
conscious reactions in the form of mood~, affects, fears, 
compulsive ideas, feelings, vices, etc. 
2Jung, The Integration of the Personality, p. 31. 
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Although many are called to develop the personality, 
few are chosen. To individuate, or move from collective un-
consciousness to full consciousness, is at once a charism and 
a curse. 
Its first result is the conscious and unavoidable sep-
aration of the single being from the undifferentiated 
and unconscious herd. This means isolation ••• Neitber 
family, nor society, nor position can save him from it, 
nor the most successful adaptation to actual surroundings, 
nor yet the most frictionless fitting in with them. The 
development of personality is a favour that must be paid 
for dearly •••• 
• • • • • • • • • 
Personality can never develop itself unless the indiv-
idual chooses his oim way consciously and with conscious, 
moral decision. Not only the causal motive, the need, 
but a conscious, moral decision must lend its strength 
to the process of the development of personality •••• 
But a man can make a moral choice of his own way only 
when he holds it to be the best. 1 
Thus personality development or individuation takes 
on the characteristics of a "vocation." "Who has vocation 
hears the voice of the inner man; he is called." 2 Only the 
man who is able consciously to affirm this call of the inner 
voice becomes a personality! The deification of Jesus and 
Buddha, according to Jung, are evidence of the valuation placed 
7; 
upon the ideal of the development of personality.~ Just as 
these great figures acted upon society to alleviate, trans-
form, and heal, so the birth of personality, i.e., more com-
prehensive consciousness, has a restoring effect upon the 
individual.4 
1Jung, The Integration of the Per~onality, pp. · 283-89. 
Cf. Erikson, p. 98. 
2Ibid., pp. 291-92. Cf. 293-95. 3Ibid., pp. 297-99. 
4rbid., PP· 302-04. 
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Although "personality as a complete realization of 
the fullness of our being is an unattainable ideal," Jung 
contends that the individuation process moves toward "whole-
ness" as symbolized by the self.1 
iii. The Goal: Selfhood 
Expressing itself in the symbol of the mandala, i.e., 
a magic circle in which certain elements, usually four in num-
ber, point to the center, the archetypal image of the Self be-
comes evident in middle life. 2 This is the period when the 
center of personality changes from the conscious ego to a 
unification of the opposites, i.e., consciousness-unconscious-
ness, persona-anima/animus, introversion-extraversion, think-
ing-feeling, sensation-intuition, etc., in a middle way.3 
LThe selU vrould be the point of a new equilibrium, a 
new centering of the total personality, a virtual centre 
which, on account of its focal position between conscious 
and unconscious, ensur4s for the personality a new and 
more solid foundation. 
The self, as mid-point of personality, holds all 
the other systems together and is the goal of one's striving. 
Self-realization is thus no fashionable experiment but 
the highest task that the individual can set for himself. 
In regard to one's self, it means the possibility of anchor-
ing one's self in that which is eternal and indestructible, 
11!2J.!!., P• 287. 
2~., pp. 127-201. This section is devoted to man-
dala symbolism in dreams and in Eastern religions. 
3For an explanation of the trend toward introversion 
and less impulsive action in "middle life," the reader is re-
ferred to Jung's Psychological Types, translated by H. G. 
Baynes (New York: Harcourt, Brace & Company, Inc., 1923). 
4Jung, Two Essays on Analytical Psychology, p. 219. 
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in the primal nature of the objective-psychic. Thereby 
the individual places himself again in the eternal stream, 
in which birth and death are only stations along the way 
and the meaning of life no longer lies in the ego. With 
regard to one's fellow-men, it summons up that tolerance 
and kindness in him which only he can give who has searrhed 
out and consciously experienced his own darkest depths. 
Wholeness, then, is a result of the compromises and 
counterbalancing of the ego and the Self.~ To accomplish it 
will involve suffering. 
There is no light without shadow and no psychic whole-
ness without imperfection. To round itself out, life calls 
not for perfection but for completeness; and for this the 
'thorn in the flesh' is needed, the suffering of the de-
fects without which there is no progress and no ascent. 3 
The "transcendent function" of the personality seeks 
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to integrate the various systems of the personality and trans-
form the individual into a spiritual man. Religious experiences 
illustrate the "integration" of personality, as previously 
mentioned in such personality ideals as Jesus and Buddha, and 
may have led Jung to make the comment that "among all my 
patients in the second half of life--that is to say, over 
thirty-five--there has not been one whose problem in the last 
resort was not that of finding a religious outlook on life."4 
1Jolan Jacobi, The Psychology of Jung, translated by 
K. w. Bash with a forward by C. G. Jung {London: Routledge & 
Kegan Paul Ltd., 1942), pp. 142-43. Cf. also pp. 130-31 for 
comments on the "middle way," and pp. 134-35 for pictures 
of the "mandala." 
2 Jung, Psychological Reflections, p. 281. Cf. pp. 280-82. 
3rbid. 
4Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, p. 264. Cf. 
pp. 255-82. 
Although this brief study cannot begin to present 
Jung's far-reaching implications for "middle maturity," 1 it 
does recognize that the self-concept is a most important 
psychological discovery, and one which influences current 
theorists. Almost all frames of reference on this life-
stage return to Jung for a starting point. In this light, 
let us turn to Guntrip 1 s brief essay. 
8. Harry Guntrip 
Drawing upon Jung for his "positive approach" to the 
second half of life, Guntrip, however, follows a more neo-
Freudian and personalistic tradition for an explanation of 
"disturbances" during middle age (40 or 45 to 65 years): 
••• broadly speaking middle age is the period that 
gives the disturbed hidden inner or underneath self its 
chance to thrust forward once more into consciousness 
and demand attention.2 
i. The Problem of Middle Age 
Although economic crashes, illnesses, deaths, and 
other misfortunes constitute problems for the less resilient 
middle-aged person, these are not the basic issue. Instead, 
one must vie,.r these more external concerns in the setting of 
the individual's personality development through successive 
stages. 
1The reader is referred to Jacobi's concise and sys-
tematic presentation of the central content of Jung' s vThole 
system in The Ps~cholog~ of Jung. Cf. C.G. Jung, The Practice 
of Ps~chotheraly, translated by R.F.C. Hull, Bollingen Series 
XX, Volume 16 New York: Pantheon Books, 1954), pp. 50-52. 
2Tizard and Guntrip, p. 88. Cf. Guntrip 1 s earlier 
volume, Psychothera£Y and Religl2~ (New York: Harper & 
Brothers, 1957) for basic concepts growing out of study with 
W.R.D. FairhRirn. 
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One might say roughly that the ground-plan of personality 
is laid do 1m. in infancy, developed in childhood, and 
tested, modified and for most practical purposes final-
ized in adolescence. In the ordinary course of events, 
deep-going changes in character-structure are rarely made 
after adolescence. The personality-type with which we 
emerge at say twenty years of age is, in its basic emo-
tional structure, the one vTi th which we shall face the 
challenges of young adulthood, middle age and finally 
old age. 1 
Perhaps, the personality "in totality" is not ob-
vious at twenty, but usually the young adult focuses on ex-
ternal practical problems, i.e., marriage, child-rearing, 
vocation, social contacts, and achievement, and represses 
the unsolved emotional problems of earlier years. 2 A good 
marriage, because of its intimate personal relationship, can 
provide emotional support for persons desiring further per-
sonality growth, but this does not always facilitate facing 
mutual weaknesses and vulnerabilities. In fact, it may in-
crease themt3 Then at middle age, having passed the peak 
of physical and mental resilience, 
••• aspects of our personality that we have been 
seeking to deny and ignore may thrust themselves upon 
our notice in the form of some of the signs of a loss 
of grip or interest, increasing liability to anxiety-
states over all kinds of things that used not to w·orry 
us, a subtly spreading depressed mood or pessimistic 
outlook or disgruntled drifting along in a disillusioned 
state of mind t~at augurs badly for the chance of a 
serene old age. 
It is important to note that mid.dle age is "not so 
much a matter of a definite age-period as of certain types or 
states of personality."5 The decrease in physical agility 
and sexual vigor are not as important in themselves as the 
1lQ1£., p. 85. 2~., pp. 85-87. 
3Ibid., pp. 87-88. 4~., p. 89. 5lhl£., p. 90. 
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way the individual reacts to them. 1 Such reactions are 
usually much the same as reactions to previous crises, and 
support the evidence that personality trouble in any life-
stage arises out of the failure to lay down successfully in 
early childhood "the foundations of a secure, solid, effec-
tiye and self-confident personality." 2 
ii. Ego-Development and Defenses 
The helpless and utterly dependent infant must find 
helpful and understanding parental relationships in order to 
grow up to be a self-reliant, stable adult.3 However, if he 
comes in contact with an unfeeling mother and discovers no 
real interest or reflected feeling for himself, the seeds of 
self-doubt are sown. Unfortunately, "this basic unsureness 
and sense of weakness, fear, inadequacy, insecurity, and in-
effectiveness presents more and more of a problem to the child 
as it grows older."4 What appears to be easily outgrown, be-
comes part of the self-structure. This gives rise to Guntrip's 
comment that: 
Perhaps the majority of people grow up in varying measure 
fundamentally unsure of themselves, never feeling capable 
of facing life with real confidence, always a prey to 
anxieties about not being able to cope, and always having 
to 'screw themselves up' to face whatever comes to them.~ 
Basing his remarks on the fact that all his middle-
aged patients dream of being a child in some difficulty or 
distress, Guntrip concludes: 
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11Qi[., pp. 91-97. 2Ibid., p. 98. 
4rbid., p. 105. 5rbid., p. 98. 
3Ibid., pp. 99-101. 
This internal unsureness of the self is not a realistic 
reaction to their real-life, present-day circumstances, 
but a legacy of the past, an emotio~al uprush from child-
hood, from a time when they as yet felt anything but 
strong, definite, real and adequate in themselves. It 
is the re-emergence of the child hidden away inside. 1 
Two types of persons may experience great difficulty 
during middle age. The first type as a child experienced 
emotional disturbance, but possessed enough energy and intel-
lectual ability to overcome inward feelings of misgiving. 
Using sheer effort to achieve success, he wards off secret 
anxieties, but finds neither contentment nor satisfaction in 
his ceaseless forging ahead. The first signs of waning power 
in middle age bring intense anxiety which is met -vri th intensi-
fication of effort. Unable to admit any inadequacy, the person 
succumbs to a breakdown from "overwork." 
Illness can be accepted, especially if caused by such 
a laudable thing as overwork, much more easily than an 
anxiety state about waning powers. It even protects 
self-esteem to a certain extent. The terrifying thing 
was the sudden realization that the over-compensating 
drive to ever-fresh successes could not be kept up in-
definitely •••• Middle age is not unlikely to become 
in that case a dragging experience of hypochondriacal 
concern over bodily healt~ as an escape from fears of 
failing in active living. 
A second type of person having trouble with "middle 
age" is one who "has hidden away from self-knowled6e his or 
her very marked dependence on other people."3 This can be 
accomplished by considering oneself as possessing a "friendly 
disposition," or by playing the role of the stronger and 
dominating person. However, in the event of death or loss 
1Ibid., p. 108. 21.Q1.g_., p. 112. 
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of influence and reputation, the apparently "strong" person-
ality may rapidly deteriorate. Circumstances have "forced" 
upon such persons the evidence of t:r~eir dependence upon otters 
for emotional security and unchanging support. 
Mature dependence is a need for other people for personal 
communion, for co-o:perative activity, for mutual intel-
lectual and emotional stimulation and the equal give and 
take of true love. One can only really be a 'person' 
oneself in good personal relationships. Immature dependence 
is the need for someone to take care of you because your 
o~m personality has rever been able to grow a basic feeling 
of its o1m strength. 
iii. The Nature of Change in Middle Age 
Internal and external change confront the middle-aged 
person in family relationships, spiritual discoveries, and 
perceptual processes. For many persons "the world has become 
an unfamiliar place." 2 There are rapid changes in the -vmrld, 
and the individual of forty or fifty may feel detached from 
the hustle and bustle, preferring moments of reflection and 
assessment. Although the complexity of modern life may be 
frightening, to the insecure, "growth of personality by no 
means ceases in middle age. 11 3 Persons "'villing to tolerate 
the anxiety of "change" can gain further freedom :=rom the child-
hood legacy of unsureness. Strength grow·s out of facing one's 
weaknesses. 
Family relationships change in middle ae;e, but 
nonetheless offer opportunities for spontaneity and freedom. 
1 1.£.1Q..' p. 125. 2Ibid., p. 114. Of. pp. 114-18. 
3rbid., p. 118. 
When bad relationships in early life bave undermined 
our confidence in ourselves, that bad result needs to 
be brought face to face, in our conscious experience, 
with the corrective impact of a good relationship here 
and now. 1 
Insight and co~scious self-knowledge do not autorr.atically 
solve the problems of anxiety and insecurity (anymore than 
hiding the problems behind bodily disturbances 1vill belp), 
but a stimulating relationship with 11 one who cares" will com-
plement such processes and enhance our possibil1ties of ex-
periencing that which we missed in infancy--the capacity to 
believe in ourselves.2 Change and growth can continue in 
middle age via such relationships and the family is the most 
available resource. 
However, because of the fact that the middle-aged 
person is flanked on one side by adolescents and on the other 
side by aging parents, problems arise and often create painful 
situations. Middle adults, for example, are becoming more set 
in their ways, less able to share in the adolescent's world 
of experience, and anxious to hold on to an authority in-
appropriate to the adolescent. 3 
The middle-aged parent needs particularly to accept the 
fullest responsibility for enabling the child's attain-
ment of independence to be achieved in a happy way that 
enables the early parent-child relationship to be replaced 
by adult friendship involving mutual respect and emotional 
equality. This gives ••• the best conditions for ad-
vancing into later midale age without the anxieties born 
of fears of isolation. 
1
.I.l2.14. ' p. 1 21 • 2rbid., PP· 119-22. 
31Q1Q., pp. 129-32. 4rbid., p. 133. 
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As the adolescent matures into "young adulthood" the 
parents' perception of the future inevitably centers in their 
children's lives. "It is the chief thing that saves the 
older person from becoming too self-centered." 1 
This interest in the children's future however can 
be overdeveloped and thus create certain crises. The aging 
adults need to keep the interest in perspective as they main-
tain their own "life style." 
Probably the commonest situation to be encountered is 
the direct version of the dependence versus independence 
conflict on the one hand; children who have had to fight 
too hard for independence and have grown up to have as 
little as possible to do with parents, while not recog-
nizing how strong their hidden attachment to them is; 
and on the other hand, parents who do not recognize 
that they are secretly over-dependent on their children 
(because of their own early insecurities) and are driving 
them off by trying to go on possessing them and running 
their lives for them after they have grown up.2 
Growing children and aging parents often subtly 
influence the middle-aged adult's "dread" of old age. Yet, 
as Guntrip comments: 
The person who is happily stable enough and free enough 
from internal anxieties to keep an alert and interested 
mind and maintain constructive interests into the six-
ties, will not only very likely be hardly aware of 
being middle-aged, but will bestow little thought and 
less foreboding on the approach to old age.3 
Breadth of interests and rich human contacts are the 
only defence against the losses of increasing age and "middle 
age" is the period of preparing oneself for a meaningful 
existence. Religion is one such source of meaning although 
1
.lJll.9.., p. 1 37. Of. pp. 1 34-39. 2lli[., p. 138. 
3I£1!!., p. 142. Of. pp. 140-49. 
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its tenets are not to be believed merely for psychological 
value. 
There can be no doubt that the religiously-minded 
individual who can believe that the essential self of a 
human person is an eternal, spiritual and indestructible 
existence and that life does not just peter out into mere 
nothingness at death, has a great advantage in this 
matter. 1 
The enrichment of the inner value of life is primar-
ily the task of the second half of life, as Jung maintains, 
but must have its roots in what one has done and become in 
the first half. Adding a safeguard to Jung 1 s concern for 
the middle-age period, Guntrip continues: 
So long as we are careful to safeguard ourselves against 
proposing an introspective and world-denying ideal for 
the second half of life, and are careful to recognize 
that good rapport with the realities of everyday living 
in the outer world is as essential in middle and old age 
as at any other time of life, we may say that the values 
of what we can only call the *spiritual life* become in-
creasingly predominant.2 
Because scientific and religious truth are incommen-
surable, the comments on the inner significance or "meaning" 
of life must be made from a religious reference. This is es-
pecially true in middle age when "life becomes more a relig-
ious experience than an ambitious career."3 Since we cannot 
"pick and choose" items of our past experience, and thus ig-
nore what we dislike, we must arrive at a total conviction of 
the meaningfulness of existence. 
The real adventure that still lies open to us in middle 
age is this adventure of the spirit in search of a com-
Jung. 
1
.IQ1.g,., P• 144. 
3ll1.Q_., P• 158. 
2.I:Q.li.' p. 1 52. 
Cf. pp. 150-58 for references to 
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prehensive grasp of our life and (by implication) all life 
as a meaningful whole that we can live intelligently to 
the end of this earthly snan. This is what gives to mi~dle 
age its importance among the successive stages of life. 
The attainment of "wisdom" is facilitated by the 
gift of memory which provides "contentment in depth11 for the 
middle-aged adult. This is quite different from the mode of 
"living in the past" wnich weuens one's hold on tne present 
realities. Ratner the person lives in a present to which 
his past experience gives ever increasing depth of va~ue and 
meaning.2 This is actually further growth in the ever-changing 
and ever-new configuration of human personality. 
Middle age, from the spiritual and personal point of 
view, is not a time of slow regression, but a period of pro-
gressive understanding of life in significant terms. 
In fact it makes it in many respects~ most important 
period of all, for it is that periodin which our life 
should be and can be brought to its fullest fruition in 
personal experience. Wi hut it all that has ~one before 
w ul remain incom lete 1\alics mine • 
9. Summary 
In comparing the theoretical frames of reference for 
middle maturity we must focus on "substantive" attributes 
rather than upon the more "formal" attributes of clarity or 
empirical emphasis. Most of the theories lack explicitness 
and thus are not ready for subjection to tests of verifiability 
1 Ibid., p. 159. 
2Ibid., pp. 160-62. 
3Ibid., p. 162. 
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or comprehensiveness. They do indicate same incorporation of 
observational data, but are generally found wanting in regards 
to incorporation of empirical research. Because of the nevmess 
of the field and the need of more adequate definitions, it 
was decided to summarize the basic issues in Table 1 following 
similar categorizing by Hall and Lindzey. 1 
1 Calvin S. Hall and Gardner Lindzey, Theories of 
Personality (New York: John Wiley & Sons, Inc., 1957), p. 548. 
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CH.AJ? TER V 
DESCRIPTIVE SUN~1ARY OF »:PIRIC.AL RESEARCH ( 1946-60) 
Since the organization of the Division on Maturity 
and Old Age in the American Psychological Associatlon, there 
has been a steady increase in the research literature about 
the aginc process. However, most of the studies have been 
based on empirical age differences in cross-sectional samples 
at different chronological ages. Few studies report data on 
age-changes based on longitudinal evaluation of the same 
persons at successive intervals in their life span. Further, 
the general accent of the research has been on sub-srster:is--
intellectual functions, perceptual processes, psycho-motor 
performance and their developmental characteristics--rather 
than the total personality. Although such research describes 
merely a dissected part of the totality, it is nonetheless 
necessary for basic work in a relatively new domain. The 
purpose of this chapter, then, is to give a "descriptive 
survey" of the research on middle rna turi ty, vThich is largely 
a by-product of research on old age, and is not formulated as 
a critique on questions of reliability or validity. 
1. Reviews 
Kaplan (1946) reviewed the research studies for 1930-45 
in order to present a "psychology of maturity." 1 In this 
review, as in most of the following ones, the author summarized 
the research on six or seven sub-systems. Gravick (1950) sur-
veyed the literature on the intellectual and personality 
functioning of persons beyond the age of forty. Because of 
the paucity of reliable information, his concluding general-
izations regarding intellectual decline, sexual and social 
behavior, feminine aversions, and emotional flexibility, were 
tentative in nature. 2 Jones and. Bayley (1950), mainly con-
cerned with child development, focus some attention on the 
adult's ability to retain high vocabulary scores through 60 
-:>:: years of age,J Brozek (1951), however, concludes that the 
sensory, motor, and intellective functions show the peak in 
the third decade of life, slow decline during the next score 
of years and more rapid decline thereafter. 4 
Shock (1951) presents a 146-item survey of four 
1oscar J, Kaplan, "The Psychology of Naturity," in 
Encyclopedia of Psychology 1 edited by Philip L. Harriman (New· 
York: Philosophical Library, 1946), pp. 370-78. 
11 3 
2samuel Gravick, "Studies in the Psyc:b..ology of Senility: 
A Survey," J. Geront., 5 (1950), 44-58. 
3H, E. Jones and N. Bayley, "Growth, Development, and 
Decline," Ann. Rev. Psychol,, 1 (1950), 1-8. 
4Josef Brozek, "Changes in Sensory, ~rotor, and Intel-
lective Function with Age," Geriatrics, 6 (1951), 221-26. 
sub-systems. He mentions that much of the available informa-
tion is a by-product of other studies and urges planned pro-
grams for longitudinal studies of middle-aged adults. 1 In 
1952 Shock turns his attention to the adjustments of aginc 
and the resultant changes in needs and goals. 2 Watson (1952J-), 
primarily focusing on aged persons, does shed some light on 
the rigidity, the passivity, and the aggression of the middle-
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aged adult, but laments the lack of research data.~ Havig-
hurst and Orr (1955) review sixty studies on the aging adult's 
psychological adjustment, but discover only four studies per-
taining to the middle age period, and two of these are con-
cerned with performance of airplane pilots. 4 Reviewine; some 
108 articles, Lorge (1956) adequately covers the sub-systems 
and indicates middle adults are more introverted than college 
students, more likely to retain earlier attitudes than become 
increasingly conservative, and quite able to maintain intel-
lectual level through the fifties.5 McClusky and Jensen (1959) 
emphasize theoretical perspectives in their sixty-three-article 
review and maintain that age ,er se is no barrier to learning 
. 
1Nathan W. Shock, "Gerontology (Later Maturit;y~, "Ann. 
Rev. Psychol., 2 (1951), 353-70. 
2N. W. Shock, "Aging and Psychological Adjustment," 
Rey. Educ. Res., 22 (1952), 439-58. 
3Robert I. Watson, "The Personality of the J~ged: A 
Review·," J. Geront., 9 (1954), 309-15. 
4Robert J. Havighurst and Betty E. Orr, "Aging and 
Personality Development," Rev, Educ. Res., 25 (1955), 477-86. 
5rrving Lorge, "Gerontology (Later ]:Iaturi ty)," Ann. 
Rev. Psychol., 7 (1956), 349-64. 
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or performance. Taking into consideration the cultural as 
well as biological aspects of aging, Bo1·rrnan and Engle ( 1959) 
give attention to diseases and stress in middle-aged adults, 
but generally focus on the 65-plus group.2 Birren (1960) 
. ~ 
offers the most recent and most exhaustive revlew--378 articles ...... 
However, much of the material is passed over rather hurriedl;:{ 
because of the more expansive treatment edited by Birren in 
the Handbook of Aging and the Individual. 
Four revie1·1s are concerned with only one sub-system. 
Simonson ( 1947) refers to 28 studies on the "w·ork capacity" 
of older men and concludes that the employability of older 
men for jobs not demanding heavy muscular effort, proloneed 
standing, or discrimination of fine details is in general 
not restricted by physiological handicaps. 4 Gravatt (1953) 
speaks of the "transitional" family relationships in middle 
age and the absolute paucity oi' material, otner than cliches, 
on this subject.5 Lorge (1947) surveys fifty-nine studies 
on intellectual changes in adulthood, but is primarily con-
cerned with persons over sixty. 6 Another revie-v.r of intellectual 
1 Howard 1J!cClusky and Gale Jensen, 11 The Psychology of 
Adults," Rey. Educ. Res., 29 (1959), 246-55. 
2Karl M. Bowman and Bernice Engle, "Some Current Trends 
in Problems of Aged," Geriatrics, 14 ( 1959), 163-74. 
3James E. Birren, "Psycholo.sical Aspects of Aging," 
Ann. Rev. Psychol., 11 (1960), 161-98. 
4E. Simonson, "Physical Fitness and i.York Capacity o:: 
Older Hen," Geriatrics, 2 (1947), p. 118. Cf. 110-19. 
5Arthur E. Gravatt, "Family Relations in Middle and Old 
Age: A Review," J. Geront., 8 (1953), 197-201. 
6Irving Lorge, "Intellectual Changes Durin£; Haturity and 
Old A[!;e," Rev. Educ. Res., 17 (1947), 326-32. 
changes appeared in 1950 under the authorship of Behrens and 
Nester, vrith the general conclusion that the rate and ar:.ount 
of decline in men tal ability after the third decade depends 
upon the individual, the group, and the test instrument it-
1 
self. Again, however, the middle adult receives little 
notice. 
Let us now tu~n our attention to the sub-systems 
themselves, beginninG with intellectual functions, and co:::1-
tinuing with perceptual processes, psychomotor performance, 
personality correlates, and social interaction. 
2. Intellectual Functions 
Mental abilities, like physical functions, are sub-
ject to both negative and positive effects of aging. Develop-
men t, or maturation, occupies the first twenty years of the 
life span, but I.Yi th advancing age functional efficienc.)' is 
often reduced. But, again, this is subject to the individual, 
the comparison group, a:.'ld the measurinc; instrument. 
i. Basic Issues 
One of the basic concerns in research on the aging 
centers around the "cross-sectional versus longi tudir:..al" 
controversy. Interested in age changes rather than "age 
differences," most psychologists prefer the longitudinal 
method 1rhich reveals associative factors in t:he process of 
1Herman D. Behrens and R. F. Nester, "Intellectual 
Changes During Ivlaturity and Old Age," Rev. Educ. Res., 20 
(1950)' 361-66. 
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agin0. Ho~rrever, the expense, the sample shrinkage, the cul-
tural changes, the changes in data-collection, and the lowered 
motivation as one advances with age are serious problems for 
a longitudinal study. Schaie (1959) recognizes the special 
problems of the cross-sectional method, i.e., differences in 
educational background, range of abilities, and age levels, 
but suggests it is a feasible approach if his procedure is 
followed: 
(1) Clearly define sampling universe 
(2) Specify educational, socio-economic, occupational, and 
other variables. 
(3) Collect information on~ subjects. 
(4) Test hypothesis that there are differences in these 
attributes between age groups. 
( 5) Use analysis of covariance to test ef.:t'ect of an;y 
significant factors in re-evaluating major findings. 1 
A second issue pertains to construction of tests for 
aginG adults. Demming (1956) constructed twenty objective 
group tests for the older adult on the basis that most tests 
are standardized on college students and that older adults are 
both less used to testing and have less education. Comparln=-: 
subjects from high-school students to "Golden .Age" clubmen, 
he discovered that middle-aged adults, including persons over 
fifty, averaged scores higher than the 20-24 age group selected 
as base. 2 
1K. Warner Schaie, "Cross-Sectional )1etho;~~::; ln the 
Study of Psychological Aspects of Aging," J. Geron~., 14 
( 1 9 59 ) ' 20 8-1 5 • 
2John Albert Demming, "Development of Tests Especially 
Designed for the Adult and Older Years," Dissertation Abstr., 
16 (1956), 2202-03. 
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Finally, "method-of-approach factors" indicate a third 
issue. Hangan (1958) factor-analyzed the scores made by fifty 
subjects aged 45-55 years on six tests in an attempt to discover 
if method-of-approach factors chan;;e in organization vd th a;e. 
Co~:paring these subjects with an original group of 15 and 16 
year old youths, 1'1angan concludes: 
The temperament factors, persistence, motor speed and 
tempo, stand out more clearly in this than in the younser 
group, and operate through more embracing material, but, 
as before, are cloyely associated with the difficulty of 
the test material. 
He suggests that the content factors in the tests 
depend considerably on the work-attitude components. Thus 
only under optimal work-habit conditions will accurate assess-
ment of content factors be possible.2 This holds important 
implications for testing adults! 
ii. Wechsler-Bellevue Studies 
Administering eleven sub-tests of the ;·[echsler-Bellevue 
to 1,233 white male veterans between the ages of 20 and 84, 
Berlcowitz (1953) noted that the "decrease in efficiency 
during the t-vrenty years preceding age 60 is greater than any 
decrease in efficiency twenty years following age 6o."3 The 
1 G. L. Mangan, "1-1ethod-of-Approach Factors in the 
Testine; of lHddle-Aged Subjects," J. Geront., 13 (1958), 59. 
Of. 55-59. 
2Ibid. 
3Bernard Berkowitz, "The Wechsler-Bellevue Performance 
of !'mite JViales Past Ase 50," J. Geront., 8 (1953), 79. Of. 
76-80. 
subjects over fifty years of age were patients in medical-
surgical hospitals or domiciliaries, but the effect of in-
stitutionalization and type of disability did not affect 
achievement level. 1 Information and vocabulary changes have 
no significant relationship to changing age levels; digit 
symbol, block design, and picture arrangement show respective 
decreases in mean achievement of 13.79, 4.36, and 3.96 from 
age 40 to 59; and object assembly, comprehension, digit span, 
and similarities also show significant decreases in mean 
achievement of 2.70, 1.65, 1.20, and 1.99 for the 40-59 age 
group, but no further decrease after sixty. Finally, all the 
sub-tests show a "resistance to decline" with increasing age. 
Corsini and Fassett (1953) criticize the Wechsler-
Bellevue standardization and maintain that the only represen-
tative sample of older persons is in prison. 2 Utilizing a 
San Quentin sample of 1,072 adults between the ages of 15 
and 75, these investigators note an average decrease of more 
than 0.5 S.D. to age fifty and about 1.0 S.D. to age sixty and 
a marked decline in picture-arrangement and picture-completion 
tests. However, contrary to Berkowitz, Corsini and Fassett 
specify that comprehension and similarities shorr only a slow· 
decrement and that the information test shows a rise. None-
theless, the authors maintain that both the rise and the losses 
11.J2..12.., p. 78. 
2Raymond J. Corsini and Katherine K. Fassett, "Intel-
ligence and Aging," J. Genet. Psychol., 83 (1953), 249-64. 
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are invalid, and that the only sub-tests of value for between-
age research are comprehension, similarities, and digit span. 
Test ability will vary in a downward direction if the sub-
tests contain visual and motor factors, and will vary in an 
upward direction if they contain material which depends on 
continued learning. Thus they conclude that "general intel-
ligence does not decline from early to late maturity." 1 
In a study purporting to ascertain the similarity of 
the method of computing normal deterioration by a ratio of 
means with the more conventional method of determining a 
mean of individual deterioration, Howell (1955) administered 
six sub-tests of the Wechsler-Bellevue, Form I, to 397 Ameri-
can-born white residents of Salt Lake City between the ages 
of 20 and 89. 2 Information, comprehension, and vocabulary 
display the most resistance to age while picture arrangement, 
block design, and digit symbol are least resistant. The re-
spective mean differences for the latter from 40-59 are: 
1.04, 1.03, and 2.20. Howell's results would seem to indi-
cate equal variability for all age levels, and suggest that 
the deterioration index is relatively independent of intel-
lectual level.3 Deterioration is linear above the age of 
55 as well as in the lower age levels. 
11.!2.1[. ' p • 26 3 • 
2Robert J. Howell, "Changes in 1fechsler Sub test 
Scores with Age," J. Consult. Psychol., 19 (1955), 47-50. 
31..1?.1Q.. ' p. 50. 
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Levinson ( 1955), testiilt; the h~rpothesis that trarnps 
and other homeless men have a loi·l socio-ccon~r.-d.c status bec2.use 
of lack of intelligence, administered the Wec~sler-3ellevue, 
I'or:-r1 I, to fift:r -v;rhi te males in the age ranc;e 40-59 ~rears. 1 
The mean I.Q. of 96.14 1·rith a S.D. of 14.66 fell vitnin the 
normal ranc~e. Bo-vrever, the foreign- born subjects, probably 
because of cultural influences, received a mean score of 88.5 
vlhereas the score of native subjects -v;ras 100.9. 3asing his 
conclusions on this maintenance of I.Q. level, Levinson su:;gests 
the cause of dependencJ must be sought in factors other than 
intellectual. 
iii. Longitudinal Studies 
Owens (1953) conducted a 1950 retest of 127 Iowa State 
College fresb.rnen tested initially in 1919 on the Army Alpha 
Form 6 Test. 2 Four sub tests, Followinc; Direction, Ari tr.unetical 
Proble:Js, Number Series Completion, and 1\.nalogies, sho1·1ed in-
significant changes. Ho1.·rever, Practical Jud;;men t, S~rnon~rm-
Antonym, Disarranged Sentences, and Information subtests 
showed gains significant at the .01 level for these :middle-
aged males. Total scores registered a gain of .55 S.D. with 
no sir:nificant decrease in any mean score on the subtests. 
1 B. l~. Levinson, 11 The Intelli;;encc of liiddle-Aged 
White Homeless }1en in Receipt of Public .~ .. ssis tance, 11 P sychol. 
Rep., 1 (1955), 35-36. 
21Jilliam A. Ow·ens, Jr., "Age and 1-'Iental Abilities: 
A Longi tudine.l Stud:r, 11 Genet. Psychol. I-ionop;r., 48 ( 1953), 
3-54. 
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A significant decrease in the magnitude o: individual differe~ces 
1vas m:;tnifest on the Disarranged Senter.ces subtest, but a sig-
nificant increase appeared as measured by the Analogies sub-
test. Ol,rens no ted a general increase, si;nifican t at the • 05 
level, in the macnitude of individual differences as measured 
by the total Alpha score. Gains in the total score are re-
lated to amount of education, i.e., persons with five years 
of college training had higher scores than those with four 
years, and the 127 respondents out of the 363 potential subjects 
were slightly superior, and highly motivated to "show they 
had not slipped" in the past thirty years. Nonetheless, the 
test-retest correlation for the total Alpha score over the 
thirty year period was .77 and indicates the stability o: 
adult intelligence. 
11adorah E. Smith ( 1951) has reported a somevrha t dif-
ferent longitudinal study. 1 From the age of 8 to 13 years 
she studied the ansv;ers to the questions in the WESTHINSTER 
SHORTER CATECHISH until she could recite them -vri thou t error. 
At the age of 44 she tested her memory for the first time, 
and then, at the aGe o: 60 she attempted a second recall. 
Fifty-three answers were repeated perfectly at the second 
recall as against 54 for the first recall; 39 instead of 44 
with a cue of no more than t-vm words given; and 15 instead of 
9 required further prompting. As a result, she reports nQ 
appreciable deterioration of memory up to her sixtieth birthday. 
1Madorah E. Smith, "Delafed Recall of Previously Nenor-
ized Material After Forty Years,' J. Genet. Psychol., 79 (1951), 
337-38. 
Bayley and Oden (1955) report retest data on 1 '1 0 3 
adults, originally subjects in the Stanford Study of the 
Gifted, with an average age of 41.5 years. 1 The Concept 
Hastery Test, consisting of synonym-antonyms and analogies, 
was administered to the Terman subjects and spouses after a 
twelve year interval. Synonym-antonym scores increase about 
half an S.D. and the analogies improved by one-third an S.D. 
The scores are consistently higher than for the first testing 
and are highly significant at .001 level of confidence. The 
rank order of mean scores and gains in scores is: gifted 
men, gifted women, husbands, wives. The investigators con-
elude that the kind of knowledge and ability measured by the 
Concept Mastery Test, primarily symbols and abstractions 
without time limits, continue to increase at least through 
fifty years of age about equally for all levels of education 
and occupation but to greater extent among middle class. 
iv. Gifted or Superior Adult Studies 
123 
Ghiselli (1957) utilized two measuring instruments, 
Analysis of Relationships Test and Self-Description Inventory, 
with two groups of superior adults 1-rho, without pressure of tnne, 
showed little or no deterioration with age. 2 Subjects taking 
1 Nancy Bayley and Melita H. Oden, 11 The 1-lain tenance of 
Intellectual Ability in Gifted Adults," J. Geront., 10 (1955), 
91-107. 
2Edwin E. Ghiselli, "The Relationship Between Intel-
ligence and Age among Superior Adults," J. Genet. Psychol., 
90 (1957), 131-42. 
the ART test alone nwr.bered 628, but 795 subjects, rangint, 
from skilled workers to top management, took both tests. The 
ravr scores on the ART test, consisting of i te::::s of reasoning 
and problem sol vine;, shovred no cons is tent trend either upv-rard 
or dovm1·rard for the 20 to 60 age bracket. Ho;irever, there i·ras 
a decrease in variability with age. The results of the Self-
Description Inventory, an indirect measure of intellicence 
consisting of sixty-four pairs of adjectives, were consistent 
1-ri th the ART test. Ghiselli concludes that there is no mani-
fest relationship between age and intellectual ability on 
these measures. 
Testing 275 superior women, i.e., in upper quartile 
of intelligence, between the ages of 19 and 65-plus 1vi th the 
W'echsler-Bellevue, Form I, Horman and Dale;y ( 1959) report 
that the older subjects (40-60+) have higher scores in In-
formation, Similarities, Arithmetic, and Vocabulary, but 
lo1ver scores in Picture Arrangement, Picture Completion, 
Block Design and Digit Symbol. 1 Further, the older group 
is inferior to the young (19-29) in performance, but superior 
in the Verbal Scale. There is significant loss a::nong the 
older females, but though the gains do not compensate for 
losses, the drop in Deterioration Quotients is less than that 
reported for older subjects of averasze abili t3c• 
1Ralph D. Norman and Harvin F. Dale:r, "Se-:'lescent 
Changes in Intellectual Ability amont:; Su:9erior Older 1fomen, 11 
J, Geront., 14 (1959), 457-64. 
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Owens (1959), using the data on 127 males retested 
in 1950 on the Army Alpha Test, J!.,orm 6, sought to ansv-rer the 
null hypothesis that age is not kinder to initially more able 
than initially less able. 1 He follolved three methods: 
(1) compared shifts from 1919 to 1950 in total Alpha scores 
in each of five initial-score groups; (2) compared initial 
subtest means for two extreme groups to show contrast; and 
(3) applied Garside's formula for estimating regression of 
true gains. The group of college students v-ras too homo-
geneous to reveal differential effects, but the increments 
and decrements in test scores from age 20 to age 50 are 
roughly comparable at all levels of initial ability. Although 
there is no evidence as to what relationship exists after 50, 
Owens concludes that culture does not depend on a gifted few 
since age is not kinder to the initially more able. 
v. Differentials in Growth and Decline 
Schaie et al.(1953) gave the Thurstone Primary Abil-
ities Test battery to sixty-one subjects unselected for edu-
cational, ethnic, or economic background between the ages of 
53 and 78. 2 Under the usual time limits there was evidence 
of age decline in each test although there were no abnormal-
ities of vision or hearing in the subjects. The subtests 
on Reasoning and Space Factor revealed a much faster 
1William A. Owens, Jr., "Is Age Kinder to the 
Initially 1-~ore Able?," J. Geron t., 14 ( 1959), 334-37. Of. 
earlier reference in this chapter to Owens' longitudinal study. 
2K. Warner Schaie et al., "Differential Hental De-
terioration of Factorially 1Pure 1 Functions in Later Matur-
ity," J. Geront., 8 (1953), 191-96. 
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decline than Number, Verbal-:Heaning, and Word-Fluency. A 
statistical analysis of significance of difference between 
means of Group I (53-58) and Group III (65-70) gave signifi-
cant differences at the .05 level for all factors, while 
figures of such magnitude were noted only for factors of 
Reasoning and Verbal-~1eaning on the "speeded test. 11 lVi th 
time unrestricted, all scores were raised! The effect of 
standard time limits is to increase age gradients. 
Testing 216 men and women in a home for the aged 
v-Ti th the l'lechsler-Bellevue Vocabulary Test and the Seashore-
Eckerson Vocabulary Test, Fox and Birren (1949) utilized 
twenty-five persons between the ages of 40 and 59. 1 They 
offer these conclusions: no significant sex difference in 
vocabulary size at any age level over forty; no relationship 
between vocabulary size and length of institutionalization 
or age; no significant relation between vocabulary size and 
auditory or visual defects; and a low positive correlation 
betv-reen vocabulary and years of education 1vhen age and in-
stitutionalization were held constant. 
Friend and Zubek (1958) administered the Watson-
Glaser Critical Thinking Appraisal Test to 484 persons of 
diverse educational, occupational and economic backgrounds 
between the ages of 12 and 80. 2 Of the total subjects, 149 
1 Charlotte Fox and James E. Birren, "Some Factors 
Affecting Vocabulary Size in Later Maturity: Age, Education 
and Length of Institutionalization," J. Geront., 4 (1949), 
19-26. 
2c. Jl.f. Friend and J.P. Zubek, "The Effects of Age 
on Critical Thinking Ability," J, Geront., 13 (1958), 407-13. 
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were in their forties or fifties, and had 11.4 median years 
of education. Fixing no time limits, the investigators report 
that critical thinking ability reaches a peak in the mid-
twenties, holds up well into the mid-thirties, and then de-
clines steadily. There were no sex differences manifest, but 
individual differences were apparent. It was noted that older 
subjects chose absolutes of True or False rather than consider 
other possibilities, and that there was a progressive decrease 
in objectivity. The intercorrelations for the five subtests, 
inference, recognition of assumptions, deduction, interpreta-
tion, and evaluation of arguments, clustered around 0.25. 
Administering five psychological tests, Wechsler Adult 
Intelligence Scale, Vocational Aptitude Exam, Kruder Prefer-
ence Record (Personal), Kruder Preference Record (Vocational), 
and Guilford-Zimmerman Temperament Survey, to three hundred 
male executives divided into two groups, Wagner (1960) reports 
some significant conclusions. 1 At the .01 level of confid-
ence, the older men (45+ with mean age of 50.4) were less 
interested in being active in groups, working with ideas, and 
directing or persuading others. They had greater preference 
for mechanical and artistic pursuits than the younger group 
(mean age of 31. 2). On the Guilford-Zimmerman, older men 
scored lower on Ascendance, Sociability, Emotional Stability, 
and Objectivity. At the .05 level, older subjects were more 
interested in familiar, stable situations, and in scientific 
1 Edwin E. Wagner, "Differences Between Old and Young 
Executives on Objective Psychological Test Variables," 
J. Geront., 15 (1960), 296-99. 
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endeavors. They scored higher than young executives on the 
restraint category of Guilford-Zimmerman and higher on the 
Wechsler Scale. However, the older men scored lower on the 
"reading comprehension" section of the Vocational Aptitude 
Exam, but did manifest great variability on this test and 
on such variables as directing others, general activity, 
vocabulary, and general information. Although a pattern of 
conservatism, pessimism, lessened energy, and withdrawal is 
noticed in the older executive, it may be due to less concern 
about advancement, less need to prove himself, less need to 
direct others, and greater honesty about oneself and interests. 
vi. Problem-Solving Set and Rigidity Factors 
Heglin (1965) administered two tests, Luchin's Water-
Jan Test and an adaptation of the alphabet maze by Cowen 
et al., to three age groups of fifty male and fifty female 
subjects in order to reveal possible age differences in set 
phenomena. 1 Compared for differences in susceptibility to 
set, ability to surmount set, and trainability in avoiding 
set, the older group (50-85) showed more set, the middle group 
(20-49) shoived less set, and the young group (14-19) showed 
least set. However, the middle group with a median age of 
31.75 years showed least set after traininc. The older group, 
median age of 66.02 years, improved least with training. 
1Howard J. Heglin, "Problem Solvinc; Set in Different 
Age Groups," J, Geront., 11 (1956), 310-17. 
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Attempting to specify certain operative factors in 
the testing of middle-aged persons, Mangan and Clark (1958), 
administered a battery of eleven tests to fifty literate, em-
:played, English-speaking subjects betvreen the ages of 40 and 
55. 1 Seven rigidity tests, including cognitive, perceptual, 
and motor rigidity, were utilized with four reasoning tests 
adapted from Thurstone's Primary Hental Abilities Battery and 
Catell's Objective-Analytic Personality Test. Four important 
factors were manifest after an 11 X 11 correlation of the 
matrix: ( 1 ) reasoning factor, ( 2) "a tti tude to test taking" 
factor, (3) motor rigidity factor, and (4) perceptual rigid-
ity factor. The authors conclude that most of variance on 
tests administered to middle-aged subjects can be accounted 
for by "general attitude" factor and not by a reasoning factor. 
Schaie (1958) tested five hundred adults between 20 
and 70 years with Thurstone's Primary Mental Abilities Test 
and his o1m Test of Behavioral Rigidity. 2 The subjects were 
subdivided into ten five-year groups of 25 males and 25 fe-
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males, and represented wide ranges in educational and occupa-
tional background although they were all of the broad "middle group" 
1Gordon L. Mangan and J.W'. Clark, "Rigidity Factors 
in the Testing of Middle-Aged Subjects," J. Geront., 13 
(1958), 422-25. 
2K. Warner Schaie, "Rigidity-Flexibility and Intelli-
gence: A Cross-Sectional Study of the Adult Life Span from 
20 to 70 Years," Psychol. 1-fonogr., 72 (1958), No.9, 1-26. 
of American population. The detailed results of these tests 
may be summarized: at the .01 level of confidence, subjects 
became more rigid with increasing age on all dimensions of 
rigidity and declined with advancing age in all measures of 
mental abilities. Psychomotor decrement 1vas noted at age 
31-35; composite rigidity decrement at 36-40; and personality-
perceptual decrement was significant at 41-45 group. An 
average loss of one population S.D. ~as occurred in a per-
son's reaction to environmental change by the age of 50. On 
the composite I.Q. score, the peak level is for the 31-35 
group with individual abilities differing in the 20-50 year 
span. Significant decrement is noted at the 36-40 group on 
the composite I.Q. score. Verbal meaning, space, reasoning, 
and word fluency show such decrement, but for number it does 
not occur until age 56-60. Thus at middle age, growth occurs 
in some abilities while decline has already set in at others. 
Decline in total I.Q. is not marked until after the a~e of 60. 
vii. Creative Output and Achievement 
Selecting the records of 358 male workers from 19 
fields of endeavor, Lehman (1951) analyzed their output in 
1 terms of quality of performance and quantity of material. 
The peak years of creative output are between 30 and 39, but 
1Harvey c. Lehman, "Average Age at Time of Achieve-
ment versus Longevity," Amer. J. Psychol., 64 (1951), 534-47. 
Of. Lehman's book, Age and Achievement (Princeton, N.J.: 
Princeton University Press, 1953). 
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guan ti ty of output may continue in to the years betvi'"een 60 and 
64. These conclusions are based upon groups, not individual 
performance, and refer only to creative 1-vorl<:: o::: tr-~e :::.ighest 
quality. 
Dennis (1956) selected 156 nineteenth-centur; scien-
tists from various disciplines, as listed in the bioGraphical 
directory of \.Yebster's New International Encyclopedia, in 
order to determine years of peak productivity for periodical 
literature. 1 He concluded that in the thirties a very high 
average rate of productivity is reached and that this rate 
is maintained for three decades. There is little change in 
mean output between 30 and 59, but there is a t1-ven ty per cent 
decrease in publications in the sixties. 
Relating his studies to those of Lelman, Bromley ( 1956) 
classified 256 men and women between the ages of 17 and 82 in to 
four age groups which were similar for social background and 
1'fechsler-Bellevue I.Q. 2 These subjects were given the Shaw 
Test of creative intellectual output consisting of four wooden 
1 31 
blocks arranged in fifteen different series. The test involves, 
without time limits, the operations of abstracting, serializing, 
and productive thinking as well as persistence, flexi ~Jili ty, 
and imaginative exploration. The results show the peak 7ears 
1Wayne Dennis, "Age and Productivity among Scientists," 
Science, 123 (1956), 724-25. 
2Dennis B. Bromley, "Some Experimental Tests of the 
Effect of Age on Creative Intellectual Output," J. Geront., 
11 (1956), 74-82. 
for both quantity and quality of output to be betv;een 17 
and 35. For the 51-66 year old group, the percentage of 
high-quality responses was 11 per cent below that of the 
35-51 group and 15 per cent below the 17-35 group. Further, 
a decrease in production of good ideas, i.e., clear, abstract, 
logical, is associated with an increase in ideas which are 
concrete, inaccurate, illogical, confused, and bizarre by 
persons between 51 and 82. Although both quantity and qual-
ity decline with age, quality declines more rapidly and very 
high quality even more rapidly. 
In a further study, Bromley (1957) designed a test of 
the hypothesis that age changes involve a reduction in both 
"performance potential" (quantity) and "performance evalua-
tion" (autocriticism). 1 He utilized two proverb tests, 
Creative Response Test and Multiple Choice Test, with persons 
from higher levels of intelligence and socio-economic status 
between the ages of 17 and 82 who were divided into three 
matched groups on the basis of Wechsler-Bellevue I.Q. and 
Vocabulary. The three groups were compared on the basis of 
number of subjects scoring above or below the median on the 
two tests. Group B (46.5 median years) showed thirty-six 
persons above median on Multiple Choice with thirty-five be-
low median. This same group had thirty-nine above median on 
Creative Response with thirty-trro below. Group C (66.5 median 
1nennis B. Bromley, "Some Effects of Age on the Qual-
ity of Intellectual Output," J. Geront., 12 (1957), 318-23. 
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years) showed eighteen above median on Multiple Choice but 
sixty below. On the Creative Response Test, they had t1-renty-
four above median with forty-four below. The older subjects 
have more difficulty in explaining proverbs and in choosing 
best explanation from alternates. Types of errors were also 
characteristic of psychiatric cases with intellectual impair-
ment. Thus there is evidence of breakdown in the self-criti-
cal attitude toward one's thinking as age advances. 
3. Perceptual Processes 
In this survey of research on age differences in 
perception, the articles will be limited to one stimulus 
variable--visual perception. Studies on gustatory, cutaneous, 
and auditory perception are primarily focused on persons over 
sixty and hold few implications for middle maturity. 
i. Perceptual Learning 
Hanes (1953) used 180 prison inmates between the ages 
of 20 and 70 to measure the relationship betw·een perceptual 
performance and age. 1 Tachistoscopic exposures of thirty 3" 
x 5" white index cards containing stable, unambiguous material; 
nonstable, false material; and nonsensical material were ran-
domly shown for 1/10 second. The number of correct percep-
tions constituted the score. Group B (35-49 years) showed 
the largest deviation from the general trend. Further, 
1Bernard Hanes, "Perce:ptual Learning and Age," 
J. Consult. Psychol., 17 (1953), 222-24. 
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decline was most apparent in learning requiring new associations 
rather than learning demanding reorganization of previously 
formed habit patterns. Group C (50-70 years) revealed general 
decline in learning, but deviation grows imperceptibly less 
as age advances. The author concludes that the younger group 
(20-34 years) performs better, but experiences approximately 
the same difficulty with the various types of materials as the 
older person. 
Clay (1956) utilized 66 subjects of various occupations 
between the age of 20 and 70 in a study of complexity in re-
lation to age. 1 He presented two checkerboards to the sub-
jects asking that they arrange fifty numbered counters in 
five rows and five columns of squares. The task was carried 
out correctly on the "regular" board, but difficulties 1vere 
noted when two sets of squares for rows and columns "over-
lapped." On the second and more complex board, accuracy 
declined for persons over forty years and the task time was 
significantly increased. 
ii. Dark Adaptation 
Birren (1948) reports on a study of 66 ambulatory 
males between the ages of 43 and 80 in a Baltimore in=irmary 
who were subjected to dark adaptation measurements on the 
1Hilary M. Clay, 11 An Age Difficulty in Separating 
Spatially Contiguous Data," J, Geront., 11 (1956), 318-22. 
1 Hecht-Schlaer adaptometer and Navy scotometer. These subjects 
were compared with a control group of t~rren ty-fi ve Navy men 
between the age of 18 and 23. The minimum lisht threshold 
of the dark adapted eye w·as significantly poorer in the aged 
men than in the young subjects, but the range of individual 
differences was more than twice as great in older men as in 
younger subjects. Structural defects were prominent in older 
subjects, but do not preclude possibility of functional aGing 
without manifest anatomical change. 
Also using the Hecht-Schlaer adaptometer, but adding 
an artificial pupil, HcFarland and Fisher ( 1955) tested 201 
2 subjects between the ages of 20 and 60. These authors 
noted a consistent decline with increasing age in the ability 
to see at low levels of illumination under the conditions of 
their experiment. The 40-47 year-old group required an in-
crease in the intensity of illumination of about 150 per cent, 
but decline in sensitivity is most marked beyond the age of 
60. Thus the final level of dark adaptation is clearly a 
function of age and is believed to be related to certain 
basic physiologic functions in the nerve cells of the brain 
and retina. 
1James E. Birren, "The Relation of Dark Adaptation to 
Age," Amer. Psychologist, 3 (1948), 308. 
2Ross A. !kFarland and M. Bruce Fisher, "Alterations 
in Dark Adaptation as a Function of Age," J. Geront., 10 (1955), 
424-28. 
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Investigating age difference8 in the identif~catio~ 
0£.' t'3n incomrlete pictures of co:mr·:on cb Jects ;;1J.d a~_: a ::~rog, 
2 c2.1:, 2. stea:nsl"~ovel, 'Terrille and Ca:::J.e1·on ( 19l!-t) ut2.lizsc :J:C.e 
hundred university stude:r:ts between the age: of 1f ~~d 23, a:r:d 
thirt;:-,· D.dul ts betl'\'ee:.'l 35 and 56 wi ti1 ce>mps.r3.ble ed'J.c:: ticnal 
b3.ckgrot~r..d. 1 A sex di.ffere1:ce of quic::er reactioi' .. s ~-~r r::en 
was noted in the older grcup, but the total ~roup re::cted 
more slo-:;rl;:r than students in iden ti:yL1t; the picture::.· pr-::: j ected 
on a screen. The authors concluded that several factors may 
have influenced the poorer performance of the older croup: 
apprehension over suspicion that test was one of intelligence; 
inability to elirr.inate set established by precedinG ricture; 
and effects of failure to identify preceding picture. 
Glanzer and Glaser (1959) used an Object-IdeTiti~ication 
Test with 544 Air National Guard officers and comrrercial air-
line pilots between the ages of 20 mld 50 in v·rhich tte sur~ ;jects 
were required to j_dentify relevant objects, i.e., plm1e or 
tower, and "nonsense" objects under 75 per cent and ?J per 
cent masking. 2 A total of 24 stimuli were presented to each 
subject in nine minutes in the attempt to ffieasure the amount 
of closure. The correlation of the Object-Identific~tion 
1Elinor Verville and Norman Carr:.eron, "Age and Sex Dif-
ferences in the Perceptio:n of Incomplete Pictures cy Ad~;:l t:::, II 
J. Genet. Psyc:J::ol., 68 (1946), 149-57. 
2:rJ.l. Glanzer and R. Glaser, "Cr8ss-Sectional 
tudinal Results in a Study of Ae:;e-Related Changes," 
p s ',' c ho 1. lvi e asm t • ' 1 9 ( 1 9 59 ) ' e 9 -1 0 1 • 
f1)1d LorJ.;j.-
Ed....Lc. 
-
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Test scores with aGe was "'"' -.c...';J, 
difference in performance. 
v. Rorschach and Dral'i-a-Person 
indicating a sicnificsnt 
Hays (1952) used the Rorschach records of 264 employees 
of a state school 1-vho were between the ac:es of 13 and 65 z.rears 
in an analysis of the patterning of experience balance. 1 The 
age range vvas d ichotom.ized in to subjects above and 1:: elo1·1 ace 
50 1vhich is the period of probable ch.an;'l;e in experience type. 
The results show a marked tendency for subjects over 50 to 
manifest a constriction of experience balance. ~urthsr, fewer 
subjects over 50 show·ed a balanced experience type than did 
subjects under 50 years, although there are variations vli. tt. 
both sex and ae;e. The trend toward constriction in t~1e female 
may be reflection of involutional tendencies, but Dales also 
manifest an introversive trend. 
Using the Draw-a-Person Test, a clinical dias~ostic 
device, Lehner and Silver ( 1948) tested 421 subjects ')etween 
the ages of 17 and 54 in a study of the relationship ~etvmen 
the subject 1 s ov-m age and age assigned to rr:al e or f e:rr:.2le 
.... d 2 
.Ll[;ures ra-vm. The 20-year old men assig:1 averac;e a:..;es of 
211-.5 to male and 25.3 to :err:.ale, but 50-year old men us siGn 
1 1'filliam Hays, "Ace and Sex Dii.'f erences on the 
Rorschach Exuerience Balance," J • .Abnorm. Soc. Psycho::'..., 
47 (1952), 390-93. 
2G. F. J. Lehner and H. Silver, "Aze Relationships 
or:. the Dra1·r-a-Person Test," J. Personality, 17 (1943), 
199-209. 
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8vera2.;e as;es of 311-.0 to male and 31.8 to female. 1-VoEen, at 
50 years of age, assign average ac;e of 21.6 for female and 20.4 
for male vrhich is similar to ages assigned by 20-year old 
women. The authors conclude that from 25 years on t 8th men 
and women progressively assign ages yo1..:m,z;er than their o1fm to 
the draw.a Hale and Female figures, but the trend is n:ore pro-
nounced for women. Present results reflect the strong cul-
tural emphasis upon youth. 
4. Psychomotor Performance 
Physical decline with advancing age often is noticed 
first in the slowing of performance. Ho-vrever, the basis of 
this "slovring" is not easily determined as this section will 
witness. 
i. Grip Strength 
Fisher and Birren (1947) utilizeds 1~rippind'test with 
subjects between the ages of 23 and 68. 1 They noted that men 
between 43 and l.J-7 years have 89.9 per cent of maximum strength 
as noted for years between 23 and 27. Further, the 43-52 
group had 86.2 per cent and the 53-68 group had 83.6 ner cent 
of the maximum. There is a decrease in the grip of tLe riGht 
hand with increasint; age. 
ii. Reaction Times 
Pierson and Montoye (1958) presented 400 males between 
11.:. B. Fisher and Ja:rr:es E. Birren, "Age and Strength,'' 
J. Anpl. Psychol., 31 (1947), 490-97. 
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the ages of 8 and 83 1vi th the task of thrusting a microswi tch 
as fast as possible through a light beam eleven inches in 
front of them upon the lighting of a neon bulb. 1 The move-
ment and reaction times increased in consistency of response 
with age until the later teens or early t-v1en ties and then 
decreased after 30. Variability within an individual's re-
sponse at ages 35-54 was about twice as great as at ages 18-44. 
Indices of correlation were .77 between age and reaction time, 
and .50 between age and movement time. 
Freeman (1960) aslred 20 male subjects, 10 aged 45 and 
10 aged 60, to participate in a pair of tests which were de-
signed to measure simple serial reaction times, speed, and 
accuracy. 2 The older men, aged 60, made significantly slo-vrer 
responses on the serial reaction test, but there was no sig-
nificant difference between the groups on either speed or 
accuracy. 
Birren et al. (1950) presented the task of adding 
single column addition problems of varied lengths from 2 to 25 
digits to 111 subjects between the ages of 20 and 69 years. 3 
Although the material is not explicit on middle maturity, the 
1 William R. Pierson and Henry J. Hon toye, "Hovemen t 
Time, Reaction Time and Age," J. Geront., 13 (1958), 418-21. 
2G. 1. Freeman, "C N S Acuity in A.ging," Psychol. 
Rep., 7 (1960), 98. 
3James E. Birren et al., "An Analysis of Age Changes 
in Rate of Performance of Simple Intellectual Tasks," Amer. 
Psychologist, 5 (1950), 365. 
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results sl:.o1·r that per::'orr:1ance of the a~ed -vras rrore freque:ntl~.r 
limited by speed of wTi ti:::c; than that ol:, the youn;:::er subjects. 
Correlations vrere made between speed o: cop:rint; disi ts and 
rate of addition to d eter:r.line performance result. 
Griew (1959) asked 48 subjects to move a stylus over 
a distance of 2 inches fros a metal disk 1t inches in diameter 
to another metal disk at the appearance of a sicnal lisht. 1 
The numbers of li~hts and disks were varied and provided 
different degrees of "choice." Two groups, ages 20-26 and 
50-57, were tested on the times spent between the appearance 
of the signal light and the lifting of the stylus initiating 
the res':)onding Dovement. The younger c;roup sho1·.r no increase 
in time on the more complex move~ent of inserting the stylus 
into a small hole. The older subjects, however, took signif-
icantl;-r longer to initiate their responding movements under 
this condition. 
Bro1m and Ghi selli ( 1949) adninis tered ter.. tests -:J"' 
speed and accuracy to several hundred male, semi-skilled 
? 1ororkers bet"lfreen the ages of 20 and 50-plus.~ The7 concluded 
that the abilities of older workers, i.e., after t~:irt=r-five 
1s. Griew, "Complexity of Response and Time of 
Initiating Responses in Relation to k:re, 11 Amer. J. P:::prchol., 
72 (1959), 33-38. 
2clarence ~f. Bro1m and Edwin E. Ghiselli, "A0e of 
Semiskilled ;'Jorkers in Relation to Abilities and Interests, 11 
Personnel Psychol., 2 (1949), 497-511. 
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years of age, are comparable to those of you~ger ones !n 
speed tasks uhich involve neither J)recisio:'l ::_1or cJmplex mer..-
ts.l :?rocesses, and in tasks ;.rhicr.. L1.volve fa:r!iliar materials 
and operatl~ns. Older males score significantly lower in 
tasks involving the abstract and tl:..e complex. 
iii. Work Per:foroa..""lce 
Ol::serving 1vomen operating p:nrer se,,rinc macr~i::::es o~ 
the piece1rork syste:r:1 for eight-weelc periods on :our different 
years, King (1956) compiled data, with the help of production 
records, on 294 subjects tetween the ac;es of 15 and 60. 1 He 
no ted t:ha t the peak of :production is reached aro'J.nd r:.;e 30, 
and that after 35 the mean level of per~oruance tend:::; to 
decline. Women over fifty years of age show individual vari-
a tio:ns, but ::;enerally have mean level of p erforma::1ce lo'iler 
than t~1at of women in the 1-:-1-50 age br2"c~cet. Ho';;ever, it 
Has noted tllat the performance of those o7er :::'ort~r vsars ;ras 
!~ u 
superior to that of the teen-ase group. 
Clay (1956) studied the individual productic1 records 
. ') 
of skilled prj_n ters in tvro plants over a three ~'ear perlod. '-
The subjects were readers, hand compositors, and machine com-
positors between the ages a::: "teens" and 66-plus. Declines 
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1H. Y. Kine;, 11 k'l Attempt to Use Production Data L;. 
the Study of Age and Perfor111ance," J. Geront., 11 (1956), 410-16. 
2Eilary IJ:. Clay, "A Stud/ o: Performance i;J. Relation 
to A3e at ·Two Printing Works," J. Geront., 11 (1956), 417-2·'1-. 
1\ii th age -v:rere sna.ll bat 1·re:-e noticeable :rom about 50 ::ears 
and up in both industrial operations a:1d exp eri::1en taJ. tas:-cs. 
Readers sse~ed to maintain abilities better than mactine com-
po si tors. Variability among individuals increased v-;2_ t:" age. 
Thus t~e data confirm the view that perfornance o: ~~gh-grade 
s1cilled v-rorlc can be maintained relativel~r 1·rell until at least 
nor:oal retirins age. 
Using a rating system and production data on so~e 
5, 000 salesmen a:J.d supervisory perso:r:nel in a large ::Jan'...":.fac-
turinc concern, Maher (1955) souzht to detercine the relation 
of age to the evaluation of per:Z'orm.ance o£: subjects '_;et\-reen 
the ages 1 of 25 and 64. The stud3r was oriented in terms o=.-
criteria used by the manufacturin~ concern to judge ~ts per-
sonnel a?J.d sho\·red that older supervisors rate low on i te:x.s 
involvin;; promotability. "[.; ~"o-vrever, the older salesmen were 
found to be superior in both sales and rated conpetency. 
I-:aher sug,:_;ests critical reviewing of the industrial -Jolicy 
·uhich "undervalues" the older wor1cer. 
Kirchner et al. (1960) converted the :oanager's rankings 
of 539 salesmen bet1veen the ages of 23 and 65 into a stanine 
distribution and compared this v-ri th chronological 2 A 
ba tte:-y of tests was administered to personnel of the I~L1neso ta 
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1 Howard I:aher, "Age and Perfor:nance of T1·ro \'i"Jrk Groups," 
J. Geront., 10 (1955), 4-48-51. 
2·\v. K. Kirclmer et al., "A Note on ti1e Relationshin 
bet1·reen Age and Sales Effectiveness," J. Anpl. Ps,rchol., 4-Z;. 
(1960), 92-93. 
~lining and Manufacturinz Company and the results were compared 
1ri tli jud::;ment of sales effectiveness b~' mana':_';ers. T~~e mean 
ac::e of the su-ojects 1ras 34.07 years. l~esults s~t-'-ovr tl:_at sales 
effectiveness increases until about the age of 40, wit~ a;es 
30-45 as the "golden range" of sellinc, and then decreases 
with advancing age. Suggested factors for this decrease are 
decreased motivation, physical deterioration, and bE'tter sales-
men have "moved up" to other positioEs. The authors suggest 
that inference about sales effectiveness based on age alone 
v-muld be unwise since about 90 per cent o£' sales effectiveness 
varia::.1ce remains unassociated with a{_;e. 
Spealman and Bruyere (1955) analyzed data concerning 
change vli th time in the age distribution of holders cf Class I 
Medical Certificates issued by Civil Aeronautics Administra-
t . 1 lon. They noted that the number of holders of said certif-
icates in upper age groups, i.e., 40 years and over, has in-
creased considerably and progressively from 1945-52. ?urther, 
of the total pilots 50 years of age and over in 1949, 70 per 
cent retained certificates in 1953 ~1en they were between the 
ages of 54 and 64. Thus older males adequately perform as 
pilots in order to keep Class I certificates. 
1Clair R. Spealman and :Paul T. Bru~rere, "The Chansin~.c 
Age Distribution of Pilots Holding First Class Kedical Certif-
icates," J. Geront., 10 (1955), 341-44. 
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5. Personality Correlates 
In tbe absence of any definition of personal~ty, 
this section surveys the research on such correlates as 
attitudes, interests, goals, self-concept, adjust~ent, chances, 
and consistency as noted by various investigators of hu~a~ 
behavior. 
i. Attitudes 
Pressey and Jones (1955) administered the X-0 Tests, 
an inq_uiry form on -vrrongs and worries, to 40:3 adults, 206 o~' 
~vho:m were betw·een the age of 40 and 60, 1vhen testinc elen.en-
1 tary, secondary, and college students. Previous tests with 
students only were administered in 1923, 1933, and 1943. The 
middle-aged adults showed ~ vrorry about death and religio~l 
than did the 60-year old subjects, and manifested an increase 
in worries about business and health but were not hypochDn-
driacs. Further, older adults, i.e., above 40, marked more 
items vrront: (such as drink ins:;, smokinc;, and i.'lirtins) thm: 
did the younz;er subjects, and displayed a continuation of 
attitudes formed in earl;y years rather than increasi1t; con-
servatism. In other words, the older adult of today marked 
about the sa.-11e number as young people in decades -.rhe~1 theE~e 
adults were young. 
1s. L. Pressey and A. 1":1. Jones, "1923-53 a::J.d 20 to 
60 Age Chan::;es in I-~ oral Codes, A...Yixietie s, and Interests, 'J.s 
s:"O'•lY!., ,,.,! t"he 'X-0 Tes+.s' II J p~'"':'C 1~ol ~9 ( 19"') l•l"-"11? -~o.L ~~- """"a ~-- """ ' t .... r l.l --•' _/ -·.../ ' ~·_.; _,v._~• 
··--
--~-
Usi~~ a sixteen-itec Likert-type scale, Lsrge ana 
Eelfa~t (1953) ueasured t~e attitudes o~ 164 pairs of pare~ts 
of ~ich school seniors toward R~ssia, i~ternational relatio~s, 
The :rr::ear:L age o:' the :oo thers 1ms 44.9 a:r..d t::'le :c;Je.3-::J. 
age for the fathers was 49.8. There was no evidence of in-
creasing conservatism in older years, as compared wit~ hish 
school senior's attitudes, and age, in and o:' itsel:·, 1-vas of 
no value in estimating sociopolitical verbal attitudes. 
Neugarten a.D.d Garron ( 1959) intervie1·red S25 subjects 
bet we en the ages of 40 and 70, part of the Kanss.s Ci ~CJ' stud~-, 
to cate2;orize ::.tti tudes to1mrd growins older. 2 Factors used 
included sex, age, social class, health report, uarital status, 
parenthood, and ;~randparen t?lo od, and ca tec;orie s listed 'i'lere 
positive, necative, neutral, and contin~ent. The attitude 
tovrard the present was ne;J_tral i:r. 55 :per cent o: S1).rJ~ects, 
positive in 28 per cent, and negative in 17 per ce:r..t. Attitudes 
in 13 per cent, contingent in 18 per cent, a~d neu tl'CJ.l 
per cent. Thus for the majority of the subjects, ~oth the 
present and fature 1-ms neutral, i.e., blE.nd, -vrithout reference 
points. ;·1ome:.1., bet1-reen t?J.e aze of 55 and 70, re::;>ortcd more 
1rrving Lor_:::e and Kennet~ ::alfant, "Tbe I:c:.deper:de~1ce 
of Chronological A~e and Sociopolitical .·Hti tudes," J. Abnorm. 
Soc. Psychol., 48 l1953), 598. 
2Bernice 1. ~Je'J.c;arten and Dc:,vid C. 8-arror., "Jtti tudes 
of Hiddle-Ac;ed Persons torrard Gro1-rinc Older, 11 Geriatrics, 14 
(1959), 21-24. 
,J 
negative health reports than men, and in addition, those not 
living 1-1i th men reported more negative present and future 
attitudes. However, there was no over-all age differences in 
these data, i.e., 60-year old subjects gave no higher fre-
quency of pessimistic responses than the 40-year old subjects 
at the .05 level of confidence. Thus crxonologic age per se 
was not a meaningful variable for this study. Fear of aging 
consistently meant fear of dependency involving loss of income 
and loss of health, and "becoming older" had little meaning. 
Fried ( 1949) used a structured in terviev-1 i'ii th 75 in-
dividuals between the ages of 50 and 80 to deter~ine attitudes 
toward occupational curtailment, modification, and retirement. 1 
Thirty-nine of the subjects were in the involutional phase, 
50-64 years, and thirty-six subjects were post-involutional, 
65-30 years. Over 80 per cent of the involutional subjects 
were performing regular, gainful activities, and w·ere motivated 
by such factors as desire to maintain self-esteem, ~~sh to 
escape from self-preoccupation, and striving to combat inner 
restlessness. Inactive persons ~'iere largely in the lov-1er 
class of society, but desired to become active. The over-all 
tendency of the sample was to postpone the date of retirement, 
to give little precise thought to post-retirement plans, and 
to react to retirement with such disturbances as depression 
1 Edri ta Fried, "Attitudes of the Older Population 
Group towards Activity and Inactivity," J. Geront., 4 (1949), 
141-51. 
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and illness. The late fi~ties seemed to be the most potent 
period for making a psycho-physical adaptation in activities. 
Chandler (1942) mailed a 29-item questionnaire to 200 
subjects in :'iho 1 s f,fno in America, 200 alur:mae of Vas :Jar College, 
100 rr:embers of professional men 1 s club, and twenty e:.;eri tus 
CO f 0' ° C t t T- 0 0 t 1 pro~essors o- nlo ~ a e unlversl y. Although only 120 replies 
were received, t~e results show that most middle-agee subjects, 
i.e. in 40's or'50 1 s, have little imagination re;;ardinc: re-
tirement and old age. Host persons expected to be sufficiently 
occupied, after retire~ent, with one or more pursuits such 
as gardening, golf, reading, and travel. Some ~ere resolved 
never to retire unless forced by illness. However, over 100 
subjects favored the compulsory retire::nent system. 
Forwarding 1, 757 questionnaires to ~--;rad ua tes ::Jf 
universities for the years 1866-1913, Bri tto1: a.'1d Br:. tto::1 
( 1954) received replies £'rom 627 males between tl:e aces o£' 55 
2 
and 90. Pre-retirement persons, ages 55-64, resisted the 
idea of retirerr.ent and 1,rere greatly concerned .,,;it~: fjnances. 
Retired subjects, however, perhaps out of psychological 
necessity, saw the brighter side of the retirement experience 
and were concerned with personal and social aspects of their 
existence. 
1 Albert R. Chandler, "Attitudes tov-rard Retire:::;e:1t 
and Old Age," Amer. Ps7chologist, 3 (19L!-S), 306-07. 
2Joseph H. Britton and Jean 0. 3ritton, "1vork and 
Retirement for Older University Alumni," J. Geront., 9 (1954), 
468-74. 
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Meltzer (1958) utilized a 36-item Morale Survey, 
interviews, and analysis of behavior records on 270 factory 
workers. 1 The workers were grouped according to ages up to 
30, 30-45, 45-60, and 60-plus. Results show a tendency for 
an increasingly favorable attitude to1vard the company as a 
place to vrork, and identification with management and poli-
cies, work conditions, salary, co-workers, and supervisors 
with increasing age. The differentiating age in work con-
ditions was about 45 years. Further, on the basis of these 
data it is impossible to say the older population was more 
conservative, less creative, less productive, less mobile, 
and more dependent. There was no such consistency in the 
work reports. 
ii. Interests and Goals 
Freeman (1959) administered the Interest-Values-
Preference Test to 120 subjects between the ages of 45 and 
64 who belong to hobby groups in various cities.2 The 30-
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minute test was supplemented with a self-appraisal questionnaire 
and a peer-count rating check. Questions of sex, education, 
and other status factors were ignored. Results show that the 
confirmed and well-adjusted hobbyist tends to move along a 
different life-value continuum than the non-hobbyist. The 
hobbyist is more purposive, more conforming, more social-service 
1H. Meltzer, "Age Differences in l'fork Attitudes," 
J. Geront., 13 ( 1958), 7lJ--81. 
2G. L. Freeman, "Pre-Retirant Test Scores in Various 
Hobby Groups," J. Psychol., 47 (1959), 137-60. 
conscious, and less routinely selfish. Further, the hobbyist 
is more ener;:;etic acti vi t~r-i·rise and more objective ascendance-
-v;ise. Overall, the pre-retirant vTith broad educatio:r.al baek-
cround a11.d mar..y interests :'l.as more potential for find ins l::Ls 
ovm healthful avocational retirement ~lattern th2.n those 1-vitt 
less backcround and limited job experience. 
Kuhlen and Joh....11son (1952) asked 747 female teacher::::, 
467 single and 280 married, and 218 married ~ale teacbers 
1vl1at they would like to be doing in ten years. 1 Tl1e subjects 
were between the ages of 20 and 64. Results show th&t there 
is definite shift from marriage to vocational orientation 
after the age of 30. Interest in retirement within the next 
ten years began to occur in the forties. After t~~e 2.c;e of 
40, those desiring to chan~e vocations diminished rapidly 
to 0 per cent at the a8e of 55. 
Thorndike (1949) reports on thirty-seven male graduate 
students between the azes of 23 and 0 40-plus.'- The sFb j ect:3 
were asked to estimate their reactions on certain tendencies 
at a~e 12 and at present. Assuming the validity of their 
testimony, the results show that a person's nature at twelve 
years of ace is prophetic of his nature in adult years. The 
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tendencies, including approval, mastery, kindliness, cre~arious-
ness, and stud;·.rinz, things, people, and abstractio:r;., r:.re so1r.e1-1hat 
1 Ray-mond G. Kuhlen and George B. J ohnsor:, 11 Or:an:::;es in 
Goals T.dt~1 Adult Increasinz Age," J. Consult. Psvchol., 16 
( 1952)' 1-4. 
2E. L. Thorndike, "Note on the Shifts of Interest 
with Age," J, Appl. Psychol., 33 (1949), 55. 
vasue, b~t Thorndike reports a mediaD correlation ~o~ the 
thirty-seven subjects of This sug:ests a per~~rence 
of tsndencies throu3h youn; ad~lthood and into ~iddle a~e. 
iii. Chan3inc Consistency in the Personality 
Kelly (1955) reports a re-test on 175 males arrd 192 
_::'emales -:rrho ~·rere fomerl~r tested d'J.ring 19 35-33 as e:c.~;ar;ed 
couples. 1 Eaving a re spec ti ve rr:.e an ac::e of 2?5. 7 years and 
24.7 years at original testing, these persons are nov enter-
in::_~ r::.id dle a::;e. ::?ive ins tru.'Tien ts -:--Allport-Vernon Sc:::,le '2::' 
'Talues, Bernreuter Personali t;;- Inventory, Stro~'12~ 1 s V:ocatio~;.al 
Interest Inventor;{, Remmers' Generalized Attitude Sc2.les, and 
a 36-trait Graphic Personality Ratin0 Scale~-were utilized. 
Results sho";v a decrease in theoretical and aesthetic interr:~sts, 
but an increase in religious values and a ~ore favorable atti-
tlJ.de tovard church. Attitudes iiere less stable than anv 
0 
other group of personality variables. The males tended to 
develop interest pat terns rr.ore characteristic of -:Jer:sons ~-;}:..o 
:9refer to worlc 1-ri th ideas and thinc;s ra t.'Jer tna:1 o thcr hu::o.an 
beincs. Females shnw a statistically si=nificant s~ift toward 
greater self-con~idence. Both sexes show a shift to~ard mas-
culine direction, and both sexes show· decline iY.'. physical 
enerc:;;;r, nea tr2.ess of dress, breadth of ~c.n teres t, and ;_;o od -natured 
1 51 
1 E. Lowell Kelly, "Consistency of the Adult :!?erson-
ality," .A.m.er. Psycl1olordst, 10 (1935), (59-81. Cf. :2. L. :teelly, 
"Personality Cban;es in t~1e Hiddle Years," J. Gero11t., 1lJ. 
( 1959)' 506-07. 
temper. Por twenty of the thirty-eight variables, there was 
no significant change in mean score for either sex, and only 
a relatively small change for the eighteen remaining varia-
bles. The changes were relatively specific rather than an 
over-all tendency to change. Kelly concludes that changes 
do occur during adulthood, but they are neither so large nor 
so sudden as to threaten the continuity of the self-percept 
or impair day to day interpersonal relationships. 
Brozek ( 1955) administered the 1'-1innesota !-Tul tiphasic 
Personality Inventory to two groups of male volunteers com-
parable in national and social background. 1 Group I con-
sisted of 157 college students between the ages of 17 and 25 
and Group II of business and professional men between the 
ages of 45 and 55. Subjects were scored with reference to 
the Hypochondriasis Scale and the Social Introversion-Extrover-
sian Scale. The older group answered a somewhat larger number 
of items in the scored direction manifesting a tendency toward 
introversion and more frequent symptoms of muscular pains, 
skin sensitivity, poorer eyesight, and buzzing in ears. Over 
half of the older men work under a great deal of tension, and 
though compulsive, are more stable in attitudes toward life's 
work. Further, the older subjects get along better with 
1Josef Brozek, "Personality Changes with Age: An 
Item Analysis of the Minnesota l-1ul tiphasic Personali t1 In-
ventory," J. Geront., 10 (1955), 194-206. Of. Brozek s 
earlier report, "Personality of Young and Hiddle-Aged Normal 
11en: Item Analysis of a Psychosomatic Inventory," J. Geront., 
7 (1952), 410-18. 
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rela ti vos, are concerned ~·ri th du tv, a•1d d e:_:1end :.'or hc.ppiness 
Dore on other people. 
Calden and Hokanson (1959) noted a sisni~ica~t in-
crease in Lypochondriacal, depressive, and introversive 
tendencies on the Hi'CE'I \·ri t~1 advancL1g a;e L1 100 sub~ects 
between the azes of 20 and 69 in a VA Hospital. 1 Alt~ouch 
the subjects 1·rere tubercular, the;/ 1·rere otl1ervrise norillal. 
Pre-occupation with self, physically and mentally, i~creased 
1vi tl1 advancinc; age and corresponded to a decline in rh:·sical 
po1vers a!ld loss in personal competence a~1.d mental caraci tr. 
The rr:ean H:rpochondr:lasis score rose from 58.29 in tho tvmnties 
to 71.57 in the fifties. 
Us inc; Dollard and Howrer 1 s Discomfort Relie:L' Quo tj_en t, 
the nunber o:f different 1-vords, and the Adjective-Verb Q·u.otient, 
Smith ( 1957) anal~rzed the letters of a woL-:an at each decade 
2 
of her life from 49 to 89 years of age. T~e letters were 
written to a daughter during the last forty :rears of life by 
a \·roman 1vi th ~nild senile ps~rchosis. At the a__;e o:.' 49, l;-3.1 
per cent of t~c verbs were present tense, 39.4 per cant past 
tense, aYld 17.5 :uture teYlse. Hovrever, at 59, 40.8 :;;;er cent 
were present tense, 43.6 per cent past tense, and 15.6 ner 
cent ~uture tense. The use of the future tense seem8d to hold 
1 Georce Calden and Jack E. Hokanson, "The In:::'luence of 
.A;;e on I:?-IPI Responses," J, Olin. Pn,rct.ol., 15 (1959), 191+-95. 
?~, d h E S it" 11 mb ~ l' t' .P S T: 
-.'·'-a ora. • m .c:., .1. _e .o·;.pp lea lon o... ome ;-,easures 
of Languace :Sehavior a1:d Te:r..sion to the Letters ·,·lri tten b~r a 
ilo:J.an at Each Decade of Her Life from 4S to 89 Ye3.rs of A;e," 
J. Gen. Ps~rchol., 57 (1957), 289-95. 
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up w·ell w-i tJ:1 advancing ac;e, but the Discomfort Relief Quot:Lent 
indicated increasins tension with ace. Since the persons nen-
tioned are tee ;rri ter and corresuo:1d en t l:'lore than ~-::.alf t 1·1e 
time, the authors sug3est increasinz introversion ~ith 
advancin.;:; ace. 
Gray ( 1947) forw·arded a questionnaire to 500 ·:~1ales a~1d 
500 females in a stud7 o£' Ju:'l.::;' s ps:rcholozical types. 1 The 
question_l1.aire was constructed b~r selectinc i tens :'ro:-:' extra-
version-introversion inventories a~1d :""Jy il:ven tin;:-~ questions 
embodying Jung's statements about the types and functions. 
Reportin,; on 100 subjects b et-1-reen the a~!;es of 1 0 and 30, Gra:r 
found that the frequency o£' extroversion, o£' the use of the 
feelin:-function in judgment, and the use oi' L1tr.i tion-
function in perceiving tended to d ec:re s..se as inc:ceased. 
Although no mention is made of the middle 7ears, people ~eco~e 
:u:ore introvert 'iTi th incre asi'.1g age. Appl:yin~; t:1e t- test to 
t:1 e chance, Grar affirms it is sta tis ticall~r si:~;nif ~Lean t. 
lV. Projective Data on Personalit~r Strt~cture al1d :::'unctions 
Prados and Fried (1947) ad~inistered the Rorschach 
Test to tr,irty-:'ive normal subjects bet1vee:1. tr_e 8.[;es o::· 50 
and .Jo. 2 Group A, consisting of 13 rwbjects :Jet1·ree~1 50 2.nd 
60 years o!.' a0e, manifest an overer:pbasis on. wholes c,::o.d an 
1 Eorace Gra3', "Psycl.le>lot;ical T;:,-pes and C}:anc~es 1fi th 
Age," J. Olin. Ps~rchol., 3 (1947), 273-77. 
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2}:isuel Prados and Edri ta G. ;;'ried, "Persona2..i ty 
Struct:J.re i~1 the Older Age Groups," J. Olin. Psychol., 3 (1947), 
113-20. 
1.mderemphasis on detail. ~urther, ircooveris:b.2r.e:1t a: ~nner 
control has set in but is s9oradic i~ t~is ace 3rou~. Per-
so~1s L: this c.ecade sho~'T ambiequali t~r L1 t 1-eir ex;:;eri•3nce 
balance rather t:1an trend to1-rard ei t1:er extraversio:~1 or 
introversion. Apparently these latter tendencies or strivin~s 
have been reduced in stren;t~ to t~e extent that little inner 
life tal.:::es place, and the individuals are relatively _:'ree 
from conflict since there is little emJtional stimulation. 
This is ~urther illustrated in the tendency to use intellectual 
concepts l'lhich are impersonal, noncor;r::i tal, and color~.ess. 
These individuals reacted VTith anxiety to the a1J:;;.rencss of 
t:!:-~e i:npoverisrlffient of tl~e creative intellectur;.l faculties, 
but did not mani!est a strikine desree of ~euroticis~. T~e 
authors conclude that there is no sin~le crucial ace pericd 
during which a .;e::1ers.l adaptation 
increasins a;e t~ere is reduced capacity fsr a:fectiv3 
"'"OY.l'"l·veJ.·,.,p~s to st4 '""''latl·o.,.., and l·_n t•-:.P. ",7 ·0 1 ,:, ~- lo~c· ... '1_~ 
"".t' . ..;, . .J. ~ "" ....... ..... . u ' .. ' - ·-- - - - - - - ~ 
control over instinctual derr:ands. 
Gutn:ann et al. ( 1959) anal:;rzed and c::.te~:srizr...:d t:.:c 
T A T stories of 144 urban nen in the a~e rs~ce 41-71. 1 
Seeking to hiGhlight possible age-sr&ded person~lity develJ~-
ments around the issue of active versus pass1.ve ~~stery, the 
1nc:.vid L. Gutmann, 
in Kid d le-Ased I:en," A::-Ger. 
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aut~ors report that aen in their forties ~ere ~cu~J ta te 
were stru~clin= with the question of selZ-assertioJ and 
achieve8ent versus passive disengagement. Sot until t~e 
sixties did the cubject "solve" t':.:.e conflict tLr:::>u;r~ '::!.b8.Si'/t? 
and deferent resolutions. 
Attemptinc to Deasure dimensions of 
T A T responses, Rosen and Neu£arten (1060) tested 1h4 su~-
jects bet~Veen the aces of 40 and 71. 1 The subjects ware 
stratified by age, sex, socio-economic level as nart Jf tje 
Kansas City Stud~' of Adults. 'rlorking 1;,;it!:. the concsrts of 
Hart:r::al1n, Rapaport, and LustrDaYln at:out ttec;o functicr.!.s," tt.ese 
investi~ators conclude from the T A T responses that older 
)ersons, i.e. above 64 years, are less able to ints~r~tc 
wide ran~es of stimuli; less able to perceive and deal with 
conflic tual or corilplica ted situations; and less acti v s and 
assertive in behavior forms than the subjects between the aces 
of L~O and 59. In an analysis of variance, a:~:e is the onl:' 
significant variable accounting for variance in tl-:e d':J.ta. 
Sex and social class are insignificant. By ic)lication, ~id-
dle adults are able to integrate stimuli, deal wit~ c~alle~~ing 
or conflictual factors, perceive vigorous activity, snd invest 
1Jacqueline L. Rosen and Bernice L. lTeug2.rten, "Ego 
?unctions in the Middle and Later Years: A Thematic Apper-
ce:;Jtion S tud;y of lJormal Adults," J. GerQn t. , 1 5 ( 1950) , 62-67. 
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emotions in life situations, but begin to decline in these 
areas from age 50-59 with marked decline from age 64-71. The 
difference between adjacent age groups was statistically sig-
nificant in this sample. 
Neugarten and Gutmann (1958) exposed 131 male and 
female subjects varying in age from 40 to 70 years and rep-
resenting two social-status classes to a specially designed 
picture in an attempt to procure their thematic apperception 
responses to a family constellation in which two young adults 
and two mature adults are depicted.1 Although the study vras 
primarily focused upon the persons about whom the data were 
given, it nonetheless sheds light on the relations between 
role-image and personality in middle age along the "dominance-
submission" continuum. The picture was presented to the re-
spondent after an extended interview with mention of three 
tasks: (1) tell story about the picture, (2) assign age and 
give description of four figures, (3) describe what he thought 
each figure in the picture was feeling about the others. All 
respondents saw the picture as representing a two-generation 
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family with the young man and woman in their twenties and the 
older man and woman in their late fifties or sixties. The young 
man was seen as a detached figure and related to parents in 
terms of formal ties symbolizing the primacy of social demands 
over personal needs for affiliation and self-expression. The 
1Bernice L. Neugarten and David L. Gutmann, "Age-Sex 
Roles and Personality in }fiddle Age: A Thematic Apperception 
Study," Psychol. Mono gr., 72 ( 1958) , 1fuole No. 4 70, 1-33. 
lJ0-54 year old subjects sa1·1 the youn;~ man as ener~~etic 2~nd 
propelling, but the 55-70 year old subjects view ~im as in-
trusive T.vi thin the fanily and passive and co:c.forrr.ing in the 
outer 'irorld. Tbe outer world has b ecor.1e 1r:ore complex and 
hostile. 
The young v-mman t-;as vie1ved as a bland .:ic;ure, :Te t 
the tie between the older and younger generations and a 
symbol of tenderness, intirr:acy, and sexuality. In the yo:.1nger 
respondents, 40-54 years of age, there is a conflict tetween 
independent and dependent modes of cathexis and bet1-;reen 
sexually mature and immature tendencies. For the oldJr re-
spondents, 55-70, the conflict is resolved in favor a.: depen-
dence upon parents for nurture and control, and .:or a pre-
genital mode of sexual existence. The world shrinks toward 
confines of controlling and nurtur:'Lng famil?. 
The old ~an is generally viewed as a rather neutral 
fi;;ure who becor.:::es assertive only ivhen you..'1Q; adults need 
assistance in b eco:rning autonomous. The ?oun;;er -.;volr.en re-
spondents see the old man as altruistic and nurturant, but 
men see him as struggling 1vi th problems of guilt, assertion, 
nurturance, and affiliativeness. However, the older ~·ror.:ten 
resnondents place stress on the old man's almost maternal 
quality of passivity, and the older ;nen see him as one who 
simplifies conflicts by relinquishing assertive role to old 
woman and deals only "trith abstract concepts to the ne:;:lect of 
the social environment. 
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The old 1vor.:2.n is senerally seen 2-.s the ke::- to the 
family and t~J.e one -v;rho had the greatest i:r::pact upon resolving 
family issues. 1·Tooen in the 40-54 a,~;e ,=;roup see the old lJ"O:!'.an 
as a ~dnd of shre1v 1-1ho :nakes a nuisance of hersel::: i:r: the 
:=:-arr:ily settin,:r,, vrhereas t:t.e :rounzer men see the old vmman 
as an emotional, fluttery co::o.plement to her 1-rise, str:me:; hus-
band, .Ql: as o.n essentially benign, maternal :igure 1.;rhDse in-
creasing aut::-wri t:7 is a gift of the :·amil:,'• Older respor_dents 
of both sexes see the old w·o:11an as a dema::.1din.g, £'eeli:·:1gful, 
and ac;gressive figure which implies that for these subjects 
there are increasing pressures fro~ impulse life in the face 
of decreasinc: eco controls. 
Ace is the major factor accounting :or variation in 
the data, while the factor of sex attained statistical sic:-
nificance in some responses, and the social class factor in 
none. A seneral conclusion from these data on affective 
connotations of role behavior would imply that a3in.~ ~m::r:en 
become more tolerant of tl::.eir ov-m aggressive, egocentric 
impulses, and that aging men become tolerant of tlJ.eir nur-
turant, affiliative impulses. 
v. Self-Classification and Life-Adjustsent 
Tuc1cman and Lorge ( 1954) aslced 1,032 persons ·Jetl·reen 
the ages of 20 and 74 to classify themselves as younc, middle-
aced, 1 or old. Replying to this single question in a larger 
1 Jacot, Tuckrnan and IrvinG Loree~ 11 Olassifica tion of 
the S el:· as Younc;, I.J:iddle-Aged, or Old, ' Geria tries, 9 ( 1954) , 
534-3C:. 
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stud/ on atti t'Jdes, all sut jects belol; tl'irt~r ?B8.rs o:" age 
classL'.'ied the::-Jselves 2...s "~rou:r..s. 11 Bet"'rTeeE the ac;es o:::' 30 nnd 
59, there was a steady increase in number of self-classiflca-
tions as "middle-ac;ed," and thereafter as "old." Tl1e c:utLors 
maintain that self-classification is a ~unction of one's self-
concept ~ the acce:ptance of cultural attitudes to1-vard ac:L:J.c. 
Several reference factors, i:r..cludin~ age, health, sex, wa~i-
tal status, productivity, retirement, death of conteE)oraries, 
and others, may influence the self-concept. The authors note 
that graduate students between the aces of 30 and 53 ~ilia class-
ify therr:selves as "middle-aged" on tbe Cornell l·!edtcal Index 
also re~1ort t~er.2sel ves as l:aving more bod il:r and :oo Jd 2.nd 
feeling syr::ptor.1s than studei:.ts classif;/:Lnc ther::selves as ":,rot:.nc." 
Administering a questionnaire of 137 question~ atout 
older people and 51 questions about the older ~rmr~::er -+:o 12~ 
c;raduate students betTtmen t~~e ages of' 21 and 51, Tu.clc'182.1 and 
Lorge (1952) report no si~nificant differences ~etween the 
ranks assi;-:;ned to age periods by students under or over thirt:r 
years of 1 ac;e. The thirties are ranked as the time for famil~:--
affairs, full life, needed by others, and meaningfulness of 
life. The forties were chosen as the time for job satisfaction, 
highest salary, interest in politics, clubs, and orga~izations, 
and :'inancial security. Authori t~r a~1d ,rest:te;e are t~e out-
standing co::1ponen ts of the fifties, whereas hobbies a'.ld relic;ion 
1 J2.co·:~ Tucl:::nan and Irvinz; Lor~~e, "T:1c Jest Ye3.Ts o:.' 
Life: A Stud:'" in Rankin;;, 11 J. Ps7chol., }4 ( 1952), 137-49. 
are the respective factors i~ the sixties a~d 
Eo1vever, the authors note t::Lat less tha:1 :.':ive 
the re s:po~d en ts re~;ard the sixties and seve':l ties 2.s favor-
able periods, thus reveal in::; an il1creas i:::.::;l~r v.n~~a'ror.:J -)le 
positio~1 accorded 1~ot!:l the middle and later year::;. T:-le 
subjects ma,;" be conditio~1ed by cultural stereot~rpe t'~at 
acin; is all·m~rs accor:roanied by ph:rsical and me:c1ta.l deJline. 
Peck (1960) utilized a structured i~terview a~a slx 
T A T pictures -;vi th 120 persol1S betue::;n the a,::es o::' .';) ::md 6:) 
to test the relationship between ad~lt ad~ustme2t a~d certain 
characteristics of ps;ycholo;ical adaptability. 1 T~e si:ht 
characteristics included cathectic flexibility, uant8l 
flexibility, ego differentiatio~, ego transcendence, ~ody 
transce:~1dence, bodily satisfaction, sexual inte;_;ratic::., and 
over-all ad justlT;ent. Onl:r bodily satisfaction l1as c~ rela-
tively low correlation, .54, with over-all adjust~ent. ThG 
results of t~is stud~ indicate that there is no s~stcmatic 
tendencJ for any o:£' the seven adjustive capacities to chan=e 
. t• . . ~l ~ lncreaslnc aze. Thus aginz ner se between 4J and 55 
years does not result in decreasing mental and e~otic~al 
flexibility. The findinc;s do indic:1to, ho1;eve:r, t~1.at t~~c 
L~_dividv.al person2.li ty is firmly est:~blished lo:<:J.~: bofore r.1 i6.-
dle a;:e and that t~:e reaction pat ter~1 is ;nerel;r a col1 tinuatlce 
1Robert I'. Peck, "Personalit~.' ~'actors ll'l Adjr~stment 
to A:::;ins;," Geriatrics, 15 (1960), 124-30. 
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of personality characteristics developed i~ childhood and 
adolescence. It ta~:es extraordinar~l :Jeasares to cL~':c·e·:::t 
chan:e in the adult years. Pee~ notes that the ~lfti8s is 
a period of poor adjustr.1ent and depressj_o~1 ·u~~ic> t~~e data 
could not explain. Since the normal life experiences of 
~iddle ase do little to aid ~oorly adjusted persons to ~ave 
into satisfyinz old age, the author suggests the only pre)-
aration is an open-minded, differentiated, ego-transcendinc, 
well-inte;rated personal orientation in the first half of li~e. 
--~-·l"l'- (19[:";'7) testod "-T.TQ ""rO''DC" o·"' mole~ '·ot,JeP"1 ~ • .I .f-._ _) j '-~ V '/t (_:, V ... l U J. J.i.i. ~ - - U lJ '""" \11 .._; .:_.~-
ac;es of SO and 76 1v~L t:t1 a 2":odified Eson Tir:1e Perspective 
C< 1 ~· T ·' T d d 1 d t t· . 1 uca e, IlVe -'1. cars an a persona a a qu.es lo:1nalre. 
The sixty subjects were divided equally into institutionalized 
and :c1on-insti tutionalized cate;ories a::1d co:cp2.rcd -v;i ti~ re-
spect to tine perspective, i.e., the psycholo~ical p2.st, present, 
and future as it existed for and influenced the individual. 
The insti tutioj:;,alized sutjects >-;ere si;;nL:~icG.ntl~" :::ore con-
ce:-ned Hi tl: the past and siznificantl? less concerned 1Ii th the 
future than the non-i~stitutionalized crou}. The no=-instit~-
tio:nali zed ~~roup cave more fu tlJ.re res:;o:::1se s U:aL )aS t, but 
the older men, 61-76, were more concerned with t~e past and 
less concerned -vri th the future tl'lan the -:-.uen betw·ee:r:. ~,o and 
60 :rem~s. Thus insti tu tionaliza tion mo:-e than a:::e, exe:r ts 
to Ar;e, 
( 1 0:.:.:'7) 
_.,. _, I ' 
1Eo1vard H. :5'ink, "The 
Institutionalization, 
LJ-1 4-17. 
Relations~iD of Ti2e Persnective 
d ,, _,_. . t~ " .,. 1"1 t - 1 ,.., an ~'1C vl V:.L y, <.J , u-eroE • , c: 
a leveling influence upon the time perspective in the direc-
tion of the past. The author suggests that the institution-
alized resident's perceptions could be altered by counseling 
and an activity program which would change the current re-
stricted range of interests. 
Seeking responses to two open-ended questionnaire 
items from two hundred males and females bet1-veen the ages of 
50 and 85, Dean (1960) hypothesized that increasing age re-
sults in declining instrumentality. 1 She classified the re-
sponses to the two questions, "l•lhat are the best things about 
present age?" and "What are worst things about present age?", 
according to "instrumental" and "integrative" orientations 
to self-in-society without controls by sex, social class, or 
other background data. The findings indicate a sharp decline 
in instrumental orientation (output) from fifties through 
eighties with a major shift at about sixty years of age. 
Respondents in the fifties were resentful toward aging or the 
aging status, but in the sixties there was an upsurge in the 
quasi-integrative orientation with focus on intake (freedom, 
enjoyment, contemplation). In regard to the 1-1orst thinzs 
about the present age, the persons in their fifties or sixties 
focus heavily on the survival theme because they are exper-
iencing "aches and pains" of some consequence. Apparently 
the weakened body has not yet been incorporated into the 
1Lois R. Dean, "Aging and the Decline of Instrumen-
tality," J. Geront., 15 (1960), 403-07. 
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Poorly adjusted persons in old age, i.e., above 60, had health 
problems, lacked personal contacts, did not participate in 
social R.ctivi ties, had lovr morale, and little econoi!lic security. 
Beckman et al. (1958) administered a two-page question-
naire to 118 subjects with a median age of 62.5 years. 1 The 
subjects were also rated by the interviewers with the general 
conclusion that adjustment is engendered by residence ;-Ti th 
one's family, employment, adequate income, schooling, and 
participation in clubs, organizations, and church activities. 
The mean score of subjects living with spouse or relative was 
nearly fifty per cent higher than that of persons living 
alone. Although satisfactory adjustment was not related to 
sex, it was noted that adjustment decreases as age in~reases. 
Foskett (1955) listed the mean general community 
participation scores for three age groups, 21-34, 35-54, and 
55-plus, varying in income and educational level. 2 For all 
the groups there is a rise in participation from the early 
to middle years, but from the middle to the older years there 
is a drop for those of low income and of low education. The 
highest income group, i.e., $6000-plus, manifested further 
expanded participation in the older years and those of highest 
education showed only a minimal withdrawal. Thus general age 
trends in social participation may re~lect differences in 
educational level and income level as much or perhaps more 
than age differences alone. 
1 R. 0. Beckman, et al., "An Index of Adjustment to 
Life in Later Haturity, 11 Geriatrics, 13 (1958), 662-67. 
2J.M. Foskett, "Social Structure and Social Partici-
pation," Amer. Sociol. Rev., 20 (1955), 431-38. 
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580 sut~ects 1etween the a:es of 20 aud 70 1fuo rcrres~~ted 
econoEic co~tinuu~. Ze also utilized Sc~aie's Test Jf Be-
2..r:d a schedule of perso:..:al i11·"'orm8.tio::1 :::..::.1 ::::. correL:.tiJ~:. cf 
the dato.. The findin;s indic2.te that tr:ore is 3. sli.:.;~:.t 
increase iE r.-:.ea:a scores for social responsi::ili t~: u~J to a··s 
51-55 interval, after 1iThic~1 a sli:_;ht decline occ~J.:l"c. Tl·,;,e 
practical si;ni~icance of a;e chaL;es is questioned, ~o~ever, 
because of the small 2a;nitude in raw score differencss. Social 
responsibility 2easures show highest correlation wit~ years 
of: ed~lccJtion and intellit;ence duri11:3 tr~e cic1dle a;:~e ;,eriod. 
It is durinf this period t~at most individuals iL t~i3 sa~~le 
1-;ere 2.t t':.a peal: of responsibility as \r.J211 as :,:'reedo;: of' action. 
~'ii th inc:reasill:_~ aie, factors other tha:n in telli.;ence and ed·,J.-
cation r;,ay be more iL1portant in determL1in=; atti t:._:des to-,;·ard 
social obli~ation. 
ii •. Social Roles 
:S:avic;lmrst ( 19::57) studied 234 males and fer.:Ja:.es of 
the greater Kansas City area with interviews and ev~luatiofis 
by ratin~ scales to determine the co~petency of persons between 
1r- s h . ~. ~arner c ale, 
Social Res:pon.sibili t~r, 11 J. 
"Tbe Effect cf 
So c , P s y c bo 1 • , 
Ace on a Scale of 
c:o'"" ( 1 '.)r:;C;) L":l?1 _'),~: 
_.1 ...... _.,.~ ..... ' •'- L. • 
the ages of 40 and 70 in filling the common social roles, i.e., 
parent, spouse, homemaker, worker, friend, citizen, user of 
leisure time, church member, and club and association ~ember. 1 
The general findings indicate that there is no sharp decrease 
in role performance with advancing age, but there is a small 
increase in wo~en taking worker roles during middle age. 
Social competence remains on plateau achieved in early middle 
age, i.e., the earl forties, and slopes very slightly down-
ward toward later years. The sixty-year old shows substan-
tially the same patterns as the forty-year old subject. 
Social class differences were a major factor in group 
differences when the scales were studied by analysis of vari-
ance. The upper and upper middle class persons meet American 
expectations of performance in social roles as formulated by 
social philosophers and ethical leaders better than persons 
in the upper lower and lower classes. Large differences were 
also noted in the performance scores between the role areas. 
The roles with a high degree of internalization received the 
highest scores and are listed as worker, parent, spouse, and 
homemaker. Second order roles are those of friend and user 
of leisure time. Third order roles, also those of least in-
ternalization, are those of citizen and club and association 
member. Church member role did not correlate well with the 
other data. 
1Robert J. Havighurst, "The Social Competence of 
Middle-Aged People," Genet. Psychol. Monogr., 56 (1957), 
297-375. The interview questions, scales, and attitude in-
ventory are appended. 
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Two clusters of roles are a~parent after intercor-
relations of the data: ( 1) far::il7 centered cluster o:~ lJarent-~ -
of leisure ti::ne. Role 1Jer.for:r:18 .... 11.ce is s:l;nL'_'icantl:r related 
to personal ad,justment, and t:::e correlr,ticr~ co-efficients 
betvreen the t1-ro are z:e-:1erally higher i'o::: lTO!:len t~-:2.'1. .for :::1en. 
Ho1·rever, role perform~mce profiles are less related to sex and 
ase than to social class position. Moreover, in the total 
assessment, numero~s factors ~ad to ~e considered: socio-
econo::.nic status, education, attit'...lde, adjustment, a:r.. S score 
( co:c:rposi te of attitude and adjustment score), manifest cor::-
plexity of past and present experience, and motivatio~1. 
Havic;hurst interprets the d2~ta as evj_dence of per-
sisting function in s,ite of declininz biolo3ical base for 
operation. Function seems to resist structural decline and 
may become partially independent of the biolocical base. Thus 
persons Nho function biolo~~ically, i.e., do he2.v:' manual 
labor, live in "youth-oriented" societ:', a~d su:::·:er losses 
of loved ones, health, or position, decline more rap:dl~ than 
persons "equipped" to fu::1c tion sociall,~,·. 
Sussm2..n ( 1960), buildL1g on :-ravi:~l:urst' s rescr:rcl:, 
i~terviewed ~ifty-seven married couples ~etween the ~:es 
of i'orty-i'ive a..Yld sixt:r 1v-ho recentl:r bad e:::1tered the " .J_ post,-
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social cl~sses were delineated by 3ollin~tead's I~dex of 
Social Position. Ele7en social roles were established t~rouGh 
and receiv:l_nc;, and l'~elp ::;ivin:~ and :?:"ecei,_dn:;. Of t::~e eleve:::. 
roles, over fifty per cent of the re~orted c~2nce w~s in t~e 
four roles of parent, spouse, user of leisure tir:c, al::.d c::urc11 
~ember, indicatin: t::at radical chances in t~e lives ~~ parents 
do r:ot occur i:E:.1ediatel3" 1.).)0n the leo.ve-takinc: of the last 
zroup i:a. tl:.e direction o:· inter-s~ousal activit~· vherc;as t"!.~.e 
u1;per class manifested greater chan:·e in t>ce role 0f '~:se:::.' of 
leisure time. Further, social class i~ inversel~ correlated 
'rri th in ter;-:;en era tional f a"'nil:r continuity, L e. , t'2e ~::.1~~1-:er 
t~e class, the lower the continuity. And t~e lowe:?:" t~e 
:'ar:ily continui t;y, t~:.e ;;reater the tendenc;•r to be act5.,.re in 
t~:.e church. Since there 2.re no si::;!lificm: t changes in U:.e 
roles of 1-rorker, siblinc;, child of aging p3.rents, aur:.t or 
uncle, club or association member, citizen or friend, it appears 
that tne role changes cluster around the family. The findings 
1Marvin B. Sussman, "Intergenerational E'amil~r Relation-
ships and Social Role Changes in Middle Ac,e, 11 J, Gero::.1t., 15 ( 1960) , 
71-75. Ci'. also ~Yeugarten ar ..d Gutna::m, "Age-Sex Roles a:.'ld Per-
'"'OY'""ll' ... ,- l·~ '·:;ddln f,,.,.e• A IT\'].,eo.,.,at-i A,.-,"' "Y>I"f'> t·~,.._-,., s-l-"'1 "' "·p~-r -~ l ~ ....... ._.... Ve./ J...!. l ___ '..J -""t.:> • .................... _ ..._c l!..:....J . .t:-'·e ........... vp --v-. .~o v:..,..._· ..... fj' ..-.~oJrC .. .J.O. 
l.·ro··1o:-:--r 70 (1or;:;n) f'o-r pro~ectl'~re d 0 t"' 0'1 ..._,~e .. na....,l'l~r ,.;+natio'~ •• • "*"'' /L -'-'" -~- J \ u. ·- • v-- .. c. ... ..1..,, v~vv. - __ , 
"'"1d ~-<:d-ri t"' G ,.,rl' ea, "';1d y...,.,..l Stnr·.-, 11 m'1e c:<-l t,,.,._._; ~--, · _,., t 11P A-od (A...r ,.J....4 ---(...I, • .... C.'lol ............ ~J..A,- ........... , ..1....1. ....,....._ ....... ~w ... \....,_.J,. o_ - ..... .-'1.~·_),_.. 
T-Tit''ll·,, tho ·;:,'.-,J-r-il'r 11 ~~'C.,.. T O.,..t,~O.,.,""''" -:.-,-i.-.+ 10 (1o.br.·) -;z;1-c.:;2J 
·•- .o. ... ~ ............ .._.. ..... .:_... ... .,.~,. rJ' tt! t.l• 4.. ... t.JU C ............... Cl.v•J ._; _./I~ .. '../ _.~,-
for case studies of intergeneraticnal con~lict. ~Qrcella S. 
1;1ar-ra.,.. "r-"otl-,e~-Da'·l···1·'te" 0 on..<'ll'ct~ "'"'.r_._o'1d·e-rl -;-,1+0 1-:--+nr• T,-"L-fe" 
..:..c __ , ... .:.· .... _1.. r\...,___--- _ v---~ ... ..~ ...... u ...... .....,._.__ .... v, '-"V·~ .l..J~~' 
Soc. Case:*., 36 (1955), 202-07 further elajoratss U'o~ t~s 
d ,:. nam i c s of c on:l i c t 1J e t\·TG e::: az,e d rr;o t·:: e:r 2.~1d a:_~· ::.n:- d :c."J.:_,: ~-: t er. 
indicate that intergenerational family continuity is a more 
important factor than social class in affecting changes in 
the social roles of these post-parental couples. 
7. Summary 
The studies in this chapter can be placed on the broad 
continuum of decline and development that characterizes the 
human life-cycle. 
An individual at any time in his life is the aggre-
gate and interaction of many functions, some in develop-
ment, some at peak, and some in decline. Any approach 
toward comprehending the nature of man that uses for 
measurement a single function, or even a group of func-
tions, such as sensory acuity, motor response, intelli-
gence, vocabulary, etc., succeeds in describing merely 
a dissected part of a totality.l 
i. Research Findings 
(1) General.--The middle-aged subjects used in these 
research studies would not appear to represent the total pop-
ulation, i.e., subjects include tramps, superior adults, clini-
cal cases, hospital patients, prisoners, and residents of homes 
for the aged. Further, the samples are usually small, and are 
often the by-products of more elaborate studies of persons 
over 65 years. The tests used in the majority of the research, 
according to the investigators, have been standardized on 
young adult subjects and may place the middle-aged subject at 
an unfair advantage. However, the longitudinal studies appear 
to present the middle-aged person in a more favorable light. 
Finally, the multiple methods of data collection, i.e., rating 
scales, personality inventories, projective techniques, inter-
views, experimental projects, and intelligence tests, seem to 
!Linden and Courtney, p. 906. 
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afford more diverse information on middle maturity than the 
single method of clinical observation. 
(2) Intellectual Functions.--Performance during mid-
dle maturity remains at a relatively high level on such tasks 
as comprehension, practical judgment, information, and memory 
which involve continued learning. However, there appears to 
be noticeable decline on such tasks as digit span, picture 
arrangement, and object assembly which involve speed, motor, 
and visual factors. Investigators have noted some evidence of 
increases in problem-solving set, rigidity, and thinking in 
terms of absolutes. Although there appear to be increases in 
individual differences with advancing age and some correlations 
of intellectual gains with years of education, there are almost 
no compensations for decreases in the self-critical attitude, 
and the output of clear, imaginative ideas. 
(3) Perceptual Processes.--Declines in perceptual acu-
ity, accuracy, and associations requiring new learning have 
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been noted by some investigators, but the data are not consistent. 
Projective material 'WOuld seem to indicate a trend toward ambi-
equality in middle maturity, i.e., a combination of globality 
and articulation of parts. The data on constriction tendencies 
in the experience balance after the age of 50 do not warrant 
generalization. 
(4) Psychomotor Performance.--Although complex and 
abstract tasks seem to be more difficult for the middle-aged 
adult, there are some indications of better performance and 
higher quality of work for this age group than for teen-agers. 
Declines have been noted in reaction times, movement times, 
and speed of writing, but the declines are not marked and the 
present data are limited. 
(5) Personality Correlates.--The present data on the 
personality dynamics of middle maturity are somewhat contra-
dictory and seem to manifest no marked trends. However, there 
are some indications of increasing conformity, worries about 
health, business, religion, and death, and increasing intro-
version. There are some data on decreasing activity in this 
life-stage, depending upon the level of social class, and a 
tendency to view the present and future as rather bland or 
neutral. Although there are certain indexes of declines in 
theoretical and aesthetic interests with increases in relig-
ious interests, there seems to be no radical, over-all change 
in the basic personality structure. The projective data seem 
to indicate relative freedom from conflict in this life-stage 
with no striking degree of neuroticism. Such variables as 
dominance-submission, achievement-disengagement, passivity-
activity, and rigidity-flexibility have been the objects of 
research and the results give some indication that after the 
age of 50 the individual appears more submissive (males), 
disengaged, passive, and rigid. However, the present data are 
too limited an inconsistent for excessive generalizations. 
(6) Social Interaction.--Although there appear to be 
no sharp or sudden changes in social roles during middle matur-
ity, the data seem to indicate life is lived on the practical 
plane of worker, parent, spouse, and homemaker with the few 
changes clustPred around the family. There is some evidence 
that the person living with a family, receiving an adequate 
income, participating in social activities, and currently em-
ployed is better adjusted than the person living alone without 
economic and social compensations. The data seem to indicate 
that middle and upper class persons fulfill the social roles 
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more adequately than persons of the lower class. Such data 
give some support to the evidence that education, income, and 
social class are closely related to organizational participation 
and personal adjustment in middle maturity. 
ii. Relation of Theoretical and Empirical Approaches 
The theoretical frames of reference for this life-stage 
were characterized in substantive categories in Table 1 in the 
previous chapter. Since the relation of theory and research is 
one of mutual contribution, this section will attempt to point 
up the interrelationship of the two approaches. 
It would appear that empirical research has largely 
focused upon intellectual functions to the relative neglect 
of certain personality correlates. Thus, the theoretical 
appreach, with major emphasis upon personality changes during 
this life-stage, seems to be unrelated to the empirical com-
pilation of data. However, the Jungian concept of intraver-
sion-extroversion has stimulated some research in this area, 
but not enough to warrant generalizations. 
Contrary to the theories emphasizing increased social 
interest and participation in this life-stage, the data seem 
to indicate less interest in group activity, lees interest in 
working with people, and limited interest in social change. 
This area::,appears to need much more research, but there are 
some indications that office-holding and responsibility-taking 
in society are more a function of social class and income level 
than age bracket. 
The Jungian concept of "discontinuity" in middle matur-
ity has not been the subject of empirical research, but there 
are some indications of no radical, over-all change in this 
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life-stage. Although limited, there are some indexes of 
increased religious interest in middle maturity which appear 
to support the theory that "spiritual values" become increas-
ingly important with advancing age. 
The tests scored in the direction of the Hypochondria 
Scale seem to indicate increases in aches, pains, body concern, 
and survival interests in this life-stage, but contrary to cer-
tain theoretical emphases, there appears to be no striking de-
gree of neuroticism or overwhelming stress. 
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CHAPTER VI 
R~LIGIOUS ~XPERI~NCE AND BF.HAVIOR 
The focus of this chapter is upon the religious experi-
ence and behavior of the middle-aged adult. However, the 
author is not suggesting that "religious experience" is a 
single instinct or unique emotion. If a theorist, or an in-
vestigator, believes and states he is dealing with religious 
experience and behavior, whatever this may mean to him, then 
his work without reservation will be included in this chapter. 
The following procedure will be followed: a survey of 
the discussion-oriented articles on the religious life of the 
middle-aged adult, a summary of five comprehensive interpre-
tations of the normative religious life, and a presentation 
of the empirical research literature in which "religious ex-
perience and behavior" are either incidental or focal to the 
research project. 
1. Introductory Survey 
Several discussion-oriented articles have been concern-
ed with the religious life of the middle-aged adult. Muelder 
writes of the spiritual problems related to the "meaning of 
life," listing them as fear of old age, boredom and fatigue, 
deteriorating idealism, conflict between young adult goals 
and old age goals, guilt for compromises, some disillusionment 
with life, growinc co~servatism, measuring the presPnt by the 
1 past, and a lack of the sense of humor. Howe~rer, he :J.lso 
suggests that the middle-aged person is "spiri tuall;;r" chal-
lenged: 
i. to understand the facts of this life-stage 
ii. to accept this period as part of God's plan 
iii. to ask the mature religious questions 
iv. to seek for re-evaluation of one's value hierarchy 
v. to deepen the sense of meaning in one 1 s wor~( 
vi. to seek satisfactions in which ideal values aye 
reflected 
vii. to pursue spiritual growth in cultural pursuits. 2 
Hiltner, in outlining a theology of agin~, mentions 
that a theology for the middle years "will be focused around 
the need for a spiritual rebirth that is initiated imfardly."3 
The revolution of the middle years is not forced by outer 
circumstance as in either puberty or in the age of retirement. 
lvarmer cites the potential of the middle years :·or cturchman-
ship, stressing that the nornal middle adult should be servin6 
the church more than the church serves hira. 4 Ho11ever, this 
task of churchmanship needs the constant nurture of small 
1Muelder, n. 11. 2Ibid., p. 13. 
3seward Hiltner, "A Theology of Agin.~," in Delton L. 
Scudder, ed., Or ni ed Reli~ion and the Older Person (Gaines-
ville, F~orida: University of Florida Press, 1953 , p. 3. 
4George A. ~'larmer, Jr., "Niddle-Azed, Xormal Churcl1 
Hembers," in J. Richard Spann, ed., Pastor2.l Care (Ne1-1YJrk: 
Abingdon-Cokesbury Press, 1951), pp. 111-25. 
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groups in which middle adults may share accumulated experi-
ence. Raines combines the concerns of Hiltner and 1iarmer, 
and stresses that large numbers of persons in the middle 
years are converted to Christ in koinonia groups. 1 
Leslie Tizard, a pastor, and author of Guide to 
Marriage, had planned to write on the personal, marital, and 
religious life of the middle-aged adult, but died before the 
task was completed. However, he did leave some notes on 
"the way of acceptance" in this life-stage, and the neces-
sity of "balance" and 11 discipline." 2 These notes have im-
plicit value for religion, but were never fully developed. 
Hartzler's dissertation, as mentioned in the intro-
duction to this study, is an eclectic approach to the devel-
opmental crisis of the climacteric. Utilizing the insights 
of Sherrill, Jung, and Erikson, Hartzler suggests that this 
life-stage, i.e., 45-55, is a period of re-evaluation in 
which there is a new self on the inside and a new world on 
the outside.3 Integration on a higher level thus may be 
akin to a "new birth." 
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Three articles deal with the clinical-religious as-
pects of "involution." Thomas Klink writes of his concern that 
religious practices may be used to deny and avoid the alien 
1Robert A. Raines, New Life in the Church (New York: 
Harper & Brothers, 1961), p. 28. Cf. p. 36. 
2Tizard and Guntrip, pp. 48-80. 
3Hartzler, pp. 119-43. 
experience of involution. 1 He suggests that the pastor avoid 
any denial of reality, and that he retain the authority and 
status of his office rather than form friend-to-friend re-
lationships. Young and }feiburg vlri te of the emotional up-
heavals of the involutional period and suggest reachinc the 
middle adult for Christ while "changes" are so conducive to 
a new· way of life. 2 Father 1Hlliam Bier, speaking to the 
members of the Academy of Religion and Mental Health, cap-
italizes on Jung's basic statements regarding the realization 
3 of greater personal value in religion during the middle years. 
However, the discussion on involution (49-60) soon turns 
to1mrd the pathological aspects of religious experience, 
namely the fear of having committed the "unpardonable sin." 
Apart from these brief articles on the religious 
perience and behavior of the middle-aged adult, however, 
there are only five books which present an explicit or im-
plicit interpretation of the religious life and a limited 
number of research reports on the religious attitudes and be-
havior of this age group. Let us novr turn to a survey of the 
interpretations and, later, to a summary of the research data. 
1Thomas W. Klink, "The Pastor and the Crisis of In-
volution," J. Pastoral Care, 13 (1959), 24-30. 
2Richard K. Young and Albert L. !v1eiburg, Suiri tual 
Therapy (New- York: Harper & Brothers, 1960), pp. 140-49. 
3\'iilliam C. 
Aging, " in ;;;;.;R~e;,;;;l~i-"'~i-o ... n;;;......;=_..~~~~~~~--~~..;-=--..-... 
Academy of Religion 
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2. Interpretations 
The following five theories, either implicitly or 
explicitly, draw upon the psychological assumptions of Carl 
Jung. Therefore, these attempts to formulate and interpret 
the religious life in the second half of the life span, are 
not as divergent as the descriptive titles may indicate. 
i. Cosmic Relatedness 
After surveying a variety of religious interpreta-
tions, Elliott states: 
Fulfillment of experience in the last half of life 
involves the supplanting of the individuality achieved 
in the first stages by a relatedness to the totality of 
the life in which the individual moves and has his being. 1 
Closely related to this experience of "relatedness to 
totality," is the realization of the rational elements of 
life, and an experience of oneness with nature. Further, 
"the sense of oneness with an ever-enlarging number of one's 
fellows should be a characteristic of the last half of life."2 
Finally, "religion would make essential to the last half of 
life man's unity with God."3 By an identification of oneself 
with the progress of mankind, the individual is able to face 
the dissolution of the ego with a sense of "partaking of the 
nature and function of God."4 
1Elliott, p. 186. Cf. pp. 165-85 for a variety of 
interpretations of religion with only implicit relevance to 
"middle maturity." 
21JUJ!., p. 194. 3rbid., p. 184. 4ill.Q.., p. 196. 
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Elliott sm::marizes -;ri th this state:r::.e~1t: 
Specialized activit~ nust co~e into the ~hase o~ greater 
ur:i t~' and r::eanin~; sensor~c response must ~·ield ~-::si.·htened 
experience; the experience o:f fello'Jship T:'J.st be IT1.d ened 
and deepened; limitation must mean triump~ ove~ t~c pasEi-
~:::ili t~- o:: defes.t l~ecause o£' the ac~:ieved sec:1ri t~r c::.· 
accomplished life; death ~ust mean the reachieve~e~t o~ 
that complete relatedness to all of life towards ~ich 
the self is constantly L:;pelled to str::_ve. 1\~an's lL:.·e 
has meaning and dynamic onl:r as its er:terprises ars 
~easured by inclusive and ever-widenifC goals and 2s its 
relationst.ips have a cosmic ou treac~J. 
ii. Philosophical Integrity 
Le-vlis Sherrill, al thov.::;h malcin:::; no explicit refer-
ence to Elliott, al:::;o spea:ks of tlle ":-,1ea~:in; 11 of life and 
• l '1 1 i _c. II 1 t' b' II v1ews p~l osopn es a~ rea 1ons~1p as the ~ost adeq~ate for 
2 11
rf'iddle ac;e. 11 He traces the relizio us character development 
of the individual tbrout:;h the life span, and desif;nates cid-
dle aze, i.e., 30-50, as the period for achievinz maturity 
in one 1 s philo sop 'by of life and the universe. T~1e ch;:;.racter 
structure o£' the individual is divided into four levels L1 
order to vi m·r the d;:tnamic s of achievin:; this philo s op''.ic::tl 
maturity. The "formula" is the basic level and t~1e p::o.ttern 
of c~1aracter 11hich one uses in cop inc ui th life. 1l second 
level is the 11 forsulation," i.e., the 1m~r one co:wcionsly 
expresses himself. Thirdly, the "spontaneous pl:.ilosoph/' 
level is designated as the rr.eaning one ~-iveo to life, 2.nd ls 
torn of one's o1m :.'ormula and forw.ulation. A :.'inal level, 
the "acquired philosophy," is the mea:1in~~ one l:.as be c1 tau:;ht 
1 I" . d 
.....!2L·' p. 197. 2s')r, "Y' ;ll n· 100-?8 .~e- r -· _, ~"). -~ • 
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to give to life's confrontations and springs out of other 
person's formulas and formulations. This latter level may 
conflict with one's own spontaneous philosophy. 1 
Attempting to evaluate the maturity of one's 
philosophy of life, Sherrill suggests looking at the depth 
of the character problem which the basic formula of a par-
ticular philosophy is endeavoring to solve. The result is 
six groups of philosophies representing six levels of prob-
lems in character growth: 
Philosophies of dependence = parental authority 
Philosophies of role = masculine-feminine role conflict 
Philosophies of judgment = conscience and moral evaluation 
Philosophies of the psyche = consciousness of the Self 
Philosophies of materialism= concern with things 
Philosophies of relationship = interpersonal responses2 
The dynamic self encounters God at all levels of 
one's growth, but often shrinks back or rejects the encounter 
rather than move forward by outgoing faith. Thus at middle 
age the individual of necessity must work through these var-
ious levels. Family disruption, renewed masculine-feminine 
role conflict, self-condemnation, insecurity and despair, im-
personal achievements, and pride may harness the unsuspecting 
individual in the form of a "burning bush." "The Burning 
Bush is our confrontation in middle life by some fact or 
condition or situation which does not fit our view of life."3 
Such a confrontation places upon the person the responsi-
bility of plumbing new depths of reality. 
11Qi[., PP• 102-03. 2~., PP• 105-23. 
31.l2,li.' p. 127. 
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Basically, the task of the middle-aged adult is to 
achieve integrity between his spontaneous and his acquired 
philosophies. 
The common attempt in middle life to work out one's own 
statement of his philosophy of life is an effort to get 
rid of the discrepancy between one's character and one's 
philosophy, and thus reach integrity. Where it exists 
in a given individual it may fairly be regarded as a 
sign of inward striving to achieve wholeness or unity 
within the self. 1 
This quest for integrity, however, can be a degen-
erative type of experience if the individual moves "in the 
direction of a~ profound and~ mature view of life." 2 
Such a movement would be a "shrinking back" to earlier levels 
of philosophy and away from the philosophy of interpersonal 
relationships. The profoundest formulation is based on self-
giving love, "the 'Agape' of which the New Testament speaks, 
or the 'mature love' to which modern psychiatry refers."3 
iii. Agape Love 
Expanding the Freud ian criteria of rna turi ty, "Lie ben 
und arbeiten," Reuel Howe has written of the "creative years" 
as those of reproduction and production, and as more encom-
passing than the years between forty and sixty.4 Also an 
advocate of Erikson's concepts, Howe writes of intimacy and 
generativity in his chapters on "The Role of Sex in Love," "Five 
Ways to Creative !1arriage," and "For Parents of Ad ole seen ts. "5 
1 ~., p. 125. 21Q1£., P• 125. 
3~., pp. 125-26. 4Howe, Preface, vii. 
r Jlhi£., pp. 37-163. 
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Eowever, the basic contributio~1 relev2.VJ.t t0 this ,::Lssertr.tiol: 
lies i~ the criteria of ~at~rity, t~e i~crease in sel~-~ivinc 
love, 2-nd the st2-te~ent of ::'?.i th for the ::iddle ~re3.rs. 
~~~~a t!.J.ri t;r is the r:.easure of the q_uali ty of our re-
lationships and of the way in which 1-ve live them. i• 1 However, 
maturity is always relative, and the individual needs the 
helpful guidelines of a criteria. 
( 1) We are mature to the extent that -v;e are ::;uided by 
our 1 ong- term purposes rather than by our ir:1::1 '3d ia te 
desires. 
( 2) The nature person is able to s.ccept thi~:0s a:s.d 
the -r:ra;I t::cq are, rat:.;.er than ]retei:j t~e~· arr; 
;,m~r he 1-rar..ts the~ to !::e. 
iJSO}:::le 
t:1e 
(3) The cat~re person is able to acce't t~e autl:..crlt; of 
others without the rebellion or without t~o sel~­
abdication that we call 'foldin; u,.' 
( 5) 
( 6) 
T~e I.:Iatv .. :ce perso~a is o!le 1-ll:o is able to ::1cce::-,-:; ~ir.:sfJli~ 
as an authority without either a sense of ~rzvs.do or 
a sense of :uilt. 
i't mat·c1.re -~;erson is able to defe:.1d ~-i!:'lsclf bo""'~'1 ~ro::1. 
his oun u:.1acce:pt2.ble i2pulse and :roc o.ttac:~.::: fron: 
the outside. 
The mature l)ersor:. is able tJ 1-TOl";;:: 1-dt::wut -2e~_n=: 2 
slave, and to )lay Hi thou t :Z- eel inc: tl:g, t .:~e o~ ·-:;t. t tJ 
( 7) A ::;;atv.re -oerson is o:1.e vrho is able to acce)t ?l:l.s o~r.G, 
2.~1d the opposite, sex and the relatiJn. r:et~·:reorl tGe 
two in -.;-ra7s that are 8.:ppro-:Jriatel.· i''J2-:fillL: ;. 
(8) The ;n.ature -c1erson is one 1/:::.o is ~::::"Jle to 2-ov8 (!t~:.::::rs 
so sa ti si· ~rin;~ 1: .. :-- tl1a t ~.J.e b c co r~l e s ]_ e s s de·,-; e~.~.d e~::. t : ..rn o ~:: 
b eir2.c; loved. 
(9) T~::.e nature "':Jerso~;_ is one ;;rto is 2ble to 8.cce·lt '::.is 
si '""::.1L:'ico.r:. t "-:;lace al1d role L1 t'::s lar ·er sc~:·3~:::e of' 
t::_il1:" s. 2 
19'(. 
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i.e. , love ic vrork! Each ]erson nseds to 'oe loved a1d -:.o 
-- -
:·i ve love. ~be ic::nature pe2.'son ru:ls arour•.d loo:cln~~; fo::- love 
and the security of childhood, but ~aturity, a~d os)eclally 
It ;;;i ddl 0 o~fers t~e possibility f:L.:.dL2.:; love 
k1d ~I~lCXl llG fi11d love ~c~r lo"fri~G.~_~, -::;8 ~iYld God. OtLr Lord 
ca~e us Eis love cenerously, not in order t~at we si~ht 
be loved, but that we might be freed to love one 2nother. 
'You received ;·ritlwut pay, glve i·ritl:out pay.' ::e calls 
us from O'...lr childish preoccupatio:1s 1-1ith secu..ri t;· to the 
3;ppro pria tc adult o ccups. tions of the :na t~1re C1::ri s -;-,L-1n. 
He calls us ::rt·r2.:r fror:1 o'.lr sucklins tendel1.cies t,J cur 
responsibility to feed others, froD receivin~ to ~ivinz. 
If so~::eone ca:r:1e to ;;:e and asked, 'HolT can I f il':d _'o :3? 1 
I would answer, 'So find soKeone to love and you'll find 
l.T ·j 1"'1 11 1 
-..L .,.__ ......... 
" . d I 1 . C' . t . 1 It 1 . 
_.o s ave ll1 :.:.rls lS a ;:-:ra.~Ts o're ln 
relation to our rears, doutts, sins, and needs. 
our love is abm:rs asbicuous love, it is e:r::1po1·rerec ~7 God'~> 
love -:-rhen :.-re have fo.i t:--~ ill 
ourselves to Him. 
are 112 in love and God in us • • • 
t~1e imrk of love idll be accom:plisl':cd, i.e., the reu~:io:1 
•:-1i t~1 one a:'1o ther. 
The first war~ of love is listenin~ to anot~cr with 
full 2. tt m: tion 2nd co:mni tn:.en t. "Love is t::-::.e atte:T0t to see 
is a tu·o-sided responsi'::ili ty i-::1 11hicl: he ~r::·~o liste:c~s loves, 
2.n.d l:e ·who speaks loves. 
1 Reue1 L. Ho1-re, Herein Is Love ( Cl:ica;;o: T:-.e Judson 
"Pre .-::: .-::: , 1 Cl c: 1 ) n J, c:., 
- ......., ......., ~ . ._., ' _,_~ e T._- e 
0 ~sowe, Tho Creative !ears, p. 7--;?. i _/. 3~., Do 74. 
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T~1.e second -vrorlt of love is to ta:ce res pons i bil:i.. ty :or 
one another. 
, . 
o:m ..L:.. ves 
J'J~T t?: Cl'"', 
The ::-Jat·,lre :)o:::-sol-: loves bec9.~).Se ·lc ::as 'c8o~'1. loved 
a'.1d becc.uss his love of ott.srs 't-:2s 1)08~1 etccepted · :.' 
t~:om. Gl~aduall;y it ~-co.:::: beco::::o his natt1.re to lo•te so 
that at times it can be said he loves not tecause he 
has ~een loved or hopes for retur~ of love but be~ause 
his love is needed. He 3ccepts and exercises his rc-
sponsicili t:r to love ot:::~ers, eve~1 'd~len :12 11.?"s :.10 :·eelL;z_;;:: 
for them. Le e=nloys the newer to love to increase love 
es:peciall~r ~rhere- and uhen it is needed r.ost. 2 
Viewins responsibility :or one a~other as ttc o~l~ 
hope ~'or tbo relleus.l of lo~v-e, Eo-vre lists a ti1ird tas:~, na;-nely, 
the acceptance of one another. "To lo"Tre ·J~le .=t::1oti~cr Goes ~2-ot 
mean t~at one has tCJ li:ce ever~"thinc; about the "" otl1er. _.~ 
lovinc; one, i.e., the accerto:::-, ~ust know the newer 2f for-
,:::ivc;::ess and the Spirit of Love in order to offer t2:lc ::;:L~'t 
o=.· acce:ctancc to the one fro:: 1·1ho:w t::.e offer:se comes. :Sut 
throv .. :;:h t~-:..is of::'ered 3ift, love ';-Till ;,;r.ork to ~::end ancJ. rene\·/ 
the broken relationship. 
Finally, to accomplish the task of love, we Dust ~e-
lieve in l·:we. "Love ~·ri t[lou.t §;reat expectation ls ~J.·Jt love. 
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By its ver21 nature, love :ias to triur:.ph. Hatred a:nc1 resentme-::.t 
al1ra~rs 4 fail, but love all·my-s prevails." Eo1revcr, 
1-1ins o:1.l;;" because of our Christian faith. 
1 Tb • d '7;::. ~-' p. ! ~..-. 
L~r· . " , p. 81. 
3 . Ibld., p. 7() 
·'. 
lo'Te 
G::>d, 1lno is Love and ~·:r~ose Spirit 1-ror~::s i::1 ou.r lS.Ycs, 
seeks to ~cet our needs ta love partl7 throueb o~r love 
of one another. • • • T~~us rre can believe t11 8.t lovr: ca:::. 
heal ::md 1:-:alce 2,live a::;ain. God ~,rill tu.:e ever~" act o: 
1Q""'"8 t;,-,<:>t l•"' oc"-"'nrnd U~rc t'"' "r->0011 t'"o ln·-,ol-::- ''";d t+''l" lrurt 
- v _,_.J>-,_.... J.J -- ~ ....,. J. • ...;..,._. .J ll,...U- ........... ,..~..~_.._..,._. ....... tl <.:A...L-. .~ -" -- • 
To love is to co o-oero. te -:-ri t:1 God 5 to.licG ::=.L1i}. 
If we are to respond to God, then we must raspo~d j_' 1'1 ... 
personal relationships. This -vrill r:::ea:'l ~n~eat:in: do;r_1 tl:e Calse 
vrall be tl'leell the reli__::ious a!ld secular uorld s. 
us into beir.;.c;, then 1re cannot treat otl::er :9erso::J.s as cb~ects 
or t'~i:1k of ourselves as self-sufficient and independe:mt. 
"~J"e must learn to tl'linlc of ourselves as tl:e instru:-::e:c.t of tl'le 
7.; 
living \io1"d 11ho through us seeks others."-' This leo.d;:; us to 
five aspects of a faith for the mature crentive :"c?.rs. 
( 1) T:1e character of htu:1an nature ic paradoxiN:l J..nd 
the mature person 1·rill have no illusions abo;_:_t ~-:ii:",­
self or ot:1ers. 
(2) The relationships of love ara more iEportant t~an 
an~r otl1er :~ur:mn ~;alues, and f',re ~'ound ~?.t\~eer:: persor..::;. 
(3) The Church, in part, is a coniTunity o~ people l~vi3S 
acceptin:::;l:.' in response to love. It exists ~o :) .. vG 
expression to t~e revelation of the meanin~ ~f tte 
personal 221d of love. 
( 1~) Bec2.usc; of tens5 .. ons ':·et1·reen persons an.d t~1::::_-s, a 
faith o~ t~e creative years nust ~o sacra~c2~al. 
Tt..ir: .. =-~s are r~:ean t to serve persc:;..s, .~tl:d ar~ s~,~~~~i:,oliz8d 
i ~1 t~~e creatures o: bread and ~:i:'le at ~=ol~.- Cc·:J=v.::;_ior, 
rc,a~' b 8COL1e 8Xj,!re ssi ve instruments 0~ love '?.115 lL' e. 
1 Tl'"'l• l Q'l ~., p •. _;c.. 
r. 
·~Ibid., ~1. 217. 
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r ~) \ ~ Tl1e o:.1.ly fai tl: ~·;rortt. "ia~rinr~~ is c, ministe:ril~.z f2,.i tl:, 
one that empowers us to give o~rselves in love ~nd 
service to ;thers.1 
~. Esther Harding,a disciple of JuL~, views tt9 great 
Enclish clas::: ic, :tiLGHIH' S PROGRESS, es 2. record of ::ls.::. 1 s 
spiritual experience in the second ~alf of life, a~d inter-
prets ''the journe:' of tt.e soul" in terns of 2.r:.alytical ps:'-
" 2 cnoloes. She sees in this story the accou::::t o-:: an i.Lne:::.~ 
experience influenced by the Puritan spir:l_ t. It is t':c "dream" 
or "active imagination" of a man, John Bun~,ran, 9.t t11e :-:id-
jail and -;-;as oblic;ed to reconsider the r:,ean:L:1g of ~:is li:'e 
experie::1ce. 
lTo1-T the mid-point of life, somevrhere behmen tLirtJr-fhre 
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and fort~r, is a very i::-rportant, indeed a cruci~l, ps:;rc:r~o­
logical turning point. About that ti~e, the libido, the 
psychic energy, ,;-1hich has been flo;·dn~ ou. t1·rard. to the '>:orld, 
Hhere it is enc;aged in ma1dnc; an outer adaptatio~_, be,_:;:~ns 
to reverse itself and graduall~r the flov-1 is cLan~ ed o:nd 
the inner -vrorld beco::nes the most important focJ..s o:: atte~1-
tion • 
• • • If the individv.al goes with the movece~,t of the 
unconscious life stream, the individuation process ~r;ill 
start and the meanin; of life will 'oet;in to unfo~d itself. 
It is this process that is meant b;y tl:e 1 jourr'e~r J:' tt.e 
soul. 1 3 
The journey of Christian, the~, is the ~oJ..rney u=dertaken 
by anyone who "individuates" toward the SUl)re:-ne valuo :J£. the 
1 ~., pp. 220-27. 
~!. Esther Harding, Journer into Self (New YJrk: 
Lonr,mans, Green and Co., 1956), pp. 1-37. 
31Jll.Q..' pp. 42-43. 
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Self. Figures in the story represent psycholo3ical attitudes, 
personified as actual persons, a11d come il!.. the 2;uRj_se ·J~~ ei tl~er 
temptin: or hel~ful companions--Obstinate, Pliable, Kr. ~orldly 
'i'iiser1an, lJir. Lecali ty, Beelzebub, etc. Because of the diffi-
culties and "sufferin13" involved in reachin; the Celestial 
City, inquiry nust give way to "commi tn::e:n t" r;.s scTr:;i:;ol:'.zed in 
·~ 
the ":passi.n;:; of t"he .:::;ate." Only the realization of so:--.::e 
s:piri tual need, such as Christian's sense of 2·'J. il t, "tvill 
initiate this journey of the soul. 
The sense of personal need and inadequac:r, vo:;alized 
in Christian's plea, "~fua t must I do to be saved?", forces 
the nerson to make a pilgrimage. Afte~ the initial decision 
to "make the soul," the Slou:;h o£ Despond remains as a hazard 
There are no ·hride roads or easil~r :foLLYid paths; t!:.e solu-
tions of one's difficulties is by means of steppinc-stones--
individual steps taken one at a tirre--throuch or over the 
pits of uncertaint;r whic}1 beset everyone at tbe ~ec;innin; 
of the journey. 1 
And after losing sor1e self-confidence in this exper-
ience, Christian falls prey to the conventional advice of 
Hr. Worldl~r-IViseman to look for "eas;y-" deliverance fl~or:l dis-
tress throush "legal" means. Unable to meet the reqc1irmnen ts 
of the La,iT, ho1;rever, Christian eventually discovers tte p2cth 
called Salvation. But this path is narro~-r and s trai~~ht, and 
quite unlike the &"1alytic Hay. 
1 Ib~ a' n "r:,.8 
_...:;__ • ' .._J • c. J • 
The wav the analvtic nil~rim has to ~ollow is 'strait,' 
i.e., ;arrow, of~en a; n~rrow as a ~nife's ed~e, Jet it 
is not ctrai~ht as a rule can make it, ~ut windin~ or 
serpentine. : •• So that bit by bit one explores all 
directions and !':athers into one's exDerience all cf one's 
nascent potentialities.1 -
After passin::; the ;ate of co::ll'Tiitment, Christis.n's -vw.y 
is hed3ed j_n on both sides so that experiences to eit~:er side 
of the path were disastrous. The travel companions, 1~0 fill 
out the rest of the story, represent aspects of Christian's 
shadow, confronting him as temptations, impulses, and ex-
ternal situations. "Po¥Je?.'ful alien reactions t?-c:. t sp::::-in: 
from the inferior and un~{:no-vm side of the ps~"c1r~e L:ay ~-E trude 
thenselves into lLfe and deoand to ce 1ived." 2 A certaL1 
reconciliation with the shado1..,. graduall3r takes place :md 
"c;enerally occurs as a definite relicious or mystical ex-
perience, correspond inc to Christian's at t~1e Cross ~t.'~lere the 
";>: 
b:;.rden fell off his bacl;:."-' 
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The connection with the Cross is important, for the 
experience of reconciliation with oneself, even of re-
demption, comes only at the end of great suffering. Hence 
in dreams, it may be represented as an ordeal, a sacri:'ice, 
or even a crucifixion. Yet the moment of crisis does not 
stand in a causal relation to the release tt.a t follo·N·s, 
but onl~r as an enablinc.; circvnstance. 
. . . . . . . 
The outcome is not a re1-rard of merit, but a ~;race. 4 
Having his burdens fall off at t"le Cross, Christian 
then passes on to a ne1v experience. Eis nec;ative pr'?occrq::a-
tions 1,ri th the to t}~e 
1 Ibid. , p. 269. 2 r ·d .....£L., p. 
3I· . d 
--LL· 
2.:. . Ibld., pp. 270-71. 
)ositive objective cf 
270 0 
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reachinG the Celestial Cit~. The scenes cf ca~ntr~side are 
replaced 'lvi th 9,-vresome places inl:abi ted by ::iends and ;::)o.nts 
desirous of takinz one's very life. 
Tbese are not w·ealmesses but po1·rer:::'v.l forces t~at tte 
man does not possess; rat~er he is possessed by tbem. It 
is only because they possessed, or were possessed ty, tiese 
sa:ce :t;:~rirr:i tive urces that living or[;anisns have ~~ce:1 able 
to survive and evolve, throughout t:r~e ar:es. And '.2.l1 
created his culture and incidentally to some extent civil-
ized ~1imself b:r tamin;-: 2.nd ada·pt~c11r; these sane instincts 
to co:1s tructi ve ends. 3u t by :::10 mec:us all of their po-vier 
has been utilized in this way; a far lar3er part ~as re-
r:lair.ed in the unconscious res.dy to er'J.]t in to action 'I~l:en­
ever man feels hinsel: threatened or in any vra~r Lu:tdequa te 
to meet the necessary dema11ds of life. And so 1·r~:cneve:r 
an individual starts out on the journe~r ta seek :£\::-r 
1·rholeness, :for individuation, which necessaril~r L:volves 
gathering up and making conscious all parts of the 
psyche, it is inevitable that sooner or later he w·ill 1 
encounter some manifestation of them in monstrous form. 
After dealing with these shady aspects of the personal 
unconscious, Christian finds a companion, an alter ego, in 
Faithful. He brings the promise of completeness ru1d is the 
forerunner of the Self. However, this companion comes to 
consciousness only after the fight 1tri th t~:e shad3r eleZients and 
the death o~ the ego in the ~alley o~ the Shadow of ~e2t~. 
Th&t is to say, the supremacy o~ the s~perior ~~~ct~on 
,r.:t,,l. "1'ri•.,rr7 l• de'lt~ ""l• "'d "'"' ; t l."' ~-Tl t1~ t 1'P CI"'•O Y)"'nc•+ ,~,., 
,/,.,. _ ... l _.._ ..... :.,:;.; ' .~ ....... .L ~ <.;..4o'-' ,.J... _ ~ ••-- ... J. ..1.1.,_. ._ 0 ' _._Mv .. ,__. u . .;~ 
sc:.cri:~ced, renounced, dissolved, before t}~erc c821 be a 
union 1Ti th t~-:e opposite attitude \Il:ic:::: J:.:.as re:::aiLed in 
t 1.,o e<hado··r '11be "o.,..,l·nan~ att"i tlld"' of' "·ne """"~''c+•,.,.,., mlJSt .;......... u .J. c 4 ~ • ..... J. u J.....J. •• ... v ...... . c; . - ........ - .1. ........... _ v .1.......... ....... - ... ~ .... u 2 
be overt?:roHil 'Jefore the other can ~m\re an eq_ual pos~ tio11. 
The trans:for:c,1atio:1 is not t!:1e result o:= H:st:..n.::;, u~1der-
"the o:rdeal of descendinc; L1to the under-vrorld al1d s·_l:::'i:'erin~; 
1 I' . d 
....QJ;_.' pp. 1 57- s~: . 2Ibid. 1). 282. 
--'-
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t:.:e ritus.l deatl: d - . , II 1 an re rnrtt:. 
extrsvertg~ sldo 
ill-ad a·p ted and corrpuls i ve :J ehavior. ~-;one tt.cl e s s, =:i· 8.:·_ tl:-~:.'ul 
is t::e co~.;)lement of ClJristian's onesidednc;ss and "calls" forti: 
the potentials of Self after t~e death of t~e eco. 
tui tio:-'1 function, encouraged a:-'ld helped Cr1ristic:t:: thr·Ju:;il the 
final dark waters of the river of death. T~us three f~nctic~s 
have been developed enou;h to play a role in the outco=e o~ 
the journey. Sexuality, for the ~ost part, re=ai~s i~ t~e 
later ~alf of the story is conc~rned with Christian's )rotles 
re0arc1in,r:- the 0"9posites. Alternc~tive ~lossibilitlc::s 'J.lua:-s 
arose requiring choices. 
As the journe~' neared its end, Chri stiar: and Hopef:J.l 
~;rew even J!lore hopeful of re',rard for sacri£' ices and Gl-:c1 urc:.nce. 
It ~ 1 11 ., 1 re~ bOa , and ~ad confronted the pil;rims in the Slou~h 
a!:: Despond. ~::o-;;·;-ever, these becone seco:adar~r to tt'.e 3oal o: 
reconcilia tio~:.. 8.S 11 foreseen" in the 3ous e of tte I1: terpre ter. 
Futuro visio:1.s carne at t:te Delect2.ble :~o'.mtains 2.nd Im::::a:::r.lel' s 
11.1U.Q.. ' p • 1 8lJ- • 
dar~::: ~~lasses to shield thei~ eyes. 
Tl::.e rec.li t.~' o:f the c:;oal, 'i·rhether it is cs.lled the City of 
God or the 1-iholeness of the Self or an;r other ~c18.:cJ.e, is 
so ineffable and has such a ~au::;inous effect that t':1e ~1:.J.:::Ja~ 
bein3, the e3o-~ersonality, cannot look at it directly, 
but C821 0- nl'.~ SP.P. it t.1"rOU-
0
vh a r~l !=> 00 d.-,,~lrlv 1 
- ._ ~J. ·~-'---".,;) U C..c...;.. _..:..,_ e,;' e 
T!1e so2.l itself 1-ras realized ~fhen the l;ilz:ril:cs en tel'ed 
the Celestial Ci t:r. Bunyan represe::.ts tl:is o.s ta~-::in.'~ ?lo.ce 
after death, thus sy:cJ.bolizing that cocplete selfhood is ~ever 
re2.li zed in t~li s life. Ho1vever, t~er e are indications or hin. ts 
of the nature of this final goal. ?irst, the pilsrimc lost 
sor:;e of the limi tatiol1S a: their bodil.~r state o.nd :;.1o lon~~er 
cor:!~)laj_.ned o~~, beinc; unable t:J behold the ci t:'r' s clor.r. This 
is a transcende11t e:{pcrience o:: e;_:;o-conscious:·"2css TTl11~h ca~:1.not 
ez:press ed i:1 ad equate terr:;j_nolo s~". Secondly, the ;ilgrins 
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received beautL'ul ne~;r -~ar:·2.e21ts, but tlJese had becor:.e i'1cidental 
to theo now. Thirdly, Christian and Hopeful are ~itnesses to 
the :-narria2:e of t~:e 3ride and the :Srj_de:~room, i.e., t-::.e di,.rine 
union. This is an o b j ec ti ve event ~v-Jlich co<..lld ts.~ce ~l3.C8 
upon their arrival. 
gor jy this means the eternal mystery of the arcLetypal 
~1appenin_::: is ::;;ade real, ~~iven h1.li"UU1 re2..li ty in t~'iS par-
ticular b ej_n:_::. :fi tlwu t that :i_ t r:ms t renail1 i l'_ t~ · e sus-
peEded state a:-· the eternal bei~1c-nol:hei::.12; o:: t:·:c e,rc:-.:et;:::Jes, 
in t~lG collective tmconscious. Thus, in tl1is Celestial 
City, the opposites are united, the xarriaGe of the Bride 
and Bride;room take place eternally. Christ an~ His Ch~rc~, 
t~:e God :1ead and the I,Ian:1ead be cone o:1e, a~ad inchl en tall~r 
the j o7s denied on earth are enj o 7ed in their e tarl1al forrn 
in ?-waven. 2 
11.lll.Q.. ' p. 299. 2r1--1 al "" J~no. ~·' .l-:• \... 
Ind i vid'.tals 8. t the ;-~id-~o in t o :'-. li::'e are to ::r :::e 
T~e journey must ~o on a8 lon~ 
us one has life and stren;t~ to pursue -· _,__ .J. u. A soul is t~e :oall 
v. Spiritual A~akonin3 
~ran~l, ~ay, Procoff, 8.l1 
terest in the et~ical and reli3ious tendencies in ~u~~n nature, 
"realizo.tior:. of tlce Sel:=·," i.e., the ex·0c:':"Lence o.nc_ ~?.~:are:~1ess 
? 
of the synthesizln5 S?iritual Oent8r.- T~e actualization cf 
self is nerely t~e re~lection of the S}iritual Solf, lts pro-
jection, in the field o~ ~ersonality. 
0---" 
11 l · d · · 1 ne.,...so·n ~1 l' +'r 11 ~J_ur~- lD8Yl s:w:na ~ _ ~-~~ '-'c• dis ti:~c ~io11. 
~ll0.il., p. J. 
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bibliographies reveals only thirty-nine references to reli-
gion.1 Much of this is not research material and none of it 
is relevant to the years between forty and sixty. However, 
in spite of these limitations, there are data on attitudes, 
participation or attendance, and life-adjustment. 
i. Attitudes and Meaning 
Starbuck (1899) asserted that "the belief in God in 
some form is by far the most central conception, and grows 
in importance as years advance." 2 His data were drawn from 
237 replies to questionnaires, with twenty-four women and 
twenty-two men over forty. In a further study of "sanc-
tification," i.e., "the step, usually after much striving 
and discontent, by which the personality is finally iden-
tified with the spiritual life which at conversion existed 
merely as a hazy possibility."3 Starbuck states that the 
greatest number of respondents reporting this experience 
are between thirty and sixty, and that all but one of the 
fifty-one men and women had passed through conversion 
previous to sanctification. 4 
Clark (1929), in a study of religious awakening, 
reports that of the eighty-one persons above forty, 35.8 per 
1Nathan W. Shock, A Classified Bibliography of Ger-
ontology and Geriatrics, (1900-48) and (Supplement One: 
1949-55 • 
(New 
2Edwin Diller Starbuck, The Ps~chology 
York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1 99), p. 
3~.' p. 384. 
of Religion 
320. 
197 
cent cxperie~ccd a definite crisis, 
"''·r.-.'--e'"'"'d 1 '--<..~,· ........ ; .... __ ~,.. • T~us i~ t~is a~e =roup, ~t least, t~o dtcti~c-
~eli:io~: attit~de 
shi~ts fran collece to ~o~rtee~ ;ears later ~ith t~e Ttur-
893 i::.1 ~1').r:::ber. ~'urtJ1er, the scores on the secor:d te2t T:rel~e 
con:)ared 1·;rit:.1 tt,e su1-:--ject's o:m first test in 19Yi arcd l:ot 
with the general population. Althoush t'roo 2.vera:;e ace 
the retest ~-w.s 35-32 ~rears, t':1is study is h1cL:ded under t~-ro> 
low·er lL:i ts of 11 middle D.at"llri t/' and indicates a ch::o.~:~~e 
means to~-rard "proreli :-rio us a tti tudes ;-:i th ndvancir..::_: :res.rs. 11 3 
Pov.r attitudes ·were measv.red 1·r.i th resultant shi.::'ts: 
Attitude to1mrd Church: 35 per ce~}t ::lore ~avor--20 :;:.:er 
cent net sl"..L!:' t 
Attitude toward God-Reality: 33 per cent Dare f~vor--
14 per cent net s~i~t 
Attitude toward God-Conduct: 37 per cent ~ore ~avor--
16 per cent net shi~t 
!1.ttitude to1<"8.rd Su:r..d8X Observance: ::i::.ns 31 per ce~:t r::.~t 
sl-: if t 
( "'-T C> 'tl ........... 
2Erland :·:. P. ~~elsol:, "Patterns a~· ::-:.eli:io:.~s Attitude 
S' • ~+ A 0 1 1 t T,i t Y T.~t -~ ll "'"' ·· ', l ·r• • ., ' ~!.l: vS ::::ron.1 0 -'-ece 0 .;! our een es.rs .Wc;l. e"_' L s C-lO~ ••• o~.o r.' 
70 ( 1956), Tnole Issue ~To. -424, 1-15. 
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in socio-aco2onic and ,olitical areas. 
related to socio-econonic-political issues t~a~ to reli·io~s 
at ti t'J.c1 e s. The more conservative individuals atte~d c ~rc~. 
l:elson concludes that -:-rhat tl:e individual telievos h:. 
colle:-;e is related to overt behavior fourtecm ~,'ears l2,tE:r ~;_s 
indicated b~ si3nificant correlatio~s betwean colle~e 2tti-
tude scores a::1d sue::_ ~)ost-colle:::;e reports o~ ':eha'T~Lor as c~~~lrc~' 
civic activities, and percentage of ti~es votin~ in eit~cr 
state or ::1ational elections.1 
Bender ( 195B) tested 34 male se::J.iors 1iTi th the Allport-
Vernon Study of Values in 1939-40 at Dartmouth College ana 
gave a retest in 1955-56 to these now "middle-aged;' men be-
tlveen the ages of 36 ana 42. 2 The group was predominantly 
Protestant, and thirty-eight members reported vreeltl] church 
attendance; t11e~lty-four 110 cl1tlrc~~ atte11d2.21ce; a21d t,~~e ~er:o.i11de!' 
attended so~etiGes. Six values, theoretical, eco~o~ic, aes-
B.etest 
Lq -~~~) • 
~~-:e .;oli t1c:.l 
·-------------------------------..... ---------------------------
value, which included an interest in power and influence, re-
mained the highest value, dropping to 32.80 from the original 
33.44 in 1940. However, the religious value, which includes 
faith in a higher reality than daily life and an experience 
of unity, significantly increased from a low position in 
1940 of 25.21 to 32.37 in 1956. In fact, eighty per cent 
of the total group had higher religious scores in the retest. 
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The small business group, consisting of self-initiated 
businesses, show a significantly higher 1956 score in religious 
values than do the large corporation executives or the family 
business group. This is supported by the correlation of re-
ligious values with self-development, i.e., goal attainment 
and self-actualization, at the .05 level of confidence for 
56 scores. Further, the seventeen men who decreased in the 
religious score, also report lower goal achievement, less 
participation in civic affairs, and less frequent church 
attendance. 1 
Finally, the turn in the religious direction seems 
to be more theological than philosophical. To answer the 
question whether this trend is a function of one's maturity 
or a function of the times in which we live, Bender tested 
sixty-six present seniors. These subjects received a higher 
religious score than the 1940 scores. Thus the present seniors 
and the 1956 retest scores suggest "that the temper of the 
times in which we live influences religious value more than 
does the maturity of the men." 2 Religious values seem to 
quell anxious fears and promise hope regardless of age. 
1~., p. 44. 2IQ1i., P• 45. 
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personalit:r, tested 176 males 2.nd 192 fe::'ales ¥rit1-::. ::'.'17€ ins~ru-
1 ~ents to gain retest data. 3e reports a decrease i~ t~e0r-
etical and aest~etic interests for t~ese )erso~s in t~eir 
early ~orties, b~t a siznificant increase o~ five ~otnts in 
relig:lous •.ralues. Further, the reported at ti tudes to w·ard 
the church were more favorable than in tbe 1935-33 tests. 
Barron (1959), in an atte~pt to relate chronclo~ical 
a3e and religious self -image, asiced 496 persons 32L~ of ii~1o:rJ 
:o~ are a relisious person, or doesn't reli;ion mean very cue~ 
') 
to you?"~- The responses are e;i ven belo-h". 
TABLE 2 
THE R.ELATIO~T OF CHRONOLOGIC.AL
7 
AGE TO ~ELIGIOUS SEL~-HL\GE.J 
30-35 ( 133) 4o-L~s ( 1 25) 
Ans1·rer v· ~/ 'T :;/ ..~,.\jo. /~ .... ~.JO • v 
Total 
222 I'd sa7 I aY:J a 
rel i ~;i o'.l. s person 50 37 ~ l • _. r.:;') 
./ ·- 41.5 
125 Reli:=ion doesn't 
mean very TilUC~l to me 31 23.3 37 29. '7 
' 
149 Undecided 52 39.2 35 2CJ3 
L{P ll" r ;:::::'7n l ~ ~ -: ' ,) . '-'I _:.1. 
so-s::: ( 122) 6J-C ~; 
:fo. :;, :~ :J • 
~r 1+: .• 9 64 
'"'" _,-''-' 
7./1 ')'7 ·:..~ ') 7_ 
J r '-- j • 
-- ·-J 
32 ?;::::: 7 (_ '- • J 29 
( 1 1 
55. 1 
1 ,, () 
Jo:;/ 
25.0 
2~·-=il ton L. Barron, "Tl-::.e Role o.:· J:?.eligio~1 c.::d I-?.elL_)_clJ.S 
Institutions il1 Creatine-: the I::ilieu of Older Pe:Jple," :1::1 Del tJn L. 
Scudder ( ed.), Or;;anized Reli":ion and the Ol::ler Persc:n ( G:tinesville, 
Fl8rida: University o~ Florida Press, 19SE), pp. 24-25. 
3l..£1Q.., 'J· 24. 
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The modal ansvrer of all tl:.e responclcr:.t:J -;-rc.s :2_r_: tl~.e 
affirffiative (44.7 per cent), as co~pared with the ~ndecided 
( 30. 1 ~;er cent), and the irreli,;ious ( 25.2 per cent) • T:~sre 
is a steadily increasing proportion of reli~ious sslf-i~a;e 
and a steadily declLlin; proportio::J. of i::~decisLn:-.:.s. 
points of relicious belief, i.e. God, Jesus Christ, Churc~, 
Christian conduct, Stevick (1933) attempted to neasure 
11 
c onforrr:i ty i::1 relL-~ion" vri th 1 37 1·rhi te I'-Ii s so uria:1 s t. -:; t1·rc c:: 
the ages of 17 and 55. 1 The first ite~ Tieasured one's per-
so~al opinion and belief, but the second item seasured ~ow 
the subject believed tho majority of persons felt. Stevick 
concludes that tJ:e feelin,: of oneness or v~-;.ria::.1ce ls ass·o-
ciated with occupational and educatioTial 2. e 1T el- -~1o t ~-71. tL~ 
sex, residence, or succestibility. 0::1 the basis o~ t~is 
general data, he questions that persons increase 1n confor~lty 
with advancing years. 
Eall 8.lld Eo bert son ( 1942) report 0:::1 the rec=cd in:; :::~c.:.:; its 
o!: gL~ 
') 
p ers o:J.s i:::::. a small corr:rr:uni ty in 0 r e:3o l'l. '-
w·ere between the ar-es 
.. ) o:' 10 a~1d 60. Rc li:lo:n pets sed t~.e 
median o:' interest in topics for reading between t~e a~es of 
35 and "~5, and boo~:::s on im·orovemer:.t o.f sel:.' re".r:ai:1ed :ci_-:c:hest 
at tne oldest age level. Conversatio:1 on t~:e c:1urc?~ ;-Tas lo-;·: 
1u R. Stevie~::, "A Study in ~:'eelin:_; o::' Con:cor;;,i tJ L1 
Reli~~ion," Reli~. Educ., 23 ( 1933), y:LJ--69. 
2-·-T '[;' Ha 1 1 a· ·na' '" 1:' D,o"'ert""'O'~ II ml'--:e -'"'.-:.ole 
". .:....J. -~ -- -Ll- .... • ... • -l.. "-' 0 ..L-' ......... J- -
as a Life Activj_ t~' :i.n a E'ltral Co~muni t,:·," ,J. AD-ol. 
26 ( 1 Cl40 \1 S ~n -L;? _, (_ ' __ , _.;>... -. 
o -;_· ::lead L:~­
p 3 '.~c :wl. , 
for the 25-34 group; increased with the 35-44 group; and was 
even higher for persons over 45 years. The authors conclude 
that interest in government activities and religious activ-
ities increases with advancing age. 
Forwarding questionnaires to 1400 members of a Bap-
tist Church in Chicago, Kingsbury (1937) received 132 anon-
ymous replies representing an equal number of males and 
females. 1 The instrument contained sixty-one possible motives 
for going to church and was completed by persons in the fol-
lowing age groups: under 25, 25-35, 35-50, and 50-plus. 
The motives and percentages according to age groups are given 
below. 2 
With increasing age the church appears less import-
ant as a place to make friends or as help in formulating a 
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philosophy of life. There is a marked increase in middle age 
to encourage family attendance, to adjust religious beliefs 
to modern living conditions, and to give public expression to 
one's belief in the church as a social institution. Also the 
desire to "keep alive the Spirit of Christ" increases with 
age, and a concern ivl th life after death increases in the 
50-plus group. The author concludes that feelings of dependence, 
reverence, and oneness with God increase with age, and are more 
1Forrest .A. Kingsbury, "Why do People go to Church?", 
Relig. Educ., 32 (1937), 50-54. 
2see Table 3. 
rn ~ DT -;- 7. 
.l..J.--:.. -~~- j 
P 1i1tGJ~·:Ti~G 2 DIS TRI3T ... ~~IC~~ o-s~ l=O TI'.T2S 
~' 0 H C =-:1T:2 0 I-~ AT T 32;:D MW :21 
so::3tl:2.=:l,~~ ~_:restc~ t:~c~r: 
8:::1:: 
Ur:.de~ 
')r:: 
'--' 
~---~--~---~------------------ ·--..-.. -Kae~ alive t~a spi~it 
0 v~' c:'j_2_., i 8 t 
Desire to e~c2ura~e 
2tte~1dax:ce c:;- ~a~i1l~.; 211d 
otl:ers 13 
~~~~~~~----~~~~--------------------------------------· Adjust rslic~ous beliefs 
a~d )ractice to ~odern 
li VL'l; 
Give putlic ex~ression 
to ~elie~ in social 
value of t~a churc~ 
3l:ccurc.'r e 
s~)ol:sible 
.,,;el~c·al"e 
tl:o se r·e-
fol' cl:.urct' s 
Iie st1'le to "o.i::1 -~-=-s~~ 
f r i. s~:.~ d s 
33 
21 
~---:-~~~--~~~-----------·--------·-Seek aid l~ forn.ulatin~ 
0 -., <"> I c< Y) "h ~ 1 0 c c; .r> ',-- .• 0 L' 1 ~ .:::-. p .L_v v .t- J...L_._ u..,._t!..:.. ... ,f ....... _ ...... .L. .._.. 71 r- :") -,, 
-' 
Desire exper~ence of 
29 1 q ,_, divine ~rssence 21 
Desire reassur&nce &bout 
reality o~ future life 
.A. tte~:.1c12i-llCG 2-G 3. ~abi t. 
rJ 2. ta. ) 
-:'7. 
.J_) 
c 
tJG 
'- _, 
7 
I 
(No totals are given in the 
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~ani~est 1n ~o~c~. 
icJ.l ·e or to c~lt~ral chan~es. 
researc~ projects summarized in tLis section is 1Get~er 
roli,::;ious interest or value is expressed :·~n o:'le 1 s I::ellavic:- r::.s 
r:1easure d by church attendance and -;Jartic :I pa tion. 
In 1952 the Catholic Di~est sponsored a ~ol~ of tte 
reliz;ious t eliefs, attitudes, and acti viti es of k::eri cans ll'2. 
ceneral, Hhich broi;:_e dolm the data for a:~:e :~ ro'.lps, :J2J:in~~ it 
possible to compare middle-a=ed adults wit~ other 
') 
-~e -~~r-cllr s. :_. 
1 ~efore the s~m~ar~ of research on reli~ious partic-
i~~ntion, it is a.ppropriate to rr:er:tioi: 112.slo1·T 1 s conr;;cnt o~1 t.c1e 
,..,e Yll'"'C' .p r ll."'l·on -:O·~~ t·~n ~1-·dl·vidnnl• ""' .. ,__,,~C'nl~ T,T,lO ··nr-C' l . ..i. a.L._ ...... _.,:.C:> 0..:.... e (,· ....... ',.)_L .~ ... ',_.. --- - '.A.~- • '"- ;:;'C.::- ...;U-- •j·-~ :.,)-' Ct..J 
to churcl: re:3ula.rl;I may actually be rated a.s ~ relic:ious 
t 1-,.,,., o··10 T,T}lo a'oe"" "'Ot a-o to c'r· 1U.rclr> ot "'Jl -,.eC"''l"'"' ( 1) c·n --~ 00 ...... l~..~o..;. ... v,........ u ..... C· . ... .... (.A., -........- ' ,._ ,_,.,1_.._._.c;. 1 ~..._..__ ::,l-' ...... ~ 
to avoid social isolation, or ( 2) he ::;oes to plcs.so ::~is :::-Jtl:er, 
or (3) reli;io~ represents ~or ti= not hu~~leness ~~t a veapon 
r:_·_'"'.-_ a'ol--}iYJ<:>tio'~ )'rcr ot"'·orr< . -,- ( 1') it '"l,->'Y''rc-< '·-ir.l <')('< "'~,e--'''"''Y' '~' ·'-~~'-'· ..1. ~~ c ,, -~'-" "'' ~.L '-t -'- ·'·~-'--''->.) ___ ,_ ----~ '" ... ···-J~~ 
o~ a s~pcrior ~ro~p, or (5) as in Olare~ce Da~'s father, 'It 
l. <:: :-·oon Po"' +"'e l. r···1or~·~t 1Y'"'·"'"'8" "='Yld I 'Y'."!='t rl"''" o::~l . ,·'l''' I ''"' >-J ::..:-, v. -t. ..L. V !.~. c_;.o. ............... _. ... ..._ .......-. ~ .._. Cl (......._.... L~ :._..t..~ ~.J u........ ._,., __ ..... - __ ' ·-' ~ e 
and so on. 5e say in a dyna~ic sense be not at all reli~lous 
a~1d still 'lJel1ave ~s tl~.ou::--l1 ~1e 1·rere." A .• ~~. I~~:~slo~·r, J-.~oti'Iatio~~.'1 
a . ., d 'P e.r c:vn Y' . . 'l 0.l.l. t. .· (Fe T 7 York-. _---- <) :-·r-_._ P.r ,~. -::)'Y'O t 1" p'",... 1 -~ ": lJ ) ,-, "" cJ.._.,.. -- .,._._... "" .... , './, ..... l.• ----..::- .......... --'-'·- .. ..:.:;.....~,....._,, ../J' '_:::-:• • .:.../• 
2 I} ~., "'I i ..... ~. ........ 1 "':' " T\ 
......... L.O.~.:.,jLJ.<.JL~u, J..JO 
17 (1952), 1-7. 
Ar:1ericans Go to "''1-. u -r c"'· 11 v c. -- ·-' C~L:.olic 
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TABLE 1~ 
(?erce~tage Distributio~) 
Sutjact 
.:\.;e ;::;roup: 
1 3-21+ . • . . . . . . . 34 
25-34 . . . . • . 0 . . . . 32 
35--4-L:- 0 . . . 0 . . 0 0 30 
45-:::A . 0 . . . . . . . 32 
55-64 . . • . . 0 . . . • . 31 
65 and over • . 31 
11eli; io;.1: 
Catholic . . . . . . . 62 
Pro testc:.n t • . -Jc; r _ __. 
J c1-rl sl1 . . • . . . 1 2 
Sex: 
i-:er: 0 0 . • . . . . 29 
\von:. en . 0 0 . . . • . . 33 
Ci t~r size: 
Over 1 ,ooc,ooo 36 
100,000 - 1 ,000,000 24 
25,000 - 100,000 . . . 37 
10,000 - 25,000 . • . . 27 
'Jnd er 1\)' 000 0 0 . . . . • 33 
Rtlrctl fo.rlE 32 
One to 
'1.':11"' c 8 
Tir:le!::; 2J 
3S 
7r7 
./ 
' y), 
... 
-zr:. 
. .-"-' 
"'7 )I 
0r7 
,_I 
0'1 
c ... \.· 
it 7, 
'../ 
7:'"~ 
_;C.. 
-:>: r.; 
../J 
~') 
.>~ 
0.-, L>' 
Yl 
31 
31 
42 
-~0 
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7.(-~ 
~ 
31 
32 
-;:0 
../'-
-~ ') 
..-~~ 
1+2 
12 
32 
56 
-;~ ,;:-: 
../'' 
')0 
( ... / 
"~ ' ... 
_.i _.,• 
-:;:Q 
Jv 
-::') 
...-""-
31 
30 
0=· 
This poll i:ndic2..tos t:-:at c:1urch o.ttcnda:nce dces not 
increase in middle maturity, but tends to rerrain relat!vely 
~ore faitLf~l in church attendance than ~en. This l~tter 
findins is in agreement with 3a':i;:;:turst 1 s stud:." of soc3.al roles 
in 1-rl:.ich ~·rome:n exceed n;en in the role o£' cl:urc?: :m·s::!l;er aDd 
attender at the .05 level of confidence. 1 
:?ichter ( 1952) studied 8, 363 1·r'ci te, ur·can, Ro:nan 
Catholic parishioners in the South to obtain a profile of 
relic:ious life. 2 The three criteria of relj_~;ious observance 
were: (1) Easter duties, (2) Sunda:;.c ~ass, 
Communion. The findings are surEmarized in To.ble 5. 
On t~e basis of these findings, Fichter concludes 
that the thirties are the period of most relizious pro~lams, 
and that after this age, external religious observance ;en-
erally improves. The problems of this period are tirt~ ~re-
vention and preoccupation ~itt. econo~ic success in one's occu-
~ 
t . ..) :;a lon. A 11 settlin:~ do1·m 11 is noticed in t1le :.·orties ~-rith 
concern to be an example to the children, to c.ccorr:plis~- re_:-
ularity in livinc, and less preoccupation with recreational 
and vocational activity. Further, the females are more active 
Life, 11 
1 TT • . h t 31 <'7 c-1aVl[:= urs, p. r. 
2Joseph H. :!?ichtcr, 11 The Profile o!: Catholic Relicious 
Amer. J. Sociol., 48 (1952), 145-1~9. 
3rbid., pp. 147-43. Cf. Erikson's co~cent of 
11 gener8. ti vi t=" vs. s t2.cn8. tion," p. 97. 
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:s.ELrcaous 
~~-ge Grov~·o Percen ta,;e I'erce~1ta2:s Percentsc;e 
in Years No. l-I ale i l1 r:; Attend in~ ~eceivin:: 
Easter Du_ ties Sund2"3' l\;:8~SS ,_ tl, 1·-~ on -·~1. _:;r 
Co t:n:1)l: ion 
10-19: 
Hales 835 90. G 90. '7 63.3 . . . I 
:J, emale s . . 333 9 3. 1.~ 9S-. :J r7() -~ I ...... _.. 
20-29: 
!'·I ales • • . 930 83.8 7') 0 ~·./ 4·" Jo ( 
:!!'e:r:ales . . 10'54 35.7 77. 1 41 .2 
30-39: 
Hales . . • 924 c:;h h _., ·- • •J 62.2 2h-. 1 
Fe!rlales • . 1063 69.3 r(5 • 5 3·S. 3 40-49: 
1-I2.le s . . . 745 :56.9 ~E3. 3 3Q •. 5 
Fer.:Jales . . 717 e 3. s Q-z, r:; 
--"·-
l.;.e. ·4-
50-59: 
;:.~ales . . . "'2:<c:; JJ../ 72.3 72. 1 ?0 ~ .___... . '-
Females • • 372 82.5 32.3 l~ 7. 0 60 and over: 
!·=ales . • . 216 75.5 Q ~ 7, .._., ,.,/ ......... 1r.::: 7 ...., • I 
F e:c'lles 299 91i-.7 9~.3 -z_n 1 . . _,/::::. . 
To t2l: 8363 73.9 7e.c Jc.. "Z -z_ '.,../•./ 
• 
in ever~r case, as ~eras noticed in the :?reviO').S stud;;T b~" tl1e 
Catholic Digest. Accordinc to ?ichter, the reli~ious role is 
more corapatible ;Ti th the other roles of 1romen than tte other 
roles o!' men. 2 :?inall:,r, al thoug!::. reli;iot<s o0servar;_ce increases 
with subsequent dec2des, t~e oldest people never re2cl1 the 
record of the youngest. Thus factors o tl1er t::no-~:1 a:~e a'1d 
are ?ost im~ortant in influencinc relizious jehavior. 
1 T' . d ~·' ~). 140. Of. D. 1 49. ~T- . --.;;;..!21Ji • ' -:'_' • 
Barron (1958) administered a qucstioLnaire to 496 
residents of New York City to determine the relations~-:i:9 be-
tHeen aGe and ct.urc~1 or s~r:nago,s;ue attendance. Of t~:.e res-con-
dents, 3211- ·H·ere female, 325 Je1dsh, 98 Ro:r::a2.'1 Catholic2, (5 
Protestants, and 3 of other or no faiths. The responses 
are related in Table 6. 
TABLE 6 
TEE RELATIO~T 0~' CHRO~IOLOGICAL AGE tO 
CHURCH M~D SYNAGOGUE ATTENDMTCE 
Would you mind tell-
in::; me your age? 30-35 ( 1 33) 40-45 ( 1 25) 
p often do you at-uOW 
tend church ~J 0. -.4 Eo. c" or syna- :.;' ;o I'' 
"'O"'"Ue? b c:-
Total 
1 30 Often 3"~ ')C:, h L-_./ • .._,; 29 23.2 
199 So:netimes 55 Lt-1.4 t::.'-~ 
--'--' 
l~l-+. ·J 
1 6 ~( =-tardl•f ever 
or never LJ-4 33.0 1+ 1 32 •. j 
50-55 ( 1 22) 
~; J. 
7') 
J~ 
')o< ') 
<-'-' • '-
4.lt 36. 1 
Lt-6 7,'7 '7 
--' J • I 
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68-65(11 
~To. ,.:f ,~ 
35· 30. 
.lJ..h -:~;0, 
'~ __,~. 
3C: 31. 
Barron concludes that there is no sisni~icant dif~e~ence 
in the distribution of attendance levels at reli3ious services 
betw·een tl2.e various a;e strata. The t;,"pic8.l -:Jatter!l for a::..l, 
except tile 50-55 ~roup ':·rhich sho1·m atte~1dance 8.Voida::1co, uc..s 
occasional. Uonetheless, the majority of tbe respondents are 
J e\"Tisl~ 11on:e!.1, ma:dn~~~ the cul t:.lral factor Lc1 
oore inroort:::.:1ce than levels. 
Or~ach (1961) studied a cross section o~ 5,911 adults 
betueen the aces o:!:: 21 a:1d 84 residin:~ L1 the Detroit ::;etr·J-
politan area. 1 Reliciosity was measured objectivel; b~· ~he 
extent of church attendance. Subjects.i.ncludcd ?·::c_;:roc:s, ·:::::5_te::::, 
Protestants, Je-vrs, a11d Ro:nan Catholics. The overt reli::_:=-osity 
is suEmarized in Table 7. 
T""~BLE 7 
AGE, SEX, ~~D RELIGIOUS ATTlliTDPJ~OJ 
IN THE D3TRO IT A..'lEA 2 
(Percenta~e Distribution) 
Aze Prequenc7 o: Jl~ tte·::dance 
Gro'l.:p Once a 1\'"eek ~J e;rer 
l!Ten \'fcnn en Total Een ~vomen 
21-2:: 39.3 45.2 43.0 11. 1 r:; h '-' . _./ 
26-29 45.5 46.6 46. 1 13.7 r/ • 7 
30-321 40.3 49.2 45.4 1 21-. 9 6.7 
35-39 33.5 50.3 44.8 1 ') Q L-. (_..1 1J.2 
40-44 21-1 • 3 c:_r:, 0 
_.;_;•_,/ !+8. 5 12.4 5. 1 
45-49 33. 1+ -4 r :J • ~ 46.5 1 3. 1 r:: c:: -~. _; 
50-54 40.5 50.9 46. 1 20. 1 5.0 
55-59 40.5 53.6 46.2 14.5 7. 7 I 
60-64 40.6 57.7 43.7 15.7 7. 1 
To t2.l 
9.5 
11) :::. 
v • ·~ 
1J.5 
11 • l+ 
0 q 
u. •> 
9.3 
1 2. 1 
11.5 
11.6 
The data suggest a rather level plateau throu;~ the 
adult years "ivi th a tendency for :1iddle-a,3ed l!Oc:J.en to attend 
services more often. Eowever, on the basis of these data, it 
appears that chronological age per se is not related to chan3es 
1 
::ie.rold L. Orbach, "Ar;ing and Re lic;ioE," Geri2. tries, 
16 (1961), 530-4J. 
2 Ibid., p. 535. 
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in religious behavior in any consistent fashion. Without 
this general relationship between age and religiosity, Orbach 
introduced multivariate analysis to discover independent 
mixed relationships in the control groups. Four groupings 
were utilized as noted in Table B. 
Age 
Group 
21-39: 
Men 
Women 
40-59: 
Men 
Women 
60-74: 
Men 
Women 
TABLE 8 
AGE, SEX, AND RELIGIOUS ATTENDANCE 
IN THE DETROIT AREA1 
(Percentage Distribution) 
Frequency of Attendance 
Once a Twice a Once a A few times 
week month month a year or 
less 
44.9 1 2. 1 8.2 24.1 
41 • 1 11.3 7.2 26.7 
48.1 12.7 9.0 22.0 
47.1 12.9 7.8 22.2 
40.4 10.7 7.6 27.0 
53.9 1 5. 1 8.1 17.3 
48.7 10.3 8.5 21.2 
42.0 9.3 8.3 25.9 
55.1 11.3 8.7 16.6 
Never 
10.7 
1 3. 7 
8.2 
18.0 
14.3 
5.6 
11.3 
14.5 
8.3 
Again, the data reveal a fairly constant rate o: 
No. 
3,402 
1 '542 
1 '860 
2,510 
1, 268 
1 '242 
855 
421 
4 34 
church attendance for the age groups. The peak attendance 
is for women in middle maturity if semi-monthly attendance 
is considered. There is no difference, however, between 
middle maturity, i.e., 40-59 and maturity (60-74) for 
either sex. 
1Ibid., p. 536. 
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Further analysis is facilitated by breaking do1·m the 
number of subjects into the respective groupings: Protestant, 
Catholic, Je1-v, Negro, and White. The findings are incorporated 
in Tables 9 and 10. Among the Protestants, only Negro men 
showed a consistent increase in attendance with age. Although 
the highest peak of attendance appeared in middle age, it is 
not significantly different from the immediately adjacent age 
groups. For the Roman Catholics, it appeared the -vmmen main-
tain a rather level record of attendance, but men decline in 
attendance after the age of 60. Only the Jewish group showed 
a similar trend for both males and females. This is explained 
as a historic decline of Orthodox Judaism in the United 
States, and is not a direct function of age. 
Orbach, on the basis of these data, concludes that 
the individual does not become more religious as he ages, and 
that chronologie age is not a useful variable in determining 
religious behavior. He suggests that religious behavior is 
a function of more direct social and cultural factors. 1 
iii. Life-Adjustment 
Several investigators have asked whether religion is 
a significant differential in personal and social adjustment. 
Is there a difference in the attitudes and behavior patterns 
of the religious and the irreligious? Schmidt (1951), in a 
study of twenty factors associated with poor adjustment of 
1
.ll?J:.g,., p. 539. 
TABLE 9 
AGE, RACE, SEX, Al1TD RELIGIOUS ATTEND.Al\CE HI THE DETHOIT AREA: Til.OTESTAH'I·S 1 
(Percentage Distritution) 
Frequency of Attendance 
Age ~rov.:9 vnce ~- ~-ree.K TWlC8 "' 1-leeJC unce a mon -c~: A 1" e 'H "t lnl e s 1~ ever .l·iUn:oer 
a. year or less 
It~ an Home~ l\1en 1vome21 Nen ~vow. en Een :·rom en ,, l'~ e:1 :-rom en r:en 1·[om.en 
21-39 yea1·s 
Wti te 0?:: h £:.\....1. ~ 33.1 1 3.).) 1 3. 3 '/. 2 9.4 35.0 32.3 17.5 11.9 61 ·:) ?:::.3 
l'Tecro 30.2 38.5 19.0 ")·"' Q 1 2 • lL 17.4 31.3 14.5 "' ,... 2.3 21~2 31 '{' ~-.. r, c:O • v ,_.. -._i 
40-59 years 
\'thi tc 27.7 40.5 9.2 16.7 Q Q '---'. ,_, 11 • 7 37.8 24.2 16.6 6.9 5211 538 
~·rc:~:r·o Yf.L[ S1. 3 ?5.0 27.3 1 3. 9 11.2 1·3. 0 9. 1 7 0 .,_) o.s 1'20 1 P•7 ~I 
60-7 L;. ~re ~.rs 
h1·.:.i te 31.3 l:. ~ ?-
·....!•'--' 
7 ;,. 
l • -~· 1 3. 3 10.0 9.0 4') Cl -~ ~ . ./ 25.1 1 '7 7 I • ' 9.0 1 ,-,r. {'J 211 
J e ~~r0 h2. 1 1~5. (~ 23. ~~~ 0 r:: r: 1!1 r:: () r- 1 3. 2 ::. 5 5.3 10.6 321 47 ·- _,) . ../ v. --- , __ . :; 
~-------------- L .... - --- ~---- - ---~~- - ------~-- ---~-------------- -------------. 
1
"'ec1n''"'' 1 et "'l -:1 D ~ ... ~-~c..v-~..~. ........... • ' :- • 5 3~3. 
f\) 
..... 
VJ 
1\3e 2:ro1x9 
.H .. Ca tnolicsA 
21-39 
~0-59 
60-7lt 
~f!'li te 
~J e ":ro 
J e\·IS 
21-39 
40-59 
60 D.O/:.d 
TABLE 10 
AGE, SSX, A~TD RELIGIOUS ATTEEDANCE: IN T~-IE DETROIT .AREA: 
Once a ':·reel:: 
~J~en ':io:r en 
69.6 
69. 1 
c,r:), 0 
_..,;--•../ 
67.6 
22. 17 
'Z, 'Z, 
J. _..) 
14.6 
?6.2 
79.6 
79.2 
77.9 
57.1 
2.3 
1 2. 8 
T1·lice a 1reek 
:t·Ien 1fomen 
1--:, [:" 
_,. _.; 
7.7 
7.7 
r: h 
·,_._•. v 
22.? 
h 7 v. j 
10.4 
6 • 1 
8. 1 
Lf-. 2 
6.5 
17 0 ' . _./ 
2.3 
12.8 
(Percenta~e Distribution) 
Frequency of Attendance 
Once a month A few times 
a year or less 
Men Women Men Wonen 
lf-. 1 
}_~. 3 
,, r:: 
.._t • ..-/ 
LJ-. 4 
12.2 
23.3 
1+. 2 
3 • .!:3 
2. 1 
6.3 
3.5 
3.6 
16.3 
10.3 
1l+. 6 10.3 
1 3. 4 8. 1 
1 :3.0 6.3 
1 LL 7 ' • j 8.9 
22.7 1Lr. 3 
6o.o 65. 1 
58.3 :)6. L~ 
CAT-''OLICS' ,\ ---··n TTi'l·rs 1 J...;.. ' .[w..J,.\ t.J ~~ ~· 
:t~ever Humber 
1'-~en ~io:~~en Len \iomen 
6.2 3.5 54] 052 
5.1) 2. 1 lJl? 422 
10.9 4.2 15( 1 41~ 
6.(: 3.3 11 31+ 1240 
1 7, r: 
.-/ . ......-' 7.1 22 "')D, '- ~ 
6.7 14.0 l 30 43 
12.5 7.? I LJ8 39 I 
-
I 1 2. 5 10 -~ 16 16 _./0' '
-· 
25.0 o-:.rer~ 'Z, 1 'Z, I "' 0 (:. 7. 111 'P, o_ 1 ° r. L3' 7 t:~ 
-------'--·----__._._--' __ j__ ~· L- -~. ;;--L~·" - ~·-~--L~.-' - '. 31.3 
.JI. 
" 0 ~.-, l ""( T T ,i }: ~ t . ~ n Y' p • "..'! 0 J ~ ; d (.). rl .• ~ ~: -l- l'"'; ·::::: _!""I ; ~ - . ~ ' -- -.~ 1"' 1 1 'n • f ""' 0 -~-'-.; ····-· Q,__, ______ , l_._ .v. """' ] __ "-' u ... t; .L0.-<.1' 8. __ ,8 . __ _,- J.l,_oJ-~1-c_"-'• 
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-----------------------------
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Barron (1958), however, has conducted the only study 
directly focused on the relation between life-adjustment and 
chronologie age. He offers two tables related to this general 
topic and his findings are reported in Tables 11 and 12. 
According to Table 11, which relates chronological age 
to type of trouble adjustment, only some twenty per cent of 
the 11-96 respondents typically prayed to God for help when they 
were troubled. Hardly anyone took their troubles to the 
clergy. Further, persons in the middle years report less 
prayer than those between the ages of 30 and 35. And in Table 
12, only an insignificantly smaller percentage (37 per cent) 
of those who derive comfort from religion worry about aging 
than do those who do not find religion comforting (40.6 per 
cent). 1 However, in the 40-45 year-old group, only sixteen 
per cent of the religiously oriented worried about aging as 
compared with 37 per cent of the irreligious counterpart. 
Barron also asked the 496 respondents if they believed 
in a life after death. Beliefs were almost evenly distributed 
between the three possibilities: affirmative belief (35.6 per 
cent), negative belief (33.6 per cent), and uncertainty (30.8 
per cent). Denials of an afterlife declined sharply afte~ 
sixty years of age, and affirmations increased steadily from 
30.11 per cent for the 30-35 group to 40.51 per cent for the 
60-65 group. Uncertainty regarding life after death was the 
') 
response showing no clearcut relation to chronologie age.c 
1 Barron, p. 30. 21..!21.Q.. ' p. 26. 
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4. Summary 
This chapter has been a survey of the theoretical and 
empirical approaches to the religious life of the middle-aged 
adult. Research data seem to be relatively scarce, are often 
incidental to other studies, and appear to be primarily socio-
logically oriented. The few studies on interests, values, and 
goals seem to focus upon the person just entering this life-
stage, i.e., 35-45 years of age, and are mainly re-tests of 
former college students. Thus in this survey of the literature, 
there appears no studies of the individual, no distinctions in 
degrees of religiosity, and few studies originating from within 
the discipline of psychology of religion. 
i. Research Findings 
Belief in God, proreligious attitudes, favorable atti-
tude toward the church, the experience of sanctification, con-
cern about death and "oneness" with God, and classification of 
self as religious seem to increase with advancing years. How-
ever, the present data also indicate possible correlation of 
the above "increases" with cultural changes, "temper of the 
times," interests in self-development and goal attainment, 
and regional patterns of religiosity. Thus the available in-
information would not wa.rrant generalization on age per se. 
Religious activity (participation) and religious belief 
(profession) appear to have no striking relationship. Middle-
aged women manifest some increases in religious observance, but 
middle-aged males appear to become more irregular in religious 
practice and somewhat more liberal in socio-political views. 
Poor adjustment in this life-stage seems to have a low corre-
lation with lack of activity in religious organizations, but 
the data on the compensatory aspects of religion are inconsis-
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tent. 
On the basis of very limited data, value orientation 
in middle ma~urity appears to be more theological than philo-
sophical, and the church seems to grow less important as a 
place for formulating one's philosophy of life. There are 
some indications that middle-aged adults pray less often than 
young adults about their worries, but this may be a cultural 
phenomeneu. The data from re-tests of college students give 
some indication that the middle-aged adult may become more 
liberal, less dogmatic, and less certain there is only one 
religion. 
ii. Relation of Interpretations and Empirical Research 
The research data on proreligious attitudes, relig-
ious self-image, and increasing theological interests, would 
seem to agree with the theory that the second half of life 
is given more to "spiritual values" than to ambitious striving 
for position in the social world. Further, again on limited 
evidence, there is some evidence that self-realization, i~e., 
striving for wholeness, is related to increasing religious 
interest in this life-stage. Somewhat contrary to the theory 
that middle maturity is given to formulating a philosophy of 
life, the research data appear to note declines in aesthetic 
and theoretical interests, and decreasing interest in attend-
ing church as a place to formulate a philosophy of life. How-
ever, the data are limited and the small increase in "theolog-
ical" concerns may somehow relate to achieving a mature out-
look upon life. 
The investigator was unable to discover in the research 
literature a counterpart for the theoretical emphasis upon 
"interpersonal relatedness." There are limited data on the 
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value of group activity for life-adjustment in this life-stage, 
but little specific information on interpersonal functioning. 
A single notation in a given church seems to indicate that 
middle-aged adults attend church "to keep alive the spirit 
of Christ" rather than to make new friends. 
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Sudden awakenings, conversions, and experiences of 
discontinuity which seem to characterize certain interpretations 
are strikingly absent in the research data. Further, such 
variables as guilt, suffering, and meaning--common material 
for some of the interpretations--are not treated in the re-
search projects. The present research studies on "religious 
experience and behavior" seem to focus upon sociological vari-
ables, i.e., class, education, and region. On the other hand, 
the interpretations seem to focus upon psychological variables. 
Thus, at the present time, the interpretations and the research 
studies appear to be unrelated in many aspects. 
CHAPTER VII 
PHENOHENOLOGICAL DESCRIPTION OF 
RELIGIOUS REORIENTATION 
The research data in the previous chapter, although 
focused upon "religious experience and behavior," contained 
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no distinctions in the intensity of religiosity. This chap-
ter, on the other hand, gives attention to "primary" relig-
ious experience, i.e. , " an authentic inner experience of the 
divine combined with whatever efforts the individual may make 
to harmonize his life with the divine."l The two accounts of 
religious experience to be presented in this chapter are offer-
ed as illustrations of "primary" religion and as concrete ex-
amples of Assagioli' s theory of "spiritual awakening" in mid-
dle maturity.2 In fact, Assagioli's outline of the four crit-
ical stages, mentioned in the previous chapter, will be modi-
fied to serve as guidelines for the presentation in this chap-
ter. The focus is not so much upon minute differences as upon 
striking features and sharp contrasts.3 
lclark, p. 23. Clark describes "secondary" religious 
behavior as the uninspired carrying out of an obligation, and 
"tertiary" religious behavior as routine or convention accept-
ed on the authority of someone else, pp. 24-25. 
2Assagioli, p. 3. The goal of "reorientation" is the 
realization of the Higher Self which often invades the field 
of consciousness during the critical period of middle age. 
3selltiz et al. , p. 64, for comment on the focus of 
an "exploratory" study. 
Further, the data in the former chapter were mainly 
concerned with religion in the "general" population. This 
chapter, again in contrast, will be concerned with "individ-
uals." The consideration of~ person, according to G. W. 
Allport, may yield stimulating insights for the investigator.! 
1. Introduction 
i. Background 
Jung, upon whom Assagioli leans, has stated that 
every one of his patients over thirty-five years of age "fell 
ill because he had lost that which the living religions of 
every age have given to their followers, and none of them has 
been really healed who did not regain his religious outlook."2 
The middle-aged person seems to possess only "transitional" 
status, and, according to Jung, can either remain disoriented 
around the young adult life-stage or "reoriented" around the 
"spiritual" values of the second half of the life span.3 
William James, a pioneer in the psychology of religion, 
states that a significant religious experience can have the 
effect of regrouping old materials in the personality and en-
dowing them with new significance, i.e., a recentering of 
life.4 
lThe reader is referred to Gordon W. Allport's argu-
ment for the idiographic method in The Use of Personal Docu-
ments in Psychological Science (New York: Social Science 
Research Council, 1951), pp. 53-66. 
2Jung, Modern Man in Search of a Soul, p. 264. 
3r bid. , Cf. Chapter 5, "The Stages of Life." 
4william James, The Varieties of Religious Experience 
(New York: The Modern Library, 1929), p. 193. 
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Starbuck's research, mentioned in the former chapter, 
was concerned with the experience of "sanctification" in mid-
dle maturity.1 This experience was described as the identi-
fication of the personality with the spiritual life, and seem-
ed to occur between thirty and sixty. 
Thus these three investigators, Jung, James, and Star-
buck, provide some background for a consideration of signifi-
cant "religious reorientation" in middle maturity. The next 
question for consideration is the method of approach. 
ii. Method of Approach 
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Allport states that subjective religious experience 
"has never been studied wittt even partial adequacy by any 
means other than the personal document."2 He further comments: 
If you want to know how people feel: what they 
experience and what they remember, what their emotions 
and motives are like, and the reasons for acting as 
they do--why not ask them13 
A phenomenological approach to religious experience 
would thus involve description of one aspect or dimension of 
the individual's "world of experience" and would be concerned 
with the question of what is there--not why, how, whence, or 
wherefore. However, as the new context of existence, i.e., 
religious experience, enters the personal world, there will 
be a recentering or reordering of the old familiar contexts.4 
1 Starbuck, p. 384. 
2 Allport, p. 38. 
3~., p. 37. Cf. Allport•s new volume, Pattern and 
Growth in Personality (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 
1961), pp. 401-10. 
4Robert F. Creegan, "The Phenomenological Analysis of 
Personal Documents," J. abnorm. soc. Psychol., 39 ( 1944), 244-66. 
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_;Cl~_r:~, ~-;~;. ?;/~-~-7~. -:J~.se stttCl_~~ ~·ir:Jt Y':?~p~~::·tc5 i:·~ C:J.l'"'~-- ::. 
:~ ·:; ,-~ 8~~::: 3.~'2d ~:~ J s :.-:1 :_ e ~1 • D ~rr:'.0:2d ' ~c: s ~-c ~~o t~~ 8 r?.'J -·.T :?..~ (1 ·p cr sr~ ~-~~- :;·_:_ ~- t -.-- c~- ,-. ";"\ .. Cl 
(~~~~-.i~ ---·o: r~:_j_"':_rcrs~t~T Q_~- 'J:'"'.2.c-~-~~;G Press, 1]_54)' 0~_:;.-~;~:s::·· 1:_: 
If the critical "twelve steps" in .Alcoholics Anony-
mous are characteristic of conversion, as Johnson assumes, 
then the "reorientation" of alcoholics, most of whom seek 
help in the middle years, are a fruitful source of case 
studies. 1 Howard Clinebell, Jr. writes of three persons in 
their forties as an introduction to his Understanding and 
Counseling the .Alcoholic. 2 Soper includes the conversion 
experience of former alcoholic .Asa G. Candler, Jr. in a pre-
sentation of thirteen converts to Protestant Christianity.3 
v. C. Kitchen writes of his struggles with alcoholism and 
his religious conversion during the forties after an en-
counter with the Oxford Group. 4 Kitchen states: 
.At twenty, life looked like a high adventure--in-
triguing and indecorous. .At thirty, it loolced like a 
high endeavor--socially and economically important. 
By forty, however, I grew highly dubious. Life seemed 
to have lost flavor on both counts. It was then I 
met the Oxford Group.5 
Autobiographies and biographies of this "transitional 
period" in the life span accent the "recentering" experiences 
1Johnson, pp. 124-26. Cf. also Anonymous, Twelve 
Steps and Twelve Traditions (New York: Harper & Brothers, 
1953), and Henry Tiebout, "conversion as a Ps;rchological 
Phenomenon in the Treatment of the Alcoholic,' Pastoral 
Psychol., April (1951). 
2Howard J. Clinebell, Jr., Understanding and Coun-
seling the Alcoholic (New York: Abingdon Press, 1956), 
pp. 20-22. 
3D avid 
(Philadelphia: 
4 v. c. 
Bros., 1934). 
1vesley Soper, ( ed.), These Found the Wav 
The Westminster Press, 1951), pp. 20-22. 
Kitchen, I Was a Pagan (New York: Harper & 
5 Ibid • , p • 1 • 
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in varying degrees. 1 The Late Liz is the autobiography of a 
woman vlho attempted suicide in middle maturity, but "awakened" 
in a hospital to the experience of peace and at-oneness with 
God.2 John Moody v~ites of his religious pilgrimage through 
the Episcopal Church, atheism, disillusion, crises, and fin-
ally conversion to the Roman Catholic branch of Christianity 
in his fifty-ninth year.3 Emmett rv:cLoughlin, on the other 
hand, partially because of external pressures, left the 
Roman Church during middle rna turi ty because of his "avraken-
ing. " 4 l!,inally, the biography of Edward S:heldon, a play-
wright crippled and blinded by arthritis in his late thirties 
and early forties, is a magnificent story of the potential-
ities of the human spirit during suffering.5 Anne l:orrovT 
Lindbergh writes of this "man who lived twice 11 : 
••• If the vmrd saint be taken as a symbol for an 
ordinary man who had overcome superhuman difficulties 
in his own life; who, after overcoming them, still had 
ardor enough left to give to those he came in contact 
1cf. Louis Kaplan (compiler), A Bibliography of Amer-
ican Autobiographies (J.Iadison, Wisconsin: The University of 
Wisconsin Press, 1961), for various accounts of conversions, 
religious experiences, changes of faith, etc., as reported 
by autobiographers. 
2Elizabeth Burns, The Late Liz ( Ne1r York: Appleton-
Century-Crofts, 1957). 
3John l~oody, The Long Road Home: An Autobiograuhy 
(New York: The Macmillan Company, 1934). 
4Emmett HcLoughlin, Peo"Ole 1 s Padre (Boston: Beacon 
Press, 1954). The author was forty-ti·m when confronted vrith 
a 11 critical situation." 
5Eric 
the Biography 
Sons, 1956). 
profound path 
1'lollencott Barnes, The Man l'lho Lived Twice: 
of Edward Sheldon (New York: Charles Scribner's 
Of. Clark 1 s discussion of suffering as the more 
in religious grovrth, pp. 170-187. 
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l~. 
l~ter, s~e recalls it i~ t~ese terss: 
T ii:J s l es s11 e s s; ~~-q :;,c e 1 e s s ness; dee-~, q·J. ~~~e. t- --:.r-: ~ T' 2.~-~ t- -.:~c "t-
eJ.:citc2~~8l:t; CsscrJ:~·ed ·: .. :etter b~~ ~-.;,_~?.t lt _l_s ~: -~~ot sl-ss;., 
s. CJ~ec~-~~~, da.;:,'dre2~-Li-,_~-_~, sa1·1 or l]esrd -J.'Jt._cJ..~~: -, --,et ~.ll C·:):~~_j_l~ · 
::ror:: :J'J.tside. I 1·lc.s 11-Jt t~-~ere, l1ol~ '1~;.'2._ ~~er·s :..~~ t~~=-s 
~~"8.lr:ili.?.,r 1-ror·ld; -~~-tJ.t de.:i2.1itel~,r 1_;ei-.:~~· I ~-r2.s o_s .... cel_~-.. --
alr;_ost .:orrc;less. Ti~Je dr::;lJped o~1t blJ.t ~-Yl\!8-C:~c' -:-:.ll. It 
~1a.s .s.:r.1otl-:er Vlorld: r:.:2[:11i:icent, vi ro.r1t, ~~o::/·c·)~;, 5..~·11cl·::~:..c-­
~ore. T~ere ~as ~oreness--not di:fe~e~t ~r~m this lmrld 
l~ lt, t~roug~ it, part!cipatl i~ ~t--
nat an c·,= seTver. Tl:is a::·.Tarer:.ess 1-;as s:.1dC c~.:., -~.st t:_~.-~e2~csc~. 
1''l1is 2-t~Jer 1~e<1lrr -:-.Tc..s ·ver~:-- real--l1c·t a \·:~i::. ·:_;se tu. 4c. t~~e 
l~l'1.ole of it ~,;as t~1ere. Did not 1~:rant to ·;;ossess 5~t, ~1--­
re;jeot or love--:c_c ::'eel:.r:~: to~,mrd it, :v.t .i.l ~~t--·;erv2c'~_r,_" 
0 -""" t.,.. COTI'"'l <>tene<'S Tt com-nletel"r 8hQr.-r~··o(J no--r-r T +,....,,, J.....!.C U "'.::"-'-'-' .£. U e ~ U.JtJ } ,.,..._,.__,..._v..._.. .. 1-l'-" ....J ...... ....... VJ,.)'L 
O::J. all beinr:~. Too close t0 respond or react ta ::.. t, ·:_.,_,t 
in. it. .~fterr,rard s: a.;o:.1i zil1C_( 1or:e1 j_r~ess. C ~,-~J_d ·:_~o t 
~:ivo it, ex;Jlain it, share it, 7et it~ to G s ·_c-,rec:, 
~~i~Je.<"". ~1 81 t 2 -:~;q~t o£' all ~.-.~Ylkir:d--Ctlfi'ered l:1~e- .... C:]8l~~-r 
11i t·l~ peo,le--loved t1~e:-t ·wi ~~-~i.l1 t~1e:. .. s·2l 1Je2. ::ct ~I?-..s 
SBTJarated from theE. The~.' co11.ld not ::>:·ecei're ~-~:~:?..~:- J_ ~-T2 .• -'2ted 
to ~;lve. Lo,.re, :DO':-rer, trut:--:, c:r_rist, :}Jd i"lte·::se renl. 2 
coL-~nsel Ul1iversity studer~ts u::1ere s~·je tc::;..J. 
speak to the~ ~reel~ about t~e religious li~e. 
a~d ri~id so that ste after s~ffered frarr a noi:La~t sensa 
2c lgr': , p. 1 • 
Incre~sin; a~xiety ~as exuressed i~ ~si~~tened 
ac ti vi t:;r, 
soucht ~rofessional helD ~ro~ a thersuist. 
lii. Toward Spiritual Synthesis 1 
Durlnc tbera , Abby develoned very stron~ pJsitive 
-t:• tJY'fl..; 1 ... .,.. 
- C...~.d . ....L ..L .: • 
~Ss~ecis.ll~.-
sl:e ·ives alr:ost nat~-:.etic e::sressiOl'- o:: ::J.:C!. :L;::::I:llj_t~r to Llve 
L1er :not:C.er 2:cJ.d 2. de::ire to Clo so. 
The derth and stre~~th of ter 
~henever therapy is difficult ~r s~e ~s ~c~ildercd, 
1 ~tls relates to Assa~ioli's ~ovrt~ st~~e, 
p~ases of t~e )rocess o~ tr?~s~utatio~, 3~d ~~volvo: a ~eriod 
o~ transitis= and alterati8n as the Derso~ ~oves to~ard ~ar­
no:c.j_·J~ls i-:te r:Jtiol: e.round a ~.1e~1 ce:".ter, .:''9· 11+-1 
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Jf her Jersonalit7, t~~ ex~erience itsel~ ~ac a Dr~~essivt 
charcwter. 
Ajby speaks of ~ersel~ as tt~ee ~erso~s: 
pers::u c:ig_racterized ::" £eelincs of \mrt:::less~less, ~:-eacl:l 
t~E end of tber~p~ sessions.2 
7 
::.e~sor: .. _ _) II··~ l ' d • t·· ~aw s1e a~pears c~a~:e , Wl~~ a 
I, 
~-;ei ~lter:ed L-::.tere:::t in c~_urc:':l o.:.--.d rel:i.,:iJ·~s c<r::cer2~_f:.n T e 
1 cle.r~-=, ~J. ,, 1 7 ' . 
7 
--'I2:2.d., -~>. 1. T~:~iree ps~;~C}2i:J7,~cist2 ~2'T8 ~:c~o-_ ~Lr~e:1 .. ~.b-;::~'" 
d u .. 1~ i2:.~~- t_ -: e co tt:c s e :;:· tre c. t~:: e:: t 2..~'-'l d 1.t'er~--~~ _·.;- t-~~ e i --:to~ ·rJ. t ~·-_ "':.re 
/• 
r·:::-:·:.. 6. 
verted tCJ beneficent ~Jr~es. As s~e descri~?8 it: 
J:l:e neurC)tic -:::,er-so:-:.s.li t~· is crlp-;!led ;;ecnuse : t is 
disu::i ted, S-;J2.i t-:.<"':', :::.ot at-o~er:e::.:t. =·-'e''3.::'i:J 1;s '·::::r-
~are a~o~~ tbe ca~te~di~: ~e~ters is co~st:::~t, a~ove ~~d 
~el~w the thres~ole o~ co~scicus~ess. ~~e reel ~e!'son 
::f olltpouri~1.S love, cres.tive _::rowth, and sponta21eous 
enthusiasm for all things of beauty, joy, truth and 
the meaning of suffering has been sufrocated, masked oy 
tne pseudo-self. This pseudo-seLf hangs over and per-
vades the true perso~ like mists hanGiTI~ over a troa~ 
valle~ in the still of t~e early ~ornin; ho~r:. T~o 
re2l se1:;:· is still there, as are t~-:.e rolli:-1~::; ~:iL' .. s '"Ld 
valleys aud flowin; strear:s, yet ca~~ot te ~eo~, a~~ t~e 
te?l:Jlder is decei,ted ~~: .. ~r t~:e :~ists t:~c~t co~:le ,"'ct~,:rec~:. r::~:~r~ 
~alse 321~ t~e tr~e ere ~ada o~ t~e sa~c ele~~nt:::l ~t~ 0 :, 
s.~d :ot~ are real.2 
directl~ cxpsrienced than in tte soul-se2rc~i~~ CX)cr~0~ses 
-::-: 
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J~ v~r~ous 1ssues. 
she died o~ fever, ~s did 
rr<~~ , , r--~ 
---· ._,.~' 
. .... s:n v8 
t~e ~a~~ly situatio~ was ~as~cally o~e o~ 
T:t~e soc:'Lo.l 1;orld 
.:.\ l t~~~ ,_; ;_·· 
:Jress. 
., .. _., ,-1 
::....-.. -·- '- ~ 
?o1 it·~- c 2.1 
r: a11 }_!: e s t e d A.11d 
o.: te!' +> 0 ,.. .... O'Yl '-1 OY' v .. _. ...... . '.:..~.~.!, ~ .......... ..i.. of ~-~-is 
celle~t st~de~t. 
~~d ~sde :reat strides +-r.-,-rr61 l -~ V\ n V- -"-• '-'·~-- ... 8 =·:-
1Si:stcdt, C~apter One. 
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l' 1 :-:es. I'l-:v.s , at t~e a ·9 of 35, 
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characteristics may facilitate the formulation of hypotheses 
for future research. 
Although the distinctions between subjective-object-
ive and participant-observer are difficult to maintain, the 
self-reports have been enriched by more "objective" partici-
pants, i.e., therapist and biographer. The internal consis-
tency and progressive character of the two reports, in the 
absence of any disintegration of personality, seem to promote 
some understanding of what is involved in religious reorient-
ation. 
Abby D. and Swedenborg report almost radical "dis-
continuity" in middle maturity and an inward striving for 
wholeness or integration of personality. The striving in-
volved tension, conflict, and suffering, but seemed to have 
been compensated for by experiences of release and freedom. 
Assagioli would interpret this in terms of the emergence of 
the Higher Self and the gradual dissolution of the ego. 
Both accounts of reorientation involved brief mystical 
experiences. The experiences seemed to have a practical or 
immanent orientation, i.e., toward works of love and service 
and away from passive contemplation. Further, the experience 
of Abby D. would seem to indicate a close relationship between 
the pathological and creative aspects of personality. 
Although the data are not clear at this point, there 
would seem to be some relationship between the climacteric and 
the reversal of value orientation. Abby D. was in her forties 
and Swedenborg in his fifties when reorientation occurred. 
These two persons, therefore, illustrate what Clark 
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describes as the core of religion, i.e., primary religious 
experience, and serve as almost "pure 11 examples of Assagioli's 
outline of 11 spiritual awakening11 in middle maturity. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter is the culmination of the survey of the 
literature on middle maturity and will contain the end product 
of the research, i.e., hypotheses for future research on this 
life-s~age in the psychology of religion. Before presenting 
the research proposals, however, a brief summary of the pur-
poses and procedures of the dissertation, as well as some 
comments on the evaluation of the survey, are needed. 
1. Purpose and Procedures 
The purpose of the dissertation was to offer an organ-
ized and descriptive summary of the literature on "middle matur-
ity" as a basis for the formulation of research hypotheses on 
this life-stage in the psychology of religion. The procedures 
utilized in this exploratory study included: (1) an eclectic 
survey of the discussion-oriented literature on middle maturity 
to introduce the reader to the dimensions of this life-stage; 
(2) an exhaustive survey of the "psychological" frames of ref-
erence for this period in the life span; (3) a representative 
selection of the clinical observations for the years 1941-55; 
(4) a comprehensive and descriptive summary of the empirical 
research data since the founding of the Division on 1-Iaturity 
and Old Age in the American Psychological Association (1946-
60); (5) a comprehensive survey of the theoretical and empir-
ical literature on "religious experience and behavior" during 
middle maturity; and (6) a survey of middle-aged persons re-
porting significant religious reorientations in autobiographies, 
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biographies, and case studies with phenomenological description 
of two such reports. This final chapter will include the last 
stage in the development of the problem, i.e., the presentation 
of research proposals--problem areas and suggestive hypotheses--
for the psychology of religion. 
2. Evaluation of the Survey 
The primary value of this dissertation has been to set 
forth what is and what is not known about middle maturity. This 
has been done within the limits of the literature-survey method, 
and within the "seeking spirit" of a first-step exploratory 
study. Such a method, although limited, has considerable ad-
vantages over sheer subjective speculation. 
The inclusion of theoretical frames of reference and 
clinical observations, in addition to the empirical research 
data, would seem to add extra dimensions to the usual collec-
tions of literature in developmental psychology texts. The 
inclusion of such material also provides more information for 
psychology of religion than one discipline alone. 
Niddle maturity has not been sharply defined and the 
chronological limits used in this dissertation would seem to 
be primarily useful at this date for data collection. As 
evidenced in the research data, the limits have been set at 
40-55, 40-65, 35-65, and so forth. Although certain physio-
logical and psychological events occurring in the fourth and 
fifth decade would seem to mark a new life-stage after young 
adulthood, further research is needed before sharp lines of 
demarcation can be drawn. 
The first studies of middle maturity, made by Sanford, 
were concerned with mental development and decay in the life 
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span. The results of the early studies seemed to emphasize 
declining mental ability after the age of 35. The trend in 
contemporary research seems to be upon "intellectual functions" 
and often emphasize declining abilities. Further, much research 
in the period from 1946-60 has been closely linked with the 
studies of old age, i.e. , persons over 65, and "middle matur-
ity" has usually received a by-product status. This is evi-
dent in the nature of the journals containing many of the 
research reports, i. e., Geriatrics and The Journal of Geron-
tology. However, since the beginning of the Kansas City Study 
of Adults, "middle maturity" has received increasing attention. 
Deficiencies in the existing psychological data are 
noted in the following areas: research on achievement, author-
ity, and accomplishment; research on leisure, freedom, and 
preparation for retirement; research on family interaction and 
the adolescent-parent-grandparent triangle; research on time 
perspective; research on the body-image in light of climacteric 
and cosmetic changes; and longitudinal studies of the individual. 
These areas appear to be missing in existing research, and in 
the judgment of this investigator, deserve attention. 
The existing psychological research appears to be 
dissected from the totality of the person, i.e., the emphasis 
is upon sub-systems with few attempts of interrelating the 
variables of perception, intellect, social action, self-image, 
and so forth. Basically, the field seems to need a more ad-
equate theoretical frame of reference. The present orientation 
to middle maturity, in terms of theoretical approaches, is 
psychoanalytic. This approach seems to be biased toward the 
psychopathological aspects of the self-limited period of the 
climacteric, and would appear to reduce middle maturity to a 
repeat performance of adolescence and a third edition of the 
Oedipal complex. Further, the psychoanalytic approach is 
oriented toward psychosexual development and seems to offer 
little explanation for post-climacteric behavior. Person-
ality seems to be viewed in terms of intrap~ychic mechanisms 
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to the relative neglect of interpersonal relations. The 
perspective on post-climacteric existence in terms of the relig-
ious life or the "socially creative" life is somewhat vague 
and appears to be a sublimation for psychosexual life. Thus 
the eight theories, drawing upon clinical observations, seem 
to be dominated by a single and sovereign explanation, and 
appear to be unrelated to much of the empirical data. A single 
explanation of the total phenomena of "middle maturity" does 
not seem appropriate at this moment in the investigation of 
this life-stage. However, the dissertations on middle maturity 
are beginning to utilize such concepts as self-reference, self-
implication, or self-image, and are moving away from the simple 
accumulation of unrelated facts. This trend, in the judgment 
of this investigator, is a positive one. 
The research studies utilizing the longitudinal method 
seem to present the middle-aged adult in a more favorable light 
than the cross-sectional comparisons of age differences. The 
longitudinal method, however, has not been used as often as the 
cross-sectional method in the study of the adult and remains a 
method for exploration in future research. Further, the current 
tests utilized in the study of middle-aged adults seem to have 
been standardized upon college students, and such tests often 
present the older person in an unfavorable light. There appears 
to be a need for more adequate tests which take into account 
such problems as motivation, speed, vision, and motor factors, 
as well as the factors of experience, judgment, and continued 
learning. These latter factors may be the "peak" of the per-
son's development in middle maturity. 
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Although psychology of religion is considered a branch 
of general psychology, the studies of "religious experience and 
behavior" deserve some special mention because of the context 
of this dissertation. The interpretations of the normative 
religious life seem to be influenced by Jungian concepts and 
appear to assume an experience of "discontinuity" in this life-
stage. This orientation would appear to correlate better with 
the "crisis" view of religious growth than with the "gradual" 
view of religious maturation. Further, such an orientation 
would seem to correlate better with individual's reporting 
experiences of "primary" religion than with persons for whom 
religion is a habit or routine affair. The basic thrust of 
this orientation would seem to favor the dissolution of the 
ego and the realization of the Self. This latter achievement, 
at least in Jungian terms, seems to be an inner unfolding of 
predetermined aspects of the personality. Concepts from the 
Oriental religions are utilized to explain the Self and would 
seem to have questionable relevance to persons involved in 
Western religious orientations. However, the Jungian emphasis 
appears to hold a positive emphasis in terms of goals for the 
middle-aged person. 
Interpersonal relatedness, although emphasized in the 
normative approach, seems to be somewhat overshadowed by the 
Jungian emphasis upon intrapsychic differentation of parts. 
Further, the "interpersonal" emphasis seems to offer little 
explanation for the dynamics of "agape love" in post-climacteric 
existence. Nonetheless, the interpersonal approach appears to 
posit an objective reality, i.e., c;od or the Beyond, who is 
at work in the human experiences of love. The psychology of 
religion may have difficulty finding instruments to measure 
such phenomena. 
The empirical studies of "religious experience and 
behavior" in middle maturity, at the present date, are some-
what limited. Two pioneers in psychology of religion, Star-
buck and E. T. Clark, report studies on persons over the age 
of 40, but relatively little has been done within the disci-
pline with these persons in recent years. The studies on 
religious interests, values, and goals are usually conducted 
apart from the psychology of religion and are largely focused 
upon the lower limits of this life-stage, i.e., 35-45. Such 
information offers little understanding of how these factors 
function during the entire period of middle maturity. Further, 
such studies seem to focus upon "religion in general" and offer 
no distinctions in the intensity of religiosity. 
A large percentage of the current studies are concern-
ed with "participation" and "adjustment" to the relative neg-
lect of the "regenerative" aspects of religion. Studies of 
guilt, shame, meaning, doubt, conflict, and so forth are either 
missing or so incidental to other research projects that the 
investigator could not obtain them. Methodologically, research 
on the religious life seems to have settled for the question-
naire and the interview. Additional methods, such as the use 
of projective data, appear not to have been utilized. 
Finally, in the judgment of this investigator, the 
psychology of religion will greatly benefit from some of the 
insights of existential psychology on "responsibility" and 
"meaning" in this duty-oriented life-stage. The psychoanalytic 
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approach has been utilized in the psychology of religion for 
increased understanding of "religious growth" in childhood and 
adolescence, and the existential approach seems to offers some 
insight into the continued "religious growth" of the middle-
aged adult. The latter emphasis would appear to be most help-
ful in understanding the basic anxieties of this life-stage, 
i.e., the fear of death and the horror of meaninglessness. 
Further, this approach seems to go beyond the goal of self-
actualization and offers some understanding of self-trans-
cendence and responsibility-taking. Such an approach to the 
middle-aged person, who has moved beyond the concerns of the 
young adult, would appear to be a step in the right direction. 
At this point, let us direct our attention toward some 
general conclusions derived from this survey of the literature. 
3. General Conclusions 
The global and normative concept of "religious matur-
ity" currently used in psychology of religion to characterize 
religious growth during adulthood tends to regard adulthood 
as a more or less homogeneous state of maturity and does not 
seem to account for the complexity of behavior during the 
years 40-60, i.e., middle maturity. On the basis of present 
knowledge about the human life span, and in light of the use 
of a developmental framework for understanding religious 
growth in childhood and adolescence, it would seem advantageous 
for psychology of religion to utilize the developmental schema 
of early, middle, and later adulthood. 
There appears to be expansion in the life space during 
middle maturity with respect to the religious dimension as 
measured by certain indices of religiosity. Therefore, on 
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the basis of expansion in this particular area, and in light 
of the increasing tide of research literature on this life-
stage since the establishment of the Division on Maturity and 
Old Age in the American Psychological Association in 1945, mid-
dle maturity would seem to commend itself for inclusion in the 
psychology of religion discipline. 
The psychoanalytic approach to middle maturity seems 
to be biased toward the unconscious, historical, and conflictual 
aspects of behavior, and appears to reduce this life-stage to 
a repeat performance of adolescence and a third edition of the 
Oedipal complex. Although not correlating well with the exist-
ing research data on middle maturity, this approach seems to 
retain its usefulness within a clinical or therapeutic setting. 
Further, the psychoanalytic approach to this life-stage seems 
to offer little explanation of personality dynamics in post-
. 
climacteric existence. 
The Jungian approach to middle maturity, currently used 
in several interpretations of the religious life, seems to 
stress "discontinuity" in this life-stage, and does not seem 
to correlate well with existing research data on religion. The 
majority of the research studies on religion, however, have 
emphasized "participation" and "life-adjustment," and the 
Jungian emphasis would seem to correlate better with persons 
experiencing religious "reorientation" in middle maturity, i.e. , 
an experience of primary religion. 
Finally, an increase in I-Thou orientation with a 
corresponding decrease in I-It orientation would seem to be 
the major psycho-socio-religious dimension along which growth 
occurs in middle maturity. These continua appear to reveal 
the nature of the prevailing value orientation in this life-
stage and the resultant tension for the individual. 
4. Research Proposals for the Psychology of Religion 
The focal point of this dissertation is upon the formu-
lation of problem areas and hypotheses for future research. 
Thus the foregoing conclusions are not as integral to this 
survey as the research proposals. The focus is clearly upon 
ideas and not conclusions! Further, the following proposals 
are merely suggestive of the vast research possibilities on 
this life-stage. 
i. Problem Areas 
(l) In the light of increasing somatic illnesses and 
hypochondria tendencies in middle maturity, studies are needed 
on the relationship between religion and health. 
(2) Research is needed on family religion during this 
life-stage in the light of adolescent-parental relationships. 
The problem of acquiring "faith" in each other is most real 
for parent and adolescent. 
(3) Information is needed on how social class and 
regional patterns color the meaning of religious observance 
for middle-aged adults. 
(4) Longitudinal case studies of the religious life 
are needed in order to study the "continuity-discontinuity" 
continuum in the life span. 
(5) Further research is needed on the relationships 
between religious activity and loss of reproductive ability 
in the middle-aged female. Does the female operate in a 
"sphere" apart from the male? 
(6) Studies on the correlation of passivity, conser-
vatism, and conformity with a "sacramental" or "structured" 
faith are needed. 
(7) Future research is needed on the relationship 
between increasing religious interest and self-actualization. 
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(8) Clinical studies of religious types and neurotic 
patterns are needed. What does the "unpardonable sin" mean 
to the climacteric individual and why does it appear in mid-
life depressions? 
(9) In reference to certain tendencies toward intro-
version and new opportunities for freedom in middle maturity, 
research is needed on the function of religion as a frame-
work for creativity. 
(10) Studies of religious compensations in the second 
half of life are needed. What are the "preventive" aspects 
of the life of faith and trust in reference to the expected 
losses of the aging process? 
(11) Research is needed on the fear of death and the 
realization of limited time for the middle-aged adult. Mid-
dle maturity seems to be the first period in the life span 
when death is an "experienced" fear. 
(12) Future studies are needed on the distinctive 
religious attributes which arise only in middle maturity 
and continue into senescence. 
ii. Hypotheses 
(1) There is a negative correlation between religious 
interest and religious activity in middle maturity. 
(2) A significant relationship exists between the 
male's struggles with passivity and the neglect or irregularity 
of his religious observance during middle maturity. 
(3) The lower the intergenerational family continuity 
for post-parental couples, the higher the level of religious 
participation. 
(4) The ability to state one's religious beliefs in 
middle maturity will correlate positively with vocational 
achievement and satisfaction. 
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(5) Religious awakening during middle maturity is 
primarily a function of cultural stereotypes about aging and 
is not intrinsic to this life-stage. 
(6) Individuals who have established a pattern of 
active participation in religious activities during adolescence 
and young adulthood will tend to continue associations with 
the church longer than with other community clubs or groups. 
(7) Persons reporting experiences of religious awaken-
ing in this life-stage will also manifest no decline in self-
critical ability. 
(8) The God-concept of the middle-aged adult is more 
absolutistic in nature than the God-concept of the young adult. 
(9) The future-oriented person with a belief in life 
after death will also manifest a wide range of interests in 
the present life-stage. 
(10) Middle-aged persons reporting brief and life-
enhancing mystical experiences will manifest a higher degree 
of self-insight than middle-aged persons for whom religion 
is a routine affair. 
(11) Persons attaining high scores on the Hypochon-
driasis Scale will manifest an arrested religious life and 
wi 11 tend to c11easure time in terms of past achievements. 
(12) Individuals measurin.g "time" by the distance 
from death rather than from birth will tend to manifest a 
high index of personal maladjustment. 
(13) Increasing conservatism in religious beliefs 
during middle maturity is a function of the person's striving 
for self-consistency. 
(14) Intellectual rigidity and problem-solving set 
will correlate positively with moral rigidity in middle age. 
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(15) Persons reporting "storm and stress" during the 
adolescent period of transvaluation will experience a mild 
or relatively calm self-assessment in middle maturity. 
(16) The intensity of religious beliefs in middle 
maturity will increase in direct ratio to the constriction 
increments in the perceptual field. 
( 17) A philosophy of life that views existence in 
terms of "becoming" rather than "arriving" will serve as a 
deterrent to morbidity during middle maturity. 
(18) Middle-aged persons motivated by a desire for 
certitude or "rightness" in religious beliefs will tend to 
manifest preferences for the impersonal. 
(19) t-iiddle-aged persons with a healthy religious 
self-image will look forward to retirement with less appre-
hension than non-religious middle-aged persons. 
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(20) Increasing participation in religious activities 
during middle maturity will correlate negatively with age, but 
will tend to correlate positively with the continuing maintenance 
of a significant relationship between the person and the 
religious group or organization. 
5. Summary 
In bringing this dissertation to a close one may point 
out that it demonstrates the existence of a fertile field for 
future research in psychology of religion and for other related 
disciplines. Although a fairly substantial body of literature 
on middle maturity exists at the present time, the field is 
still in a sense virgin. In almost every area, including the 
theoretical, empirical, and therapeutic, little more has been 
done than to map out or suggest problems that might well be 
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undertaken in future investigations. The list of problem areas 
and hypotheses evoked from the survey of the literature certainly 
does not exhaust the possibilities, but is illustrative of 
certain problems facing the investigator in future research. 
There appears to be no great wealth of descriptive, 
observational, and crude experimental data available at this 
date. The scientific study of middle maturity is still largely 
in the exploratory stage. This dissertation has attempted to 
survey and evaluate the field as it now exists with a view 
toward re-direction of future studies. Althou~h research 
proposals are offered in this final chapter, the problem of 
implementation remains for the future investigator. 
As the study of middle maturity increa$ingly attracts 
attention in future years, there must be continual feedback 
between theory, empirical research, and clinical practice. 
The opportunities for continuing and important contributions 
to the understanding of this life-stage are numerous. Future 
workers in this field should not be limited either theoretically 
or methodologically. 
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THE LITERATURE ON MIDDLE ~~TURITY WITH REFERENCE 
TO PSYCHOLOGY OF RELIGION 
(Library of Congress No. Mic. ) 
William Gene Miller, Ph.D. 
Boston University Graduate School, 1962 
l'1ajor Professor: Homer L. Jernigan, Assistant Professor 
of Pastoral Psychology 
PURPOSE: The purpose of this dissertation is to offer an 
organized and descriptive summary of the literature on 
"middle maturity" as a basis for formulating research hy-
potheses on this life-stage in the psychology of religion. 
METHODOLOGY: The problem is developed in seven stages: 
(1) an eclectic survey of the discussion-oriented literature 
to introduce the reader to the dimensions of this life-stage; 
(2) an exhaustive survey of the "psychological" frames of 
reference; (3) a representative selection of the clinical 
observations (1941-55); (4) a comprehensive summary of the 
empirical research data (1946-60); (5) a comprehensive sur-
vey of the theoretical and empirical approaches to 11 relig-
ious experience and behavior" in middle maturity; (6) a 
survey of middle-aged persons reporting significant relig-
ious reorientations in autobiographies, biographies, and 
case studies with phenomenological description of two such 
reports; and (7) a presentation of research proposals for 
psychology of religion which have developed from the survey 
of the literature. 
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GENERAL CONCLUSIONS: The following conclusions are offered 
in light of the survey of the literature: 
(1) The global and normative concept of 11 religious matur-
ity" currently used in psychology of religion to characterize 
religious growth during adulthood tends to regard adulthood as 
a more or less homogeneous state of maturity and does not seem 
to account for the complexity of behavior during the years 40-
60, i.e. , middle maturity. 
(2) There appears to be expansion in the life space during 
middle maturity with respect to the religious dimension as 
measured by certain indices of religiosity. On the basis of 
such expansion, and in light of increasing research data on 
this life-stage, middle maturity would seem to commend itself 
for inclusion in the psychology of religion. 
(3) The psychoanalytic approach to middle maturity seems 
to be biased toward the unconscious, historical, and conflic-
tual aspects of behavior, and appears to reduce this life-
stage to a repeat performance of adolescence and a third edition 
of the Oedipal complex. Although not correlating well with the 
existing research data on middle maturity, this approach seems 
to retain its usefulness within a clinical setting. 
(4) The Jungian approach to middle maturity, currently 
used in several interpretations of the religious life, seems 
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to stress "discontinuity" in this life-stage, and does not 
appear to correlate well with existing research data on religion. 
This approach, however, would seem to correlate well with per-
sons experiencing "religious reorientation" in middle maturity. 
(5) An increase in I-Thou orientation with a correspond-
ing decrease in I-It orientation would seem to be the major 
psycho-socio-religious dimension along which growth occurs in 
middle maturity. 
RESEARCH HYPOTHESES: The following hypotheses are suggestive 
of some of the research proposals evoked by this survey: 
(1) The ability to state one's religious beliefs in 
middle maturity will correlate positively with vocational 
achievement and satisfaction. 
(2) The lower the intergenerational family continuity 
for post-parental couples, the higher the level of religious 
participation. 
(3) Middle-aged persons with a healthy religious self-
image will look forward to retirement with less apprehension 
than non-religious middle-aged persons. 
(4) A significant relationship exists between the male's 
struggles with passivity and his neglect or irregularity of 
religious observance during middle maturity. 
(5) The future-oriented person with a belief in life 
after death will also manifest a wide range of interests in 
the present life-stage. 
(6) Persons attaining high scores on the Hypochondriasis 
Scale will manifest an arrested religious life and will tend 
to measure time in terms of past achievements. 
(7) Increasing conservatism in religious beliefs during 
middle maturity is a function of the person's striving for 
self-consistency. 
(8) Middle-aged persons reporting brief and life-enhancing 
mystical experiences will manifest a higher degree of self-
insight than middle-aged persons for whom religion is a routine 
affair. 
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